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GEOLOGY 13 0 a g 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF EASTERN UNITED STATES ; : : 

“Advance examination : - Dec. 18, 1947 

Write on four questions only; Now 1 is required of all. Majors in geology or 

= geography must include not less than ene of next two questions. Grades will ; 

not be ready until efter vacations Flease indicete which questione yeu wrote. 

5 é BF Bequired question on separate sheet : f 

(2)-Explein at least two distinct hypotheses to eccount for the drainage 
system of Ridge end Valley province. — : 

: ¥ 

Jf 2 Account fer three different types of topography which occur in the 
Finger Leke District of New York. : ” 

(4) Complete follewing sentences giving proof of each statement ( no more than 

_ @ single sentence of reasonable length considered): 5 : 

It has keen concluded thet the divide slong Blue “idee is shofting 

ee ; to the terthwest becauses---- 
(b) It is known that there was neither the Allegheny ner Ohio Rivers in : 

preglacial\time because--- oe : 
ae) imergence of \the Coestel Plain in relatively-recent time is proved by-- 

2 (d) The upland /sutface of the Piedmont Plateau is not the same_ace ; 
E : the surface of herd rocks beneath the Goaste] Plain because--- ~~ \__ 

PEER _____ (e) It has besn sexmenty widely thought that there was a Schooley ae 
SR Sey Le OCC ILE ELLIE. 

(5) Describe briefly the location, geology e nd topography of Cetskill Mts. — 

(6 ) "how with diegrems: (s) syncline, (b) monocline, (c) anticline, = 
: (d) enticlinal mountain, (¢) monoclinel mountain, (£) s ynclinal~aountein, : 

(e) pitching fold, (h) thrust fault, (i) entrenched meander, (j) cussta : 

Sn Account for: (a) greater summit elevations of Appalachian Plateau compared 

: - : : to Ridge and Valley: — 5 
(») why shale is found on some of the highest summits. : 

(8) Where end whet are: (a) Hockley scarp, (b) Walden Ridge (c) Fell Zone : z 
Peneplein, (d) Ashville basin, (e) Harrisburg Pefieplain, (f) Western fs 
Cress Timbers, (g) Reelfoot Leke, (h) Yazoo B asin, (i) Everglades, 

oe (j) Sea Islands .



Geology 13 0 

Special exam, Nov. 23, 1945 

: Write on 4 only 

(1) List in proper sequence the observations made at Weidman 
Falls which demonstrete the physiogrephic history of the area 

(2) Account for rapids and fells found in Driftless Area giving 

examples of each kind 

(3) Discuss origin of Crowleys Ridge and associeted drainage changes 

(4) Complete following: Pad A 
(a) The mountains of Supertor-Upiend were destroyed 

before Upper Gémbrien time because 
(c)(b) The interlobete moraine of eastern Wisconsin is such 

a promineht topographic feature because (two reasons) 
: (ad) “halk forms lowlands in xik Alabama whereas in 

s Texas it caps a cueBte because — y 
(e) The Driftless/Area escaped glacietion primarily 

because 

: (5) Where on field trip did you see a good eample of each: 

3 (e) Franconia sandstone . 
_(b) toppgraphic break between two different uplands : 

o \ (c) leke enclosed by teruiinal moraine 
(d) bed of leke enclosed by glacial outwash 
(@) peneplain on quartzite A 
(f) water gep 7 oda P pug 
(g) gravel which Mist! once-heve-filted—valley to-great—depth 
(h) vertical streta Thy 

(i) clinkstone "A Len ie es pe ie hed 

(j) Satkzbewn Jordan-sandstone eo FMP Oy pee ge 

[6 ) (Caw Oe ee Roadniare Ss pa ar & v ; 
L o i } a 
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“+ GROLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

References for field trips, 1g4o. 

1. The Dells-Mertin, Lawrence, Physical geogrephy of Wisconsin: Wisconsin Geol. 

Net. Hist. Survey, Bull. 36, pp. 325-333, 1916. 
2. Bscarpmonts-- Smith, G. H. The influence of rock structure and rock charactor 

upon topogroph; in the Driftless area: ‘Thesis, 1921. 
3. Lake Wisconsin-- Martin, Lawrence, Physical geography of Wisconsin: Wisconsin 

Gool, and Nat. Hist. Survey, Bull. 36, pp. 318-322, 341-343, 1916. 

4, Lake Wisconsin-~ Aldon, W. C., Quaternary geology of southeastern Wisconsin. 

U. S, Geol. Survey, Prof. Paper 106, pp. 222-229, 267, 1918. 

5. Lake Wisconsin-- Solisbury, R. D., and Atwood, W. W.: Geography of the region 

_ about Devils Lake and the Dalles of the Wisconsin: Wisconsin Geol. and Not. 

Hist. Survey, Bull. 5, pp. 129-132, 1900. 
6. Pre-Canbrian peneplain-- Weidnon, Samuel, Geology of north-central Wisconsins 

Wisconsin Geol. and Not. Hist. Survey, Bull. 16, pp. 592-599, 1907. 
7. Hemilton Mounds-- Ostronder, A. R., Geology and structure of Hamilton Mounds, 

Adans County, Wisconsin, Mastors Thesis, 1931. 
8. Glacial features, Adams Co.-- Alden, W. C., Quaternary goology of southeastern 

= Wisconsin: U, S. Gool. Survey, Prof. Paper 106, pp. 216-217, 261-262, 1918. 
9, Glover Byuff-- Bkern, G. L., and Thwoites, F. T., The Glower Bluff structure. | 

, Wisconsin Acad, Sci., Trens., vol. 25, pp. 89-97, 1930. : 

10, Sandstone Mounds-- Irving, R. D., Geology of Wisconsin, vol. 2, po. 566-577,187. 

11, Bed rocks-—- Thweites, F. 1., The Pricozoic rocks found in deep wells; Jour. 

Geology, vol. 31, pp. 529-555, 1923. 
12. Central Plein-- Mertin, Lawrence, Physicel googrephy of Wisconsin: Wisconsin 

Geol. and Nat. Hist. Survey, Bull. 36, pp. 299-310, 1916. ; 

13, Glaciation central ploin-- Mertin, Lewrence, Physical geography of Wisconsin: 
Wisconsin Geol. and Net. Hist. Survey, Bull. 36, pp. 310-318, 1916. 

14, Pre-Canbrian poneplain-- Msrtin, Lewrence, Physical geography of Wisconsin: 
Wisconsin Geol. and Not. Hist. Survey, Bull. 36, pp. 362-374, 1916. 

15. Old drift-- Woidmen, Sammel, Geology of north-central Wisconsin: Wisconsin. | 
Geol. ond Net. Hist. Survey, Bull. 16, pp. 435-440, 443-444, 447-448, 1907. 

16. Ola drift-- Martin, Lawrence, Physical geography of Wisconsin: Wisconsin Geol.- 
ond Net. Hist. Survoy, Bull. 36, pp. 374-376, 1916. 

17. Wisconsin River-~ Weidaen, Samuel, Geology of north-central Wisconsin: Wiscon- 
sin Gool. and Nat. Hist. Survey, Bull. 16, pp. 614-624, 1907. 

18, ‘Torraces-- Weidman, Samuol, Geology of north-centrel Wisconsin:: Wisconsin Geol. 
and Not. Hist. Survey, Bull. 16, pp. 521-522, 532~543, 542, 1907. 

19. Prairie du Sac-- Alden, W. C., Qu-ternary geology of southeastern Wisconsin: 
U. S. Geol. Survey, Prof. Paper 106, pp. 190-194, 214-215, 1918. 

20. Terraces, Prairie du Sac-- Uber, H. A., The terraces of the Wisconsin River: 

Thesis, 1916. 
21. Baraboo quartzite-- Aldon, W. C., Quaternary geology of southeastern Wisconsin: 

U. S. Geol. Survey, Prof. Paper 106, pp. 56-61, 1918. 
22. Drift and Driftless Areas-- Salisbury, R. D., and Atwood, W. W., The geography 

of the region about Devils Lake: Wisconsin Geol. and Nat. Hist. Survey, Bull. 5, 

pp. 143-146, 1900, : 
23. Scenic features-- Salisbury, R. D., and Atwood, W. W,, The geography of the 

region about Devils Leke: Wisconsin Geol. and Nat. Hist. Survey, Bull. 5, 

pp- 60-72, 1900. 
24. Peneplains-- Trowbridge, A. C., The erosional history of the Driftless Area: 

Iowa University Studies, Studies in Nat. Hist., vol. 9, no. 3, part II, 1921. 
25. Gyecicl drift-- Weidman, Sanucl, The Baraboo iron-bearin; district: Wisconsin 

Geol. and Nat. Hist. Survey, Bull. 13, pp. 99-102, 1904. 

26. Driftless Area-- Mertin, Lawrence, Physicol geography of Wisconsin: Wisconsin 
Geol. ond Nat. Hist. Survey, Bull. 36, pp. 73-88, 1916.



27. Driftless Area-- Weidman, Spmucl, Geology of north-central Wisconsin:: Wisconsin 

Geol. and Nat. Hist. Survey, Bull. 16, »p, 548-564, 1907. 

28, Pre«Crmbrion poneplain-- Thwaites, F. T., The buries pre-Canbrian of Wisconsin: | 
Geol, Soc. Anerica, Bull., vol. 42, pp. 719-750, 1931. 

29. Peneplains-~ Martin, Lawronce, Physical geogrephy of Wisconsin: Wisconsin Geol. 

and Not. Hist. Survey, Bull., 36, pp. 42-70, 1916.. eS 

30, Outwesh-- Martin, Lavrenco, Physical seograppy of Wisconsin: Wisconsin Geol. 
and Net. Hist. Survoy, Bull. 36, pp. 119-128, 1916. 

31. Devils Lake-- Trowbridge, A. C. The history of Devils Loke Wisconsin: Jour. 

Geology, vol. 25, po. 344-372, 1917. 
32. Terraces-- MacClintock, Paul, The Pleistocene history of the lower Wisconsin 

River: Jour. Geology, vol. 30, pp. 673-689, 1922. 
33. Penenleins-- Thwaites, F. 1,, Kensas Geol. Soc. Guidebook, Ninth Amn. Field 

Conference: Pp. 118-120, 1935. 

34. Devils Lake-— Thwoites, F. T., Physiogrophy of the Barsboo District: Kensas 
Geol. Soc. Guidebook, Ninth Amn. Field Conference, pp. 395-404, 1935. 

35, Devils Leke-- Smith, Guy-Hnrold, Physiography of Beraboo Renge of Wisconsin: 

Pan-An. Geologist, vol. 56, pp. 123-140, 1931. 

36. Bed rocks-— Wanonincher, J. M., Twonhofel, ¥, E., ond Raasch, G. 0., The 
Paleozoic Strata of the Beraboo oren, Wisconsin: An. Jour. Sci., 5th Ser., 

vol. 28, pp. 1-30, 1934. 
37, Bates, R. B., Goomorvhic history of the Kickepoo region, Wisconsin: Geol. 

Soc. America, Bull., vol. 50, pp. 819-880, 1939.



e Bs 

See also references for field trips. 

Coastal Plain 

Cooke, C. W., and Melton, F, A. Discussion of the origin of the supvosed 
meteorite scars of South Garolina; Jour. Geology, vol. 42, pp. 

88-104, 1934. 
Ewing, Maurice and others, Geophysical investigations in the coastal . 

plain; Geol. Soc, America, Bull., vol, 48, pp. 753-812, 1937; 
vol, 50, #8. 257-296, 1939. 

Prouty, W, F., "Carolina Bays" and elliptical lake basins: Jour. Geology, 

vol. 43, pp. 200-207, 1935. 
Flint, R. F,, Pleistocene features of the Atlantic Coastal Plain: Am. 

Jour. Sci,, vol. 238, pp. 757-787, 1940. 
Fisk, H. N,, Depositional terrace slopes in Louisiana: Jour. Geomorphoi-+ 

ogy, vol. 2, pp. 181-200, 1939. 

Russell, R, J,., Louisiana stream patterns: Am. Assoc. Pet. Geol., Bull., 

vol. 23, pp, 1199+1227, 1939. 

Piedmont 

Bascomb, Florence, Cycles of erosion in the Piedmont province of Penn- 

sylvania: Jour. Geol., vol. 29, pp. 540-559, 1921. 

Blue Ridge 

Wright, F. J., The Blue Ridge of southern Virginia and western North 
Carolina: Denison Univ. Bull. Sci. Lab., vol. 22, pp. 116-132, 
1927; The erosional history of the Blue Ridge; ibid, vol. 23, pp. 
321-344, 1928: The older Appalachians of the south: ibid, vol. 26, 
pp. 143-250, 1931, 

Ridge and Valley 

Thompson, H. D., Drainage evolution in the southern Appalachians; Geol. 
~ Soc. America, Bull., vol, 50, pp. 1323-1356, 1939. 

Meyehoff, H. A. and Olmstead, E, Wi, The origin of Appalachian drainage: 
Am. Jour, Scij, 5th sor., vol, 32, pp, 21-42, 1936, 

Stose, G. W., Age of the Schooley peneplain: Am. Jour, Sci, Vol, 238, 
PP, 461-476, 1940. 

Mackin, J, H,, The Origin of Appalachian draimge, a reply: Am, Jour, 
Sci., 5th Ser., vol, 36, pp. 26-53, 1938, 

Ashley, G, H., Studios in Appalachian mountain sculpture: Geol. Soc, Am. 

Bull, vol. 46, pp, 1395-1436, 1935, 

Johnson, D, W, A theory of Appalachian geomorphic evolution; Jour, Geol. 
. vol, 39, pp, 497-508, 1931. 

Rich, J. L,, A bird's-eye cross section of the central Apvalachian 
mountain and plateau: Geogr, Review, vol., 29, pp, 561-586, 1939,



Cn 

Thwaites, F. T., Glacial Geology of part of Vilas County, Wisconsin: 
Wisconsin Acad. Sci,, Trans., vol. 24, pn. 225-228. 1929. 

Thwaites, F. T., Kansas Geol. Society Ninth Ann. Fie.d Conference Guide Book, 

pp. 109-125, 1929. 

See also references for field trips. 

Coastal Plain 

Cooke, C. W., and Melton, F. A., Discussion of the origin of the supposed 
meteorite scars of South Carolina: Jour. Geology, vol. 27, pp. 88-101, 

1934, 

Ewing, Maurie and others, Geophysical investigations in the coastal plaing 

Geol. Soc, America, Bull., vol. 48, pp, 753,812, 1937; vol. 50, pp. 

257-296, 1939. 

Prouty, W. Fe, "Carolina Bays" and elliptical lake basins: Jour. Geology, 
vol. 43, ppe 200-207, 1937 

a McCarthy, Gs Re, The Carolina Bays: Geol. Soc, America, Bull., vol. ug, PPs 

1211-1226, 1937. 

Fisk, H. N., Depositional terrace slopes in Louisiana: Jour. Geomorphology, 
vol. 2, pp. 181-200, 1939. : 

Shaw, E. W., The Pliocene history of northern and central Mississippi: U. S. 
Geol. Survey, Prof. Paper 108, ppe 125-163, 1917. 

Russell, R. J., Physiography of Lower Mississippi River delta: Louisiana 
Geol, Survey, Bull. 8, pp. 3-199, 1936. 

Russell, R. J., Louisiana stream patterns: Am. Assoc. Pet. Geol., Bull., vol. 

23, pp. 1199-1227, 1939. 

Piedmont 
Bascomb, Florence, Cycles of erosion in the Piedmont province of Pennsylvanis. 

= Joure Geol., vol. 29, pp. 540-559, 1921. 

Blue Ridge 

Wright, F. J., The Blue Ridge of southern Virginia and western North Caro~ 
lina: Denison Univ. Bull. Scis Lab., vol. 22, pps 116-132, 1927; The 

erosional history of the Blue Ridge: ibid, vol. 23, pp. 321-34L, 1928: 
The older Appalachians of the south; ibid, vol. 26, pp. 143-250, 193). 

Ridge and Valley 

Fridley, H. Me, Solution and stream piracy: Jour. Geol., vol. 47, pp. 178-152. 

1939.6 

Thompson, H. De, Drainage evolution in the southern Appalachians: Geol. Soc. 

America, Bull., vol. 50, pps 1323-1356, 1939. 

Meyehoff, H. A. and Olmsted, E. %., The origin of Appalachian drainage: Am. 
Jour. Sci.s, 5th sor., vol. 32, ppe 21-42, 1936.



—S 

Wright, F. J., The newer Appalachians of the south; Denison Univ., 3ull. 

Sdi. Lab., vol. 31, pp. 93-142, 1936, 

Mackin, J. H., The origin of Appalachian drainage, a reply: Ams Jour. Sci., 

5th ser., vol. 36, pp. 26-53, 1938. 

Ashley, G. H., Studies in Appalachian mountain sculpture: Geol. Sco. Americ> 

Bull, vol. 46, pp. 1395-1436, 1935. 

Johnson, D. %. A theory of Appalachian geomorphic evolution; Jour. Geol., 

vol. 39, po. 497-508. 1931. 

Woodward, -H. P., Natural Bridge and Natural Tunnel, Virginia: Jour. Geol., 

vol, 44, pp. 604-616. 1936. rR - - 
Quon Th GO Arad, ey. Dnt Arn yh. © ¢ , hn 
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Cole, W. S., Develooment and structural control of erosion surfaces: Jour. 

Geol., vol, 45, pp. 141-157, 1937; Rock structure and peneplain 
expression; Jour. Geol., vole 43, poe 1O49-1062, 1935; Erosion 
surfaces of western and central New York; Jour. %eol., vol. 46, po. 191- 
206, 193%. 

Lawrence,  R. A., Sink holes of the Cumberland Flataau: Jour. Geology, 

vol. 45, op. 214-215, 1937. e 

Holmes, C. De, Glacial erosion in a dissected plateau; Am. Jour. Sci., 

5th serg, vole 33, pos 217-232, 1977. 

‘ip. 
Tarr, Re S., Drainage features ef central New York: Geol. Soc. America, 

Bull., vol. 16, pp. 229-282, 1905. 

Fairchild, H, L., Seneca valley physiography and glacial history: Geol. 
Soc. America, Bull., vol. 45, po. 1073-1110, 1934. 

Rich, J. L., Recognition and significance of multiple erosion surfaces; 

~ée Geol. Soc. America, Bull., vol. 49, pp. 1695-1722, 1938. 

New England 
Tarr, R. S., The peneplain: Am. Geologist, vol. 2ly pp. 351-370, 1898. 

Davis, W.M., ‘The peneplain: Am. Geologist, volé 23, po. 207-239, 1399. 

Meyerhoff, H, A., and Hubbell, Marion, Jrosional land forms of eastern an” 
central Vermont: Vermont, Eighth Rept. State Geologist, pp, 1/-100, © 

1972. 

Pond, Adela M., The penevlains of the Taconic Mountains in Vermont: Verne: » 
1927-28 Rept. State Geologist, pp. 292-314, 1929 

Barrell, Joseph, The piedmont terraces of the northern Appalachians: © Am.. 
Jour. Sci., 4th ser., vol. 49, pp. 227-258, 327-362, 497-428, 1920.



ies 

Adirondacks 

Ruedeman, Rudolph, The tangential drainage of the Adirondacks: Am. 
Jour. Sci., 5th ser., vol. 22, pp» 431-440, 1931. 

Miller, W. 3., The Adirondack mountains: New York State Mus., Bulle 193. 

1917. 

Interior Low Plateau 

Lobeck, A. Ks, The geology and physiography of the Mammoth Cave National 

Park, Kentucky, Geol. Survey, 1928. 

Dicken, $. N., Kentucky karst landscapes: Jour. Geol., vol. 43, pp. 708- 
728, 1935. 

Swinnerton, A. C., Origin of limestone caverns: Geol. Soc. America, 

Bull., vol. 43, pp. 663-694, 1932. 

Dicken, S. N., A Kentucky solution cuesta: Jour. Geol., vol. 43, pps 539 
544, 1935. : 

P. T. Thwaites, Sept., 1939



GEOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

References for field trips, 1935? 

1. ‘The Dells-Martin, Lawrence, Physical geography of Wisconsin: Wisconsin Geol. and 

Nat. Hist. Survey, Bull. 36, pp. 325 - 333, 1916. 
2. Escarpments-- Smith, G. H. The influence of rock structure ard rock character 

upon topography in the Driftless area: Thesis, 1921. 

3. Lake Wisconsin-- Martin, Lawrence, Physical geography of Wisconsin: Wisconsin 
Geol. and Nat. Hist. Survey, Bull. 36, pp. 318 - 322, 341 - 543, 1916. 

4, Lake Wisconsin-- Aldon, W. C., Quaternary geology of southeast.rn Wisconsin, 

U. S. Geol. Survey, Prof. Paper 106, pp. 222 - 229, 267, 1918. 
5. lake Wisconsin-- Sali sbury, R. D., and Atwood, W. We: Geogravhy of the region 

about Devils Lake and the Dalles of the Wisconsin: Wisconsin Geol. and Nat. Hist. 
Survey, Bull. 5, pp. 129 ~ 132, 1900. 

6, Pre-Cambrian peneplain-- Weidman, Samel, Geology of north-central Wisconsin: 
Wisconsin Geol. and Nat. Hist. Survey, Bull. 16, pp. 592 - 599, 1907. 

7. Hamilton Mounds-- Ostrander, A. R., Geology and structure of Hamilton Mounds, 

Adams County, Wisconsin, Masters Thesis, 1931. 
8. Glacial features, Adams Co.-- Alden, W. C., Quaternary geology of southeastern 

et Wisconsin: U. S. Geol. Survey, Prof. Paper 106, pp. 216 - 217, 261 - 262, 1918. 
9. Glover Bluff-- Ekern, G. L., and Thwaites, #. T., The Glover Bluff structure: 

Wisconsin Acad. Sci., Trans., vol. 25, pp. 89 - 97, 1930. 
10; Sandstone Mounds-- Irving, R. D., Geology of Wisconsin, vol. 2, pp. 566 - 577,1877. 
11; Bed rocks-- Thwaites,F.1, The Paleozoic rocks found in deep wells: Jour. ®&ology, 

vol. 31, pp. 529 = 555, 1923. 
12. Central Plain-- Martin, Lawrence, Physical geography of Wisconsin: Wisconsin Geol. 

and Nat. Hist. Survey, Bull. 36, po. 299 - 310, 1916. ; 
13. Glaciation central plain-- Martin, Lawrence, Physical geography of Wisconsin: 

Wisconsin Geol. and Nat. Hist. Survey, Bull. 36, pp. 310 ~ 318, 1916. 
14, Pre-Cambrian peneplain-- Martin, Lawrence, Physical geography of Wisconsin: $ 

Wisconsin Geol. and Nat. Hist. Survey, Bull. 36, pp. 362 - 374, .1916. e 
15. Old drift-- Weidman, Samel, Geology of north-central Wisconsin: Wisconsin Gol. 

and Nat, Hist, Survey, Bull. 16, pp. 435 ~ Wo, 443 - Wu, W7 - bug, 1907. 
16, Old drift-- Martin, Lawrence, Physical geography of Wisconsin: Wisconsin Geol. 

and Nat. Hist. Survey, Bull. 36, pp. 37h ~ 376, 1916. 
17. Wisconsin River-- Weidman, Sarmel, Geology of north-central Wisconsin: Wisconsin 

Geol. and Nat. Hist. Survey, Bull. 16, pp. 614 - 62l1, 1907. 
. 18, Terraces-- Weidman, Samuel, Geology of north-central Wisconsin: Wisconsin Geol. 

and Nat, Hist. Survey, Bull. 16, pp. 521 - 522, 532 ~ 543, 544, 1907. 
19. Prairie du Sac-- Alden, W. C., Quaternary geology of southeastern Wisconsim 

u. S, Geol. Survey, Prof. Paper 106, pp. 190 - 194, alk - 215, 1918, 
20, Terraces, Prairie du Sac-- Uber, H. A., The terraces of the Wisconsin River: 

Thesis, 1916. 
21. Baraboo quartzite-- Alden, W. C., Quaternary geology of southeastern Wisconsin: 

U. S. Geol. Survey, Prof. Paper 106, pp. 56 ~ 61, 1918. ; 
22. Drift and Driftless Areas-- Salisbury, R. D., and Atwood, W.W., The geography of 

the region about Devils Lake: Wisconsin Geol. and Nat. Hist. Survey, Bull. 5, 
: pp. 143 - 146, 1900. : ; 

23. Scenic features-- Salisbury, R.D., and Atwood, W.W., The geography of the region 
about Devils Lake: Wisconsin Geol. and Nat. Hist. Survey, Bull. 5, pp. 60 -72,190C 

24, Peneplains-- Trowbridge, A.C., The erosional history of the Driftless Area: Iowa 
University Studies, Studies in Nat. Hist., vol. 9, no.3, part II, 1921. 

25.. Glacial drift-- Yaidman, Samuel, The Baraboo iron-bearing district: Wisconsin 

Geol. and Nat. Hist. Survey, Bull. 13, pp.99 -.102, 1904, 
26. Driftless Area-- Martin, Lawrence, Physical geography of Wisconsin: Wisconsin 

Geol. and Nat. Hist. Survey, Bull. 36, pp. 73 - 88, 1916.



27. Driftless Area-- Weidman, Samuel, Geology of uorth-central Wisconsin: Wisconsin 
Geol, and Nat, Hist. Survey, Bull. 16, pp. 543 - 564, 1907. 

28. Pre-Cambrian peneplain-- Thwaites, F. 1., The buried pre-Cambrian of Wisconsin: 
Geol. Soc. America, Bull., vol. 42, pp. 719 - 750, 1931. 

29, Peneplains-- Martin, Lawrence, Physical geography of Wisconsin: Wisconsin Geol, 
and Nat. Hist. Survey, Bull. 36, pp. 42 - 70, 1916. 

30. Outwash-- Martin, Lawrence, Physical geography of Wisconsin: Wisconsin Geol. and 

Nat. Hist. Survey, Bull. 36, pp. 119 - ei a 
31. Devils Lake-- Trowbridge, A. C. The histo evils Lake Wisconsin: Jour. Geolow 

Vol, 25, tps 9) = 372, 1917s 
32. Terraces-- MacClintock, Paul, The Pleistocene history of the lower Wisconsin 

River: Jour.Geology,vol.30, pp. 673 - 689, 1922. 
33. Peneplains-- Thwaites, F. T., Kansas Geol Soc. Guidebool:, Nin’h Ann. Field Cm- 

ference: pp. 118 - 120, 1935, : 
34. Devils Lake-- Thwaites, F. 1., Physiography of the Baraboo District: Kansas Geol 

Soc. Guidebook, Ninth Ann. Field Conference, pp. 395 - 4Cl. 1935. 
35. Devils Lake-~ Smith, Guy-Harold, Physiography of Baraboo Runge of Wisconsin: 

Pan--Am. Geologist, vol 56, pp. 123 - 140, 1931. 
35. Bed rocks-- Wanenmacher, J. M., Twenhofel, W, H., and Raasch, G. 0.. The 

Paleozoic Strata of the Baraboo area, Wisconsin: Am.Jour. Sci., 5th sere, vole 

28, pp. 1 = 30,1934. ; 
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; GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

100 Review questions, first semester 4 
Third edition, 1936-37 

These questions are for review,study. They contain questions 
which were used in past examinations and others which may be used or similar 
to those which may be used in the future. Study them in eonnection with both 

your text book and the Lobeck Diagram of the Ue & Check also with notes, 

readings, laboratory excercises, and field trip renorts. Be sure to under~ 
stand just where and WHY departures from textbook conclusions have been 
madée Be familiar with both definition and man limits of every physiographic 

province which has been taken ue 

1. Show by a cross secticn the nature of the boundary line between the 
Laurentian Unland and the Interior Lowland. (a) in Wisconsin.,(b) in east~ 
ern Adirondacks. ‘ 
2, Describe and account for the different land forms which occur in the 
Laurentiam Upland dividing them into (a) destructional and (b) constructional. 

4 3e Into what two creet srouns (from topographic standpoint) may the bed 
= rocks of the Laurentiaz, Upland be divided? Describe the land forms and 

drainage patterns of each and name the ages of rocks in which typical 

examples of each occure - 

4, How is it Imowm that local glaciers once existed in eastern United 
States? Give locations of examlese : 
5 Describe and account for the different kinds of lakes which occur in 
the Laurentian Upland. : . 
be Outline in parallel column the facts and interpretations which de- 

nonstrate the physiographic history deduced in the Baraboo district, Wisconsine 
Te State in q single sentence a definite evidence which proves that: . : 

(a) local mountain glaciers once existed in the Adirondacks, (b) ‘the 
Laurentian Upland wes once a mountain country, (c) the vre~Canbrian moun- 
tains where destroyed before the coming of the Upper Cambrian sea, 
(ad) The Laurentian Upland was not all glaciated at the same time, (e) the 
Superior Highland was once entirely covered by the rocks which are now . 
confined to the Interior Lowlands 

>“ 8. In the Laurentian Upland locate examples of: (a) trellis, drainage, 
(b) fault controlled drainaze,(c) monodnock on peneplain, (d) lake in rock 
basin, (e) old drift, (f) fault escarpment, (g) pitted outwash, (h) ter~ 
minal moraine, (i) sandstone plain, (j) water gape 
9- What significance in erosional history is to be attached to a hill of 
granite which has a flat top? to a hill of horizontal sedimentary rock 

which has a flat top? : 

10, Outline with diagrams the stages in the development of the topography 
of the Superior Highland including the basin of Lake Superior. 
11. Explain theorigin of the basin of Lake Superior, 
12. Discuss with diagrams the effect on topography of three distinct types 

os, of bed rocks which occur in the Lake Superior regione, 
zi 13, Outline the evidences which whow the post glacial history of the Lake 

Superior Basine 3 ‘ 4 
14, Discuss the subdivisions of the Laurentian Upland in the U.S. giving 
definition, boundaries, seology and topography. . 
15. Where and what are in physiographic sense: (a) Apostle Islands, 
(bd) St. Louis Bay, (c) Rib Hill, (a) South Range, (e) Rib Hill, (f) Ke~ 
weenaw Point, (g) Isle Royal, (h) Masabi Range, (i) Manitou Falls, 
(j) Huron Mts, (k) Apostle Tds. 
16. Discuss with diagrams three possible exolanations of the level uplands 

: of the Baraboo Ranges
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17e Explain with diagrams the effects of glaciation on the topography 
of the Laurentian Upland. 
18, Name, define, bound, and discuss briefly seven subdivisions of the 

Interior Lowlands. . 
19, Discuss theories of crigin of basins of lower Great Lakes. 
20. Locate, describe, and account for the principal cuestas of the Great 
Lakes region, illustrating with a section from north-central Wisconsin 

east to the Laurentian Upland in Ontario. . 
21. Describe, account for and illustrate with diagrams the different 
land forms which occur in the Interior Lowland and locate examples of each. 

22, Discuss the different types of topography which occur in the Baraboo 
District, Wisconsin, including evidence 6f their agese : 
23- Account for the Driftless Areas 2 

24, Describe and account for falls and rapids in the Driftless Area. 
25 Describe and accovnt for topographic features in the Driftless Area, 

which are cue to glaciation of the surrounding regione 
26. Discuss two theories of the origin of drift or till plains. 
27—¢ Account for the differences in glacial tcpcgraphy between southeastern 
Wisccnsin and central Illincise. 
28. Describe the effects of loess on the tcnogranhy of lowas 
294 State in a single sentence a fact which definitely proves that: 
(a) the Niagara excarpment of eastern Wisccnsin was altered by glacial 
erosinn, (b) the elacinted portion of the Interior Lowland was not all : 
covered with ice at one time, (c) the Barnboo Range was once buried under 
Paloozcic rocks, (ad) the flat land in central Wisc-nsin is NOf a peneplain, 
(e) Weidman Falls was not always located where it now ise ; 
30. Where have you geen on field trips in their ccurse (a) sink hole, 
(b) sand cune leke, (c) excarpment due te sandstone, (a) terminal moraine, 
(e) upland om dolomite (f) upland on quartzite, (g) outwash plain, 
(h) abandoned lake bed, (1) stmerimposed stream, (j) water gap? 
31, Discuss the postclecial history of the Great Lakes including the 
effect upon Niagara Rivere 
32, Discuss evidences which indicate considerable glacial erosion in 

eastern Wisconsin? : 
33~¢ Discuss with ciagrams the Wichita and Arbuckle Mountains comparing 

1s them with the Baraboo District, Wisconsine 
: ue Describe and account for the land forms of the southern Illinois old 

drift regione ; 
35« locate in Interior Lowlands examples of (a) drumlins, (b) glaciated 
karst topography, (c) superimposed drainage, (d) sand dunes, (e) abandoned 
lake bed, (a) lake basin shut in by glacial outwash, (e) eroded drift ploin, 
(£) pitted outwash, (g) clay till moraine, (h) excarpment capped by shale, 
(i) cuesta, (j) exhumed pro—Cambrian monodnocksy . 
36~ Discuss three different interpretations of the uplands of the Drift~ 
legs Area (excluding those of Baraboo Bluffs.). ‘ 

37e Discuss the drainage pattern of the Crystalline Avpalachianse ° 
38. Discuss evidence of stream,conteat along the Blue Ridge. 

39~¢ Account for and describe the boundary between the Crystalline Appala~ 
chians and the Piedmont Plateaug (Give several hypotheses). 
HO, Where and why do some rivers cross the Crystalline Appalachians from 

southeast to northwest and others in reverse direction? 
41, Discuss physiographic history of Piedmont Plateau citing evidence for 
each stops ; 

42, Compare similarities in topography of the Piedmont Plateau and the 
Baraboo Bluffs and give two possible explanations which might apply to bothe
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UZa Where and what aref (2) Blue Ridge, (b) South Mountain, (0) Mt, Mitchell, 
ts Richmond Basin, (e) Spencer Mts, (f) Fall Line, (g) French Broad River, 
(h) Trenton Prong, (i) Carlisle Prong, (j) Great Smoky Mts. 
44. Discuss line of division of Piedmont and Coastal Plain using diagrame 

45. In single sentences state evidences which alone prove that:(a) the 

Piedmont was once mountainous, (b) the Piedmont was once more level . 
than it is today, (c) the Piedmont was once covered by Coastal Plain 
sediments, (d) the Blue Ridge is not in harmony with the stage of ero- 
sion cycle of districts to west and to east, (e) rejuvinattron of 

streams has occurred in the Crystalline Appaladians. 
486. List the land forms which are well developed in the Trissie lowland 

section of the Piedmont. 
47. Explain by means of diasrams the effect of faulting on the topnography 

of a ridge of trap rock interbedded with sandstone and shale and which 
has been tilted to a considerable angle. 

5 4g. Why is New England considered as a separate physiographic province? 
4g, Draw an east-west cross section of New England north of latitude of 

Boston to illustrate the seweral geographic features. 

-s 50. Account for the stony soils of New England and tell where else the 
same phenomenon is found, : 

51. Give and discuss fully three different interpretations of the level 

skyline of southern Few England including attempts to date this sur- 

face. . drift 
52. Discuss two different interpretations of the/terraces of Connecticut 

Valley. 

53. Outline with diagrams the physiographic history of New England giving 

proofs of each step. 5 

5u. Where in New England wovld you find: (a) evidence of local or moun+ 
: tain glaciation, (>) drwmlin, (c) ice-contact terrace, (d) sand-plain, 

(e) ridge made by tilted trap rock, (f) valley of rejuvinated stream, 
(g) valley formed because of limestone, (h) superimposed stream, 
(i) eskers, (j) granito mountains. 

55. Where and what are: (a) Watchung its., (b) Stone Mt., (c) Palisades, 
(da), Mt. Monadnock, (e) Nt. Washington, (f) Lower Connecticut Valley, 

- (g) Upper Connecticut Valley, (h) Reading Prong, (i) Manhattan Prong, 
= (j) Highlands of Hudson. 

: 56. Account for the irregular shoreline of New England. 
57. List five different land forms which occur in New England and account 

for each. 
58. Discuss locaticn of west boundary of New England Province. 
59. Discuss explanations of the absence of recessional moraines in southern 

New England. 
60. Discuss evidence for and against the prese*re of many partial pemeplains 

in Folded Appalachians. 
61. Explain with Ciagrans: syncline, anticline, monocline, normal fault, 

thrust fault, synclinal valley, synclinal ridge, anticlinal valley, 

a@nticlinal ridge, monoclinal ridge, »itching anticline, pitching syn- 

cline. 

62. How is direction of div of tilted sediments reflected in the topography; 
use diagrams. a 

63. How may direction of itch of/folad be determined from tonography; use 
diagrams. s 

64, Under what conditions of dip and of rock character do the criteria. 
worked out above fail to work? Use diagram. 

65. Using diagrams outline the physiographic history of the Folded 
Appalachians giving evidence for each step.
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66. Discuss fully at least four explanations of the present courses of streams 
which cross the Folded Appalachians from northvest to southeast. 

67. Discuss the theories wretch have been apolied to explain the course of 
_ the Tonnessee River including that part in the Interior Lowland. 

68. Discuss evidence for and against regional plenenlanation of the folded 

Appalachians. 
69. What is meant in speaking of the Folded Appalachians by the terms 

"Cretaceous Peneplain", and "Tertiary Peneplain?" Explain fully and 
include discussion of how ages were fixed. ‘ ; 

70. Discuss causes and evidence of drainage adjustment in Folded Appalachians. 
7l. Account for the present drainage nattern of the Folded Appalachians. 
72. In Folded Appalnchians cite definite exarmles of (a) superi:mosed stream, 

(bd) subsequent stream, (c) watergap, (d) wind gap, (e) zig-zag ridge, 
(£) entrenched meandors, (g) rock terrace (partial peneplain), (h) glacial 
drift, (i) anticlinal ridge, (j) synclinal mountain. 

73. State for exch in single sentence a proof that shows that: (a) more 
streams once flowed from Folded Appalachians directly to Atlantic Ocean 

= than do today, (b) the “olded 4ppalnchians were once of much lower relife 
than today, (c) the wlift of the Folded 4npalachions in recent geologic 
‘tin has been intermittent, (4) the northern Folded Appalachians were 
once covered by the Coastal Plain, (e) crests of Folded Appalachians do 
not connect with surface beneath Cretaceous sediments. 

74. Where and what is: (a) Fall Zone-penevlain, (b) Harrisburg peneplain, 
(¢) Schooley peneplain, (ad) Delaware “atergap, (e) Lookout Mountain, 
(£) Upper Hudson Valley, (g) Walden Ridge, (h) Shenandoah Valley, (i) 
Allegheny Front, (j) New River. 

75. Illustrate by an east-west section the geologic structure and topography 
from Nashville or Blue Grass Bosin to Atlantic Ocean showing peneplains. 

76, ‘hat relation exists between rock structure an¢ elevation of ridge crests 

in Folded Appalachian. 
77. Discuss the significence of entrenched meanders both in Folded Anpalachion 

and elsewhere. 
78 Discuss different views on origin of rock terraces or partial peneplains 

see \ win Folded Appalachians including causes of local base levels. 
79. %In Folded Appalnxchians what kinds of rocks form ridges and what kinds the 

valleys? Compare with conditions in Vigsconsin. : 
80, Discuss the boundaries of the Coastal Plain. 
81. Account for the change in width and shore outline of the Coastal Plain 

from south to north. 
82. Accomt for five distinct types of shore features found in Co-stal Plain 

and locate examples. 
83. Classify as to origin the lakes an@ swarms of the Coastal Plain and locate 

. examples. 
84. Discuss five different land forms of the Constal Plain and locate examples 

of ench. 
85. Outline with diagrams the physiogravhic history of the Coastsl Plain and 

give evidence for each stop. 
86, Using single sentences, for exch state a phenonenon which proves that: 

(a) the Constal Plein has been recently uplifted with little deformtion, 
(>) the Corstal Plain once stood much higher than at present, (c) wave 

_ work has rdvanced parts of the shore of the Coastel Plain seaward without 
change in relative levels of sen nnd land, (a) the Fall Zone Peneplain is 
not the same as the Piedmont Platenuv, (e) Coastal Plain sediments once 
extended farther inland than they now do. 

87. Locate in Coastal Plain exarmles of: (a) barrier bench, (») hook, (c) 
drowed river valley, (d) raised barrier beach, (e) karst topography,
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(£) cuesva, (g) subsequent stream, (h) consequent stream, (i) atoll, (j) coral 

reef. 

88. Discuss the relntively horizontal »xbandoned shorelines of the Constal Plain 

and theories to account for them. 

89. Discuss physiographic significance of fresh water in Coastal Plain below 

sea level. 
90. “hat and where are: (a) salt domes, (b) Florida peninsula, (c) Miss- 

issippi embeyment, (d) Reelfoot Inke, (e) Long Isiand, (f) Cape Cod, 
(g) Geoges Benks, (h) Black Belt, (i) Cheseapeale Bay, (j) Leke Pont- 

ai chartrain. 
91. Draw geologic and tonogranhie sections across Coastal Plain in (a) Long 

Island, (b) New Jersey, (c) Georgia, (ad) Alabama, (e) east Texas. 
92. Discuss the formation of the Mississinpi delta and its relat! > to the 

stream nbove. 
93. Discuss the bow:daries of the Appalachian Plateou using diagrams to 

piiust rate various parts. 
94. ~iscuss effects of glaciation in Appalachian Plateau and outline area 

affected. Include effects on drainage s:nth of ice margin. 
95. Discuss four theories of the formation of the youthful valleys of the 

Appalachian Plateau of New York. rock 

96, Discuss relation of Appalachian Plateau to/ character and rock structure. 
97. Discuss the drainage phenomena of the Catskill Mountains. 
98. Where and what are: (a) Tughill Plateau, (b) Black River Valley 

(N. ¥.), (¢) Pocoro Plateau, (d) Mohawx_Yalley, (e) Cumberland Plateau, 
(£) Onondaga escarpment, (g) Allegheny River, (h) Short Mt., (Tenn.), 
(i) Natural Bridge (Va.), (j) Teas Valley. 

od 99. State evidence for and against the conclusion that the Appalachian 

Plateau was pexeplained at least once. 
100. Locate and describe in Apoalachian Plateau exarples of : (a) conséjuent 

: stream, (bd) recent stream cnpture, (c) obsequent stream, (d) subsequent . 
stream, (e) river terraces, (f) entrenched menandors, (g) tributary valley 
blocked by outwash in min velley, (h) glacial stream diversion, (i) hang 
ing valley, (j) cuesta. 

: 
4 q
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(f) cuesta, (gz) subsequent stream, (h) consequent stream, (i) atoll, 

(j) coral reef. 
88. Discuss the relatively horizontal »bandoned shorelines of the Coastal Plain 

and theories to account for them. 

&9. Discuss physiographic significance of fresh water in Coastal Plain below 

sea level. 
90. What and where are: (a) salt domes, (b) Florida peninsula, (c) Mississippi 

embayment, (d) Reelfoot Lake, (e) Long Island, (f) Cape Cod, (g) Georges 
Banks, (h) Black Belt, (i) Cheseapeake Bay, (j) Lake Pontchartrain. 

9l. Draw geologic and topographic sections across Coastal Plain in (a) Long 
Island, (b) New Jersey, (c) Georgia, (d) Alabama, (e) east Texas. 

92. Discuss the formation of the Mississippi delta and its relation to the 

stream above. 
93. Discuss the boundaries of the Appalachian Plateau using diagrams to illus- 

trate various parts. 
94, Discuss effects of glaciation in Appalachian Plateau and outline area 

affected. Include effects on drainage south of ice margin. 

95. Discuss four theories of the formation of the youthful valleys of the 

Appalachian Plateau of New York. 

96. Discuss relation of Appalachian Plateau to rock character and rock struc- 
ture. 

97. Discuss the drainage phenomena of the Catskill Mountains. 
98. Where and what are: (a) Tughill Plateau, (b) Black River Valley (N.Y.), 

(c) Pocono Plateau, (d) Mohawk Valley; (e) Cumberland Plateau, (f) Onon- 
. daga escarpment, (¢) Allegheny River, (h) Short Mt., (Tenn.), (i) Natural 

Bridge (Va.), (j) Teas Valley. 
99. State evidence for and against the conclusion that the Appalachian Plateau 

was peneplained. at least once. 
100. Locate and describe in Appalachian Plateau examples of: (a) consequent 

stream, (b) recent stream capture, (c) obsequent stream, (d) subsequent 
stream, (e) river terraces, (f) entrenched meanders, (g) tributary valley 

’ “blocked by outwash in main valley, (h) glacial stream diversion, (i) hang— 
ing valley, (j) cuesta. 

101. Account for (a) Boston Mts., (6) Springfield Platform, (c) St. Trancis 
Mts., (d) Athens Plateau, (e) Novaculite ridges. 

102. Disass evidence bearing in interpretation of uplands of Ozark Plateau. 

103. Discuss separationof Interior Lowland Plateau from Central (Interior) 
Lowland, v 

104. Account for (a) Shawnee Hills, (b) Dipping Springs escarpment, (c) Potts- 
ville, escarpment, (d) the Knobs, (e) PennyroyalPlateau, (f) Nashville Basin, 
(g) Blue Grass. 

105. Discuss relation of “Highland Rim peneplain" to "Cumberland peneplain." 

The following questions are for majors and graduates:. ‘ 

16, 36, 39, 47, 51, 52, 60, 62, 53, 64, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 78, 88, 95, 
102, 105.
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These questions are for review study, They contain questions which 
were: used in past examinations and others which may be used or similar to 

those which may be used in the future. Study them in connection wit.h both 

"your text book and the Lobeck Diagram ef the U. S. Sheck also with notes, 

readings, laboratory excercises, and field trip reports, Be sure to under- 

stand just where and WHY departures from textbook conclusions have been : 

made. Be familiar with both definition and map limits of every physiographi. 

province which has been taken up. 

1. Show by a cross section the nature of the boundary line between the s . 

aurentien Upland and the Interior Lowland. Pi elt 
< wn @ Describe and account for the differemt land forms which occur in the 

“* “Geurentian Upland dividing them into (a) destructional and (b) construc~ 
tional. hp 
3. ‘Into what two great groups (from topographic standpoint) may the bed yh e 
rocks ef the Laurentian Upland be divided? Describe the land forms. and oy 
drainage patters of each and name the ages of rocks in which typical A 

. Sxemples ef each occur. : : 
2 4y\ How is it knowm that local glaciers once existed in eastern United 

2 States? Give locations of examples. : 

se : °* Describe and account for the different kinds of lakes which occur in 
the Laurentian Upland, 

6. In whet kinds of glacial and glacio~fluvial deposits are lakes 
Ahundant ? Locate examples of each. 

: \ 7. State in a single sentence a definite evidence which proves that: : 
Loa) local mountain glaciers once existed in the Adirondacks, (b) the 
* Laurentian Upland was once a mountain country, (c) the pre-Cambrian moun~ 

tains whero destroyed before the coming of the Upper Cambrian sea, 
(d) the Laurentian Upland was not all glaciated at the same time, (ce) 
the Superior Highland was once entirely covered by the rocks which are now 

» confined to the Interior Lowland. 
~~ °8,\ In tho haurentian Upland locate examples of: (a) trellis drainage, : 

(b) fault block mountains, (c) monadnocks on poneplain, (d) lake in rock 
basin, (ec) old drift. . 

+ \9-/ What significance in erosional history is to be attached to a hill of 
°* ‘granite which has a flat top? to a hill of horizontal sedimentary rock 

eich has a flat top? 
—— .\,(L0J Outline with diagrams the stagos-in the development of the topography 

‘ofthe Suporior Highland including tho basin of Lake Superior. 
-.. (ILO) Explain the origin of the basin of Lake Suporior. 

“kas Wt evidence indicates that waters in the Lake Superior basin once 
stood much higher? ‘ 

a4 ¥ as evidence indicates recent earth movoments in the Lake Superior 

14, Discuss the difficulties ef ficld tracing of the boundary of the 
Superior Highland in different places. 
15. Where ond what are in physiographic: sense; (a) Apostle Islands, 
(Py St. Louis Bay, (c) Rib Hill, fa) South Range, (ce) Skunk Hill, 
f) Keweenaw Point, (g) Islo Royal, (h) Mesabi Range, (i) Moaitou Falls, 

Huron Mts. 
ay ass Discuss with diagrams three possible explanations of the level uplands 

the Baraboo Range. 
17. Name and loeato five inliors of rocks like thoso of the Laurentian 
Upland which occur in the Interior Lowland and name which have been scen 
on fiold trips. 
18. Namo, bound, and discuss briefly sovon subdivisions of the Interior 
Lowlands. 5;
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au Discuss theories of origin of basins ef lower Groat Lakes. 
_ “ (80% Locate, describe, and account for the principal cuestas of the Great 

é Kos region, illustrating with a section from north-central Wisconsin 
east to the Laurentian Upland in Ontario. 
@lé Describe, account for and illustrate with diagrams the difforent land 
forms which occyr in the Interior Lowland and locate examples of each. 
Where ond what aro: (a) Franconia Gucsta, (b) Hamilton Mounds, (c) Glover 
Bluff, ta) Tho Del¥,, (c) Mile Bluff(f) Sdhool Scction Bluff, (g) Sand 
Ridgo, (h) Dripping Springs escarpmont, (i) Ponnyroyal Plateau, (j) 

Shavmee Hills. : 
22. Discuss fully the physiographic history proved by the rock exposures 

at Nokoosa, Wisconsin, 
23. Account for the Driftloss Area, ; vow ae 

. Describe and account for_ falls and rapids in the Driftloss Arca. cee 
a4 a) Describe and_account rorGtopogrannig foatures. in the Driftloss Arca Snes" 

)| Wich arc duc to Ploistocene deposits WE. oat 

26. Discuss two thoories of the origin of drift or till plains. pee 

yoX¥ 27% Account for tho difforoncos in glacial topography betwoun southeastern 

Wisconsin and contral Illinois, 
28. Describe the offocts of locss on the topography of Iowa. 

» (9./ State in a single sentence o fact which definitely proves that: 

bedstOR, “CBF ER BRRELREEL SExGESESE HRS Deni oe nowtand wee Got al 
covered with ico at one time, (c) the Baraboo Range was once buried undor 
pahogzcde rocks, (d) tho flat land noar Mauston, Wis. is NOT a poneplain, 

¢) Weidman Falls ‘was not always located where it now is, 

30. Discuss tho origin of the Weidman Kettle Hole including a discussion 
of other onglosed depressions found in the Interior Lowland, 
31. Doseribe tho geology and topography of tho Osage Plains illustrating 
with 2 cross scoction, 

ad, (32.} Describe the goology and topography of tho Nashville Basin illustrating 
} h a cross soction. 

Petes fost evideness show that wator once stood much higher in the Great 

33% 34. Describe and account for tho land forms of southern Illinois. “ 

; 2) Locate in Intorior Lowlands oxamplos of (a) drumlins, (b) karst yo 
a Topography, (c) superimposed drainago, (d) sand fie: (e} abandoned lake 

bod, (a): po age eg by ae ress (o} oroded drift plain, 

(f£ gi¥ied outwash, Ye) clay #411 moraine, (h) oscarpment capped by shale, 

= i) PSP P& 9e°C 5) exhumed Po-Combrian monadnock. 
© (36,) Discuss tvo difforont interprotations of the uplands of the Drift- 

s$ Aroa oxcluding those of Baraboo Bluffs. : 

: 37, Discuss the drainage pattorn of the Crystalline Appalachians. ; 

38. What kinds of rocks make up tho mountain summits in the Crystalline 
Appalachians and why? : Siehtutin de 

Macndago etal eh BE degeet pe kag boundery betwoon the Crystalline APP 
40. Whore and why do some rivors cross the Crystalline Appalachians from 

. Southeast to northwest and others in roverse direction? 

he Discuss physiographic history of Picdmont Plateau citing ovidonee for 
cach stop. 

: 42, Compare similaritios in topography ofthe Picdmont Plateau and tho 
te Bluffs and givo two peceitle oxplahations which might apply to 

oO . 

43, Whore and what aro: (2) Blue Ridge, (b) South Mountain, (c) Mt. Mitchell, 
{2} Richmond Basin, (o) Sponcor Mt., (f) Fall Line, (g) Frénch Broad River, 

h) Tronton Prong, (i) @arlislo Promg, (j) Groat Smoky Mts. 
44, Discuss lino ef division ef Picdmont and Goastal Plain using diagram, - 

3 45. In single sentences state evidences which alone prove that: (a) the 
Piedmont was once mountainous, (b) the Piedmont was once more level than
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: it is todey, (c) the Piedmont was once covered by Coastal Plain sediments, 

(a) the Blue Ridge is mot a fault scarp but is due to erosion, (e) rejivine ~« 
atien of streams has accurred in the Crystalline Appalachiaus. 

46. Explain the fact that the Triassic Lowland has always been such a 

favorite field for physiographic study, 
47, Explain by means of diagrams the effect of faulting on the topography 
of a ridge of trap rock interbedded with sandstone and shale and which 

has been tilted to a considerable angle. 
48, Why is New England considered as a separate physiographic province? 
49, Draw an east-west cross section of New England north of latitude of 

Boston to illustrate the several geographic features. 
50, Account for the stony soils of New England and tell where else the 
Same phenomenon is found, 

aM = Give and discuss fully three different interpretdions of the level 

» (Skyline of southern New England. e ’ 
45 9 Dis.cuss two different interpretations of the terraces of Connecticut \/: x 
d eye } 

53. Outline with diagrams the physiographic history of New England giving 

proofs of each step. 

54, Where in New ngland would you find: (a) evidence of local or mountain 
a glaciation, (b) drumlins, (c) ice-contact terraces, (d) drumlins, (e) 

ridges made by tilted trap rock, (f) valley of rejuvinated stream, (g) 
valley formed because of limestone, (h) superimposed stream, (i) eskers, 
(j) granite mountains 2 

9°55. Where and what are: (a) Watchung Mts., (b) Stone Mt., (c) Palisades, 
4(d) Mt. Monadnock, (e) Mt. Washington, (£) Lower Connecticut Valley, (g) 
Upper Gonnecticut Valley, (hk) Reading Prong, (i) Manhattan Prong, (j) High~ 
lands of Hudson. 
562 Account for the irregular shoreline of New England. 
57, List five different land forms which occur in New England and account 
for each. 
58. Under the idea that the summits of southern New England are remnants 
of on uplifted and dissected peneplain how was the geologic age of this 
surface ascertained? 

“"59, Discuss possible explanations of the scarcity of recessional moraines 

: in southern New England. 
60. Discuss the topography and geology of the Taconic Mts, telling why they 

—— are now included in New England. : 
61. -Explain with diagrams: syncline, anticline, monocline, normal fault, 
thrust fault, synclinal valley, syuclinal ridge, anviclinal valley, anti- 

ghinal ridge, monoclinal ridge, pitching anticline, pitching syncline. 

4, (62,) How is direction of dip of tilted sedimonts reflected in the topogr~ 
‘aohy; use diagrams. f 
63. How may direction of pttfilcn of a fold be determined from topography; 
use diagrams, os : 
64. Under what conditions of dip and of rock character do the criteria 
worked out above fail to work? 

~y\ (654 Using diagrams outline the physiegraphie history of the Folded App~ 
‘akachians giving evidenco fér each step, ~ 
66. Discuss fully four possible explantions of the present courses of wu 
streams which cross the Folded Appalachians from northwest to southeast. J 
67. Discuss the theorits which have beewk. applied te explain the course 
gf Sennatese River including that part in the Interior Lowland. 

: (O85 Discuss two expLantions of the even crests of the ridges of the 
2” Folded Appalachians. “™ - 

69, What is mgnt in speaking of the Folded Appalachians by the terms 

"Cretaceous Peneplain", and "Tortiary Ponoplain?" Explain fully and 

include: discussion ef how ages wero fixed, : 

70. In what physiographic provinces aro evon~crestod ridgos also found? 

(bosidos in Folded Appalachians). | .



: Rovicw questions, first semester, 4 : 

‘mM, Account for tho drainage pattern of tho Folded Appalachians: 

- 2. In Folded Appalachians cite definito coxamples of (a) superimposed 

stream, (b) subsoquont stream, (c) watergap, (d) wind gap, (e) BEE 28S 
ridge, (£) entrenched mceandors, (g) rock terrace (partial ponoplain) , 

(h) glacial drift, (i) anticlinal ridge, (j) syaclinal mountain. 

73. State for cach in sengle scntonce a proof that shows that: (a) more 

42 x streams once flowed from Folded Appalachiaas directly to Atlantic Ocean 

: than de today, (b) the Folded Appalachians wore once of much lover rolicf 

thon today, (c) the uplift of the Folded Appalachians in rocunt geologic 

time has boon intermittent, (d) the northorn’ Folded Appalachians woro once 

covered by the Goastal Plain, (c) crests of Folded Appalachians do not 

connect with surfaeo bonoath Cretaceous sediments. : 

74, whore and what ist ts} Fall Zone ponoplain, (b) Harrisburg poneplain, 

(c) Schooley poncplain, (d) Delaware Watergap, (c) Lookout Mountain, 

(2) Uppor Hudson Yallcy, (g) Walden Ridgo, (n} Shoncndoah Valloy, (i) all- 

gghony Front, (j) Bluo lit. : 
475 TLlustrate by an cast-wost section the geologic structure and topog~ 

7 \petphy from Nashville or Bluo Grass Basin to Atlantic Ocoan. 

16, How abo formor basolovols in Folded Appalachians given goologic dates? 

77, Diseuss tho significance of differont kinds of entrenched meandors. 

78. Account for stroams which cross the Folded Appalachians from southeast 

to northwost and locate cxamplos. 

79. Iy Folded Appalesians what kinds ef rocks form ridges and what kinds y/o 

tho valleys? Compare with conditions in Wisconsin. = 
80. Discuss tho boundaries of tho Coastal Plain showing how each section 

Hs located ond the phenomena along coach parte 
: aD Account for the chenges in width and shore outlino of the Coastal Plain 

from south to north, 
45> 82. account for five distinct typos of shore features found in Coastal 

ain, Locato oxaaples. ‘ 
(839 Glassify as to origin tho lakes and swamps of tho Soastal Plain and w- > 

cato oxamples. 

+ 84} Discuss five difforont lend forms of tho Soastal Plain and locate 

amples of coach. 
85. Outline with diagrams the physiographic history of the Coastal Plain 

give evidence for coach stop, 
ay (864 Using single sentences, for cach state a phonomenon which proves that: 

—* a) the Coastal Plain has been recontly uplifted with little deformation, 

b) the Coastal Plain onco stocd much higher than at presont, (c¢) wave work 
hes advanced parts of the shore of the Goastal Plain scavard without 

chenge in relative levels of sca and land, (a) tho Fall Zono Ponoplain is 
not the samo as the Picdmont Platoau, (c) Coastal Plain scdimonts onco 
extended farther inland than thoy now do. 
87. Locate in Coastal Plain oxamplos of: (a) barrior boach, (b) hook, 

c) drowned river valloy, (d) raised barrior beach, (c) karst topography, 
f) cucsta, (g) subsoquont stream, (h) consequont streom, (i) atoll, 
j) coral roof. 

88. Discuss the relatively horizontal abandoned shorolinos of tho Coastal 
“ Plain ond thgorics to account for thom. 

SY Discuss significance of frosh wator in Coastal Plain below soa lovol, 
vy 90. What and where aro; (c) salt domos, (b) Florida peninsula, (c) Miss~ 

* issippi ombayment, (d) Roclfoot Lako, (c) Long Island, 
91. Draw goologic and topographic soctions across Coastal Plain in (a) 

: ug Islend, (b) Now Jorsoy, (c) Georgia, (d) Alabama, (c) cast Toxas. 
 9%s/ Discuss the formation of tho Mississippi dolta od its rolation to the 

f ‘cam abovo. 
93. Discuss tho boundaries of tho Appalachian Plateausing diagrans to 

; illustrato various parts. : 
i Discuss cffocts of glaciation in Appalachian Plated! and outline aroa,
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33 > 95.) Discuss four distinct theories of tho formation of tho youthful | ‘ 

Leys of the Appalachian Plateau of New York. 
r Cy Discuss origin of the Finger Lakes of Now York. : 

% e Discuss the drainage phenomena of the Catskill Mountains. 
98. Whore and what aro: (a) Tughill Plateau, (b) Black River Valley (N.Y.), 
{c) Pocono Plateau, (d) Mohawk Vaolloy, (c) Gumborland Plateau, (f) Portage 
ascarpmont, (g) Alloghony Rivor, (h) Short Mt., (Tonn.), (i) Alloghony 

: esta, (j) Toas Valloy. 
Wy * What ovidonco favors the conclusion that the Appalachian Plateau was 

Gnoplainod at loast onco? : 
100. Locate and describe in Appalachian Plateau cxamplos of: (2) consequent 

a3 X stream, te recent stream capture, (c) obsequont stream, (d) subsequent 
stroam, (¢) river torraces, (f) ontrenched moandors, (g) tributary valley 
blocked by outwash in main valloy, (h) glacial stroam diversion, (i) hang~ 
ing volloy, (j) cucsta. ; 

mgor"



GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNIT.D STATUS 

100 Roviow questions, first somoester : 
Those questions are for review study. They contain many questions waich 

were used in pust examinctions and others which uay be used or similar to tuose 
which may be used in the future. Study thea. .) ckiyection with your textbook but 
remember that it is not up to date or everywhore reliable. Sheck against notes 
of readings, laboratory exorcises, and field trip reports. 3e surs to uncorstaud 
just where and WHY dopartur.s from textbook conclusions have been mace.. Lvery 
student should be familiat with botu definition snd map limits of every proviace 

: thus fer taken up. Wark their linits on you(Physiograzhic Diagram andi use the 

Diagram in reviewing. ee ee ee alee eae 
1, Draw a cross section showing underground rolations between’ the Laurentian 

Upland of Wisconsin and the Interior Lowlands. 

2. Do the same for the Adirondacks and the Mohawk Valley. 
3. What is ment by the teris Banded Rocks, “assive Rocks? Give examples of each 

and some localities where each may be found and show with sketches the character- 

iatic drainage pattern of oach. 
4, Wame localities where local glaciation occured in provinces stucied thus far | 
siwied; tell how this is know and how its age in reference to the coutinenval 
glaciation can be fix sd. 

ea « 5. “ame some of the owsliers of pre-CGambrian rocks in the Interior Lowlands: 
_ _ could —vhese-aréa DE tronted-as—parts—of—anoiaer Province? 

6. On your PhysiograsHt¢(Diasran ousline the areas of Young end Old Drifts; sive= 
tho-menés applied to tnese—dificreat—ages—of-drift and tell how you could tell 
the difforeuce betwoon the two  eneral classes in the field. —, 

x 7. In what types of glacial deposits are laxes abundant end/in what age or asa (1) 
of drift?!» ow ¥ ‘ 
8. Name at least five nonadnocks on tae peneplRie of the Superior vighlands; 

account for the.- preservation. : 
3, Be able to state conc: sely witnout ambiguity the evidences which definitely 
prove: (a) former mountains in northern Visconsiv, (b) pre-Cambrian age of the 
peneplané in same region, (c) tiat Peleozoic rocis once covered tio vicinity of 
Wausav, (d) taat faulting has occured in the Adirondacks since Caaprian Gime, and 
(e) not all of the Superior Highland was glaciated during tae Young Glaciation. 

y 10. What significency iu terms of orosional history is to be attached to (a) a ae 
: hill. of granite with a flas top, (b) to a hill of Horizontal Sediments with 6 (= 

(ong flat too? \ 
od ll. Where would you find (a) undissocted remaants of tue pre-Caabrian peneplane, 

(b) e-younger-penoptanc O1-pre—Cambrian rocks, (c) pre-Wiscousia clacial drift on 

pre-OGambrian bed rock? 
12, How is tne ase of tae pro-Cambrien peneplane detormined? 4 

i 13. Ouvline the sta:es in the development fo tac topography of tne Adirondacks 1 

begining with the formation of the oldest rocks. ae 
14, Have the Adirondacks been uplifted since a eee time? Has nortuern 

Wisconsin? 
15. xplain-theories of the origin of the basin of Lake Superior illustrating ) 

with a cross section showin; the pro-Cawbrian peneslane. 

16. Wat evidence is tusre that the Superior Highland was glaciated more tian — hehe 
once? New| wrt tehaeh « Peg Te 
17. Wie+t evidence is there tuet the Lake Suporicr Basin oace overflowed via 
St. Croix River? 

1d. What types of drainage pattern are presont in tho Superior Highland? In the} 

Adirondacks? Whore ars these different types found? : 

19.. Outline the stages in the development of the topography of the Superior 
Highland beginning after thy Geposition of tho youn,est pre-Cambrian rocis. 

20. Outlino threc different interpretations of the level sumuit of the Beraboo 

Bluffs; draw a cross section to show each, . C3 ; 

21. Illustrate by a single cross section the structural reletioas, topography, 3 Sy 

X and general charactor of bod rocks from Skerlvstoa, 5. C., to Chicago. a 

> : Sere tah ey
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22. Define and give general charecteristics of 7 subdivisions of tus Interior “~ 
Lowlands. oy 
83, Bo fauiliar with tho gneral, structuré \of tue\bed rocks of the Interior 

Lowlands, the basins. detest eptas ‘of faulting cad of igncous intrusioas.(_ : 
24, Naue threo portant coal arses of the interior lowlan® ahd desdribe their 

: structure. nee — Ke és ee 
25. Discuss the theories of the origin of tie basins of the lover Great Lakes. 

y 26. Locate and Geseribe ous important cusstas of the lover Groat Lekes region, —~ 
illustrating wita a cross suction showing geology from the Laurentian upland of 
YVisconsin through Lover Michigen to Ontario. 
2%, Draw e NE-SS cross soction showing geology cud topography of tue Driftless 

Area starting at the vicinity of Wisconsin Rapids. 
28. Discuss different interpretations of ths erosional history of the Driitless 
Aroa. 

29, Discuss the origin of thy Driftless Arca. 
304 What deposits duc indirectly to glaciation are presunt in the Driftless 
area and how do they afivct its soils and topogr. phy? 
31. Into what two general types of topography can the area of Young Drift bu 
divided? Explain. a 
32. Dray a cross section showing guology end topo.raghy of the Osage Plaind,! = ) z 

se 33, Whas relation have the courses of tho Missouri and Ohio Rivers to glaciation re 
34, Account for the difference in tho topography of the glacial Guposits in 
southern Wisconsin and central Illinois. 
35, Locato throe important aroas of drumlins in the U. S. 

36. Locate at least one important arca of karst topography. 

37. Whero and what are (give physiographic interpretation): Kowoonaw Point, 

x Mesabi Range, Rib Hill, Niagara Cussta, Franconia Cuesta, Nashville Basin, Higuland 

Him, Shewnes Hills, Michiana Basin, Blue Mounds, ‘*eidman Falls, Glover Blufi, | 

Onondaga Cuusta, Blue Grass Resioa,. 
36. Nano at lucst five glacial lekes and give thuir outlets. 
33. How could you tell in tho field when you leeve the Interior Lowland and onter : 
the Superior Highland? Why is this vasier to tJ11 in castern Wisconsin thn in 

western Minncsota? Se Bee 2 
40. “hat types of drainage outtorn do you find in the Interior Lowlands? | 
41. What kinds of rocks foria the highvr sumidts of the Older Apsalaciians? | 

42. ‘That shape do granite mountaias hove .ad why? 
43. Wint forms tho boundary between the Older Apyalachians and the province to a 

=A the southenst of thom? ixploin its/ origin. 
44. Whe rivers cross tae Oldur Apjalechiens from nortiwest to soubnvast? Why? (yf Opa 
45. ixplain why some rivorsflow, northwost through the highcost parts of the vw 

Older Appalachians. ( ® /pruw 
46, Wheat types of dreinao patvorn occur in thos Ulder appalachicas? why? 
47. dhat nemo is epplicd to the northcastern ond of tho, Older Appalachians? 
48. Why is proservetion of the naturel forest cover woru,importcat in the Older. ; 

Apoalachians than in the Superior Highland? O Yor e 

49. Is.thore evidences of soncoolanction in tho Older Apvelociians? Expliia.—or™. 
50. Using original deta computy the avorege slope in fout per mile of the ussrands 
aeross tho Piodmont Pletoau. (7% - Bee ae D Sores ee 
Sl,  Wnet ovidenee is thar. that the Pisdmont oncu hid lugs roliei tuch ct preagatt gh 
52, Whetrelation has tas slope of the Pivdmont u,lands to the surices beavath ~~ 4 
tho sediments of tho Coastal Pleint 4x/** > 
§3. Locatc several monadnocks in the Picdmont Plateau. 

54." Mhy is much of tho soil of tuo Piodwont like tact of en crid croc clinoush : 

: the rainfall is vory hoavy! 4 
55. . Explain why tho Piodmont is gonerclly regarded as a good agricultural orca, 4 

although in fict is is far infvrior to lerge portions of the Interior Lowlands. 

56. ‘thy has tho Triassic Lowland bow o fcvorite fivld for physiogrephic study? a 

57, Exploin by means of disgrims tho effect of fculting on the tovography of a see oe : 

: ridge of tiltud trap rock in scndstonu mid shale. i”



Review quostions, first seuvster, 3 
58. Whore end what are (stv oxpleaction of origin): Palisades, Yatchung “ts., : 

Stone Mu., Fall Line, Brushy Mt., Bluo Riago, South Mountain, Lake Passice, 
Trenton Proag, Mt. Mitcholl, Asheville Basin, Greet Valley, Fronch Broad River, 
Groot Smoky Mts., Unoke “ts., Barcboo Range School Suction Blufi, Johastown 

MOTALAG. GprscK Cronin) BO, Both 

59. Explain with diagrelis: synelinu, enticlino, monocline, normal fault, thrust 

foult, syaclinal velloy, synclincl ridgu, aaticlinal velloy, anticlinal ridge, 

monoclinal ridgo, pitching cuticline, pitching syuclinc. 
60. Illustrate cither by contour maps or block diagrams tho efiect on topography 

of resistent layurs in pitching anticlinus <nd pitching synclines after crosion. 

The rosistent Layor is t9 bo of some cinsidureble thickness end soparcved from other 

hard rocks by « greet thickacss of softer rocks. whet part dows pcnoplanatioa 

play in the rosult? 
61. Discuss cxplénetions of ths course of Tonaosseo Rivur uueCanttcneegry 
62. accout for and locxte strecms which cross the Folded Apjalachians (a) from 

southvast to northwest, snd (b) from northwost to southvast. 
63. Wm+t kinds end wast goologic agus of rocks aro found in the Folded apoclochians? 

y- 64. Discuss explanstions of the relatively vvon ol vations of the ridges “Qe 

Folded Appoalechicus and Triassic Lowland. P ee 

65. In the Folded Appcleeniens cito oxamplos of antucudant, superimposed, ait” S 

oO subsequent strecms. aX x 
ee 66. What droinnge pattern is present in tho Folded Appelachiaas ond why? ee: 

67. Explcin reasons for thinking thet the Folacd apyclacaians head boon ruduced ae 

: 40 & poneplane before Crotaccous timo and tau modern objections to this intur-  h/- 

procaion. Se ee ue > 
68. What cviduncos ers tusro of ‘changos in the lovel of the laud during tho 

orosionsl history of ths Foldod Apoclachians? 
69. Draw a contour sketch of a moanivring streia Wiieh hes eatroncasd itsvlf .s™ s 

a result of uplift end show how its Girsetion of flow esm bs deducod from tho, Rare 
shapos of the ridges adjecent to the valloy. , : Re 
70. “net end whors is: Shoaicndoth Valley, cree of zif-zeg ridges, Goos: vey, 
Soquetchic valloy, Lookout ifi., Faldon Ridgo, Alloghony Front, Delownre waturgip, 

Bluc #t., Champlain lowland, Cumburland Velloy, Juniet, Sivur,; KeacuchNov Rivor, 
Wl. “hot bering Aavs wind gaps on Uroaionel hintory? 
72. Stobcs whet physioprapaie provinevs bowid tus Folded Appalachians sA-taro-oeseS 

ond aouthvest. G.-— Crotd Pho 
73. ‘ny is Now gngland coasidored os a suparats province ond widt provinces 

——N docs it rusomblo? 
- 74. Account for the irrugulcr coastlinu of Now Bagland. Should any Sert de we 

, Consi¢erod as a fliordsa cacsi? + - — uy 
75. Drow en onst-vust suction ceross Now adinglond showing mein physiographic KO) 

fosturus and gomeral charcaesur of bud rock .nd structure. = ee 
¥ os Paes in Now anglond would you find: wideicup of local ef €2 sion, ¢rualias,-) } 

Prvor terraces, osktrs, groilte mounteias, mbunboine: oF foleud avtiaorphosed ae 

sudimcnts, faultod trap ridges, coed Guposits, superimposed GP GLOSS; scuddtons 

bed rock, wotd¥erp, ovidencs of postglacial marino submergoncs, loko terreesa> : 
77. Oublino tee modorn interortetionjof tho erosional history of New Sugicad =* 

- giving the cvidusates on vaich ate basod. : : 
pak 78. “iheb was most by "Croteccous Poneplain", “Porticry Poneplein"; how wero ~ —<# 

the goologic agus of those fucturos inforrod? 
79. aioe ond Whore cro Boston Bosin, Narceonscts Bcsin, Connselicut Valloy, 

s Grou Mt., Taconic lits., Burkeairo Hills, Mb. Honedunock, Bunkdr Hill, Hudson 

Highlands, Reading Prong, Meahotten Prong. ae : 

60.“ Wheat poder pic influonces dinvo Payorcd tis erovih of Nov York gad Pailo-gr& 

dclphia instv:rd of Boston, a vury old evtilaasnt? Sxpliia fully. Pi 

X @l. Dray 2 geologic eros. nection to snow ths rvlctio1 of the adirondeacks tg (7 

© tho Now England province, Ce 

x 82, %ccount for tue stony soils of Nsw Magland; waere oles do similar a 2 

oxist? ee 
eae Oe
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83, “Cousiduring tho Gificrcices in bed rock why is the actual difforvuce butwosr = 

the soils of tho Pisdmont cad tho Cocstel Plein so slight? 
84, “hy dovus tho Coastal Plain ond at the northocst whoro it doust Loe ' =e 
85. Account for the large beys “nd inlcts of tas nortaorn Goastal Plcin. b é oo 
86. “Why cro those velucblo herbors whils jrocs behind the smmdbuachus crone tay, 7 - 

cornet farther south are not? Exploain fully. . 
ov. hota and wack aro “Sorthos Vineyard, Long Island Sound, Capo Cod, Capos. *' -1; 

Unttorcs, a district of many lakos in the Coastel Plcoin, Bleck Bult, Growloys —\ 

Ridge, Chosepoak Bay, Floridc Koys; Tortugas, sclt domes, Brleones ssccrpacnt, 4 

Moxin fault, Bleck Preiric, Yazoo Broein, Souba Pros: | 
88. “hat part of tho Foldod Appalcechicus hes boon glaciated? To wice cxtont nas i 

tac ‘topography boun cltorvd as comparud with tao Incerior Lowlends id why? i 
69. hal isthe godlogie ogo or agis of the sudimonts of tno Coasts) Plain? 

Wet kKinus of meturiiis arco provcat? 
90. what port of the Constcl Plain hes bucn elacinted? How mey the outcrmost 5 
moraine be distinguished ond i%, discovered thas the 1¢o probably nover went out \ 

bo tho cusp san? a \ 

91. account for the swompy condition of much of the Coastal Plain. How may the 6} 

limit of tides bo determina on ucpst ot 
92. Explain with dicgrims tio relation betwouu wuiconformites in thy Goastal j 

oH Plain scdimunts and puncplancs to the nortiniost, whet prictic:] difiiculty is ; 
found in connecting these in ordor to fix the goalogic cgus of thu-penoplanus}_ j 

93. «wnat ovidencs sugsosts thict the Coustcl Ploin sdimouts once cxtuaivd auch | we 

fartacr inlcndt ames 
94, What evidsaces show tiect the coast linus hos frequontly migritvd in tho guste: 

ogic post? 
95. whet types of drainszs pettora and wart stages in tac crosioa cyclic cre 

found in the Coastal Plain including the silt marshes? : 
96. chy £8 the Aspelachisn Pletcay soparatsd from the Tatorior Lovlaids? 
97, thy in much of the south asturn U. 8. ors tis ridges mado of sindstoas ond tho 
velloys of, limestoas although in “isconsin th. r-veorse is trust? as 
98, «shy has it boon thougat that the sumuit of the appilcehian Platccu is a od oO 
dissectod puneplanct? l 

f 99. whe portion of ths Apjclachion Plated; wes ‘covered by the eomtiactcl sleciurt_ 
#g thore ovidones of local gluci:tion? To whist w<ccat hes the voogruphy boon \. 
elberod? Cagis 

ar 100. hot and whorc aro Finger Leokes, Monavk valley, Sugiill Pletoay, Cumporland (7) 
mm ~ Platcau, Catskill Mia, alloghony Mtaj salt mersh, Heldurberg vscarpmont, Pocono 

Plateau. 

“icin. Teed ee 
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GEOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 
LABORATORY 

Central Lowland, Bast of Mississippi River 
Edition of 1940-41 

Bvery student who takes this course for five credits is expected to put a 

nininun of four (4) hours a week on leboratory work. DO NOT LET YOURSELF GET 

BEHIND. Completion dntes must be adhered to for wmexcused overdue reports will be 

DENIED ANY CREDIT, Ordinarily o11 laboratory work will be done in Room 206. If 

you have to renove any neps PLEASE RETURN THEM AT ONCE. University maps should 

not be taken fron the building or to offices without advance permission. Please 
pick up all meps on tho tables when leaving the room and plece them in a neat pile. 

Meps will be furnished on which to show the boundarics of all provinces and the 
LOCATION OF ALL SMALL MAPS USED. Mens of vhysiogranhic provinces, geology, and 
physiographic foetures are availeble in the laboratory. Consult references in 
library or nodels in hall whenever necessery. Keep rough notes in pencil which nay 
be copied in ink or typewritten. Completed reports should be handed in on 8h xii 
inch peper in a folder. Uso of colored diagrans adds to effectiveness of report. 

: Colored pencil ney be made to look better by rubbing with a scrap of blotting 
paper or cloth with gnsoline if possible. Your general map must be kept up to 

a dmte because it may bo inspedted et any tine. You may keep this map in a draver 
j in lrboratory’ At your ofm risk. aA ruler or cross section paper ( any nunber of 

divisions to the inch) nay be used for sections. Scales are linited to avoid 

nisleading exazgeration. 

S GENSRAL; Pyacc on your genoral map: (a). The location of all small maps 

(number and place key in margin), (b). Bounderies of all subdivisions of the 
province fron text, (c). Niagara escerpnent, (da). Magnesien escarpment, 
(e). Onondege-Dundee eacarpnent fron geological nap of U. S., (f). Areas out- 
side present Great Lakes with nome and outlets of Glaciol Lakes Wisconsin, Chicago, 

and Maumee, (2). Actunl boundary of unglocisted part of the Drfftless Section 
from nap of glacial drifts of U. Ss. 

GREAT LAKES SECTION: 

Urbana, Illinois and nodel of Illinois on Srd floor. 
a Account for Yankee Ridge; for the surrounding flot erees. Describe the post- 

Glaciel velloys of the area. See pp. 512-515. : 

Oconomowoc, Wisconsin end nap of Quaternary geology of southeastern Wisconsin. 
Contrast the complex topography with thet of Urbana. Explain. How were, the 
higher srens formed? p. What ore the flat areas around the lakes? What 
nane is applicd to the ino basins? What are the oval hills in the S. E, corner? 

South Hevon, Michigan. 4] 
Whet topography due to glaciation is very similar to the range of hills? Why are 
these hills nore abundant here then in Wisconsin on the west shore of the lako? 

Berean, Chio. Seo pp. 490-497, ; : 
Draw 2 cross section (verticnl scele not less than 400 feet to an inch) fron Lake 

Erio to Berea, northwest to southcast ond account for the topography show. What 

other province is show?
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Central Lowland, East of Mississippi River 

Niaecara River end vicinity. New York; Folio 190 (consult in library or draw 
for leborrtory period only.) Also pp. 495 & 499. 
Reed legend on vack of thé nap. Account for the falls ond for the variations in 
width of the gorge below then. (Be brief). é 

Weodsport, N. Y. 
Account for and nome the ovel hills, Account for valley of Soneca River and that 

followed by Erie Cannl (text, pp. 495-498). 

Till Plains Section. : 
Arorl geology, Bolleville, I11.. (Folio 195 ond Ill. Geol. Survey 
Rept. Invest. 19, pt. 1). See pp. 507-511. 
List which of MecClintock!s types of topogrephy are present here? What has been 
the dominant process here in nokingthe flat floors of the velleys, widening or 
filling? Explain how you knov, 

Dixon, Ill. Sce Illinois Geol. Survey Bull. 49, plete IV, p. 98. . 
Account for the curve of Rock River. Temperance Hill School is on the mornine of 

2 a late glacier, Compnre hills there with topography along streams farther north. 

Driftless Section. ; ; 
Galena, Ill. (Illinois Geol. Survoy Bull. 26 or Folio 200). See pp. 522-525, 
Note the "two story" nature of the toposraphy and illustrate by a cross section, 
(vertical scrlo not loss thar. 1 inch to 800 ft.) from Guilford to Council Hill. 

Geology students show the soveral_fornations present. What two explanations have 
been advanced for such topocraphy. 

SUMMARY: Whon you have completed your notes, the sunneary can be finished else= 
whore if you desire. However, do not cut your regular laboratory periods to do 
this, but start chead WIth the viext province. Make ell answers explicit and not 
just "yes" or "no." Make it clear to anyone just that you are trying to say. 
After the enswors to the forezoing questions, write a briof, (LIMIT FOUR PAGZS), 
sunnary of the province on folloving outline. You nay, if desired, incorporate 

answers and diagrams called for above in body of report as "examples" instead 
3 of giving then separately, in which case more than four peges will be allowed, 

Definition of province, first in terms of FACT, then, if necessary, in terns of 

"INTERPRETATION. Give briefly ony alternative names for the province and explain 
how derived. 

Boundaries of tho province and its main subdivisions, not merely what it adjoins 
but the nature of the boundary, for instence es "escarpment", "change in geology", 
Wodze of glacial drift", etc. : 

Geology Kind rather than age of rocks is more important but give column 

Toposrephy in terms of facts, Distinguish between "relief" and "elevation". 

History of the topography, that is, the interpretation of the foregoing inforna~ 

tion on geology and topogrephy. Explein fully all essential steps in origin of 
presont surface. USH DIAGRAMS wherever this helps, but MAXE THEM A PART OF THE 
DISCUSSION. Make these clear and neat... Defer tho poneplain controversy to report 
on field, trip.



Geology 130 

PUYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITND STATES 

Laboratory 
Central Lowland, West of Mississipsi River 

Edition of 1940-41 ee po 

General: Place on general map (a) limits of sections (see also Fig. 174%. >. 617) 
(bv) border of unglaciated areas. (c) pre-Cambrian areas (mep of U. S.) 
(a) Flint Hills (e) Niagara escarpment of Iowa (f) Lake Agassiz (p. 560 and 

‘Denglacial map! of Minhesota) (gz) mapsaasteual. 
Young:@rift and dissected till plains, sections. 3 

St. Paul (geological) Minn. (Folio 201) 
Account for the difference in size of valleys of Mississippi 
River and Minnesota River above Port Snelling (Text ». 585) 

Camp Dodge, Towa: Read legend on back. Explain why there is so gradual a 
transiticn at edge of young ¢rift. Why was valley of Des Moines river so 
deeply eroded? Contrast toposravky of old drift and young drifts where distant 

bes from the main streams. Use cross sections if desired of tyzical parts. Do 

not use lessthan “00 feet to inch for vertical scsle. 

Blk Point--see folio 156 (library) 
What two sections are shown? Compare their topography--See Pig. 3. pn. 3. 
Was the rock valley of the Missouri River present before Visconsin Glaciation? 
See section on p. 7. Compare your conclusicns on sections with Plate V in 

text. 

Wall map of outlet of Lake Agassiz, White Rock and Beardsley, Minn. : 
See map of vlacial deposits of Minnesota, How are ‘yeaches indicated? ‘hy 
are they at several levels? What is the orisin of Traverse Lakes, of Cotton- 
wood Slough? (Sig Sloush valley) (text vp. 579-583) 

Osaze Section. Foraker, Oklahoma. See geological map of Oklahoma. Account 
for the excarpment ond draw a cross secticn of it showing the hard layer which 

causes it. (Geolozy students zive nazes of formation). 

Tishominso, Indian Territory, (Folio 9&) 
Read sections on tocozravhy, op, 1, 2; geologic structure, history of the 
Arbuckle mountain structures, pe 7. Account for thé ridges near Nebo and 

Sylvan. Account for the levelness of the -rsnite areas, When was most of the 
erosion of the folded rocks Aone? See also Geol. Soc, America, vol. 79, . -° 
De 1047, second section. Near the center of the mountains, remmants of 

Pontotoc lie nearly horizontal. See Plate 16, p. 56, Oklahoma Geol, Survey 

Bull. 46. 

Wichitas. See above reference, first section, for structure. Copy secticns 
in your report. 

Geolozical map of Kansas 
Account for the ridgessof eastern Kansas. Why is province boundary located 
where it is? (text ». 606) What causes the escsroments? 

Summary as usual. Discuss under coundaries the sugzested exclusion of major 
pre-Cambrian area of Minnesota.
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GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF TES UNITED STATES ES aes 

Laboratory ouestions, Sucerior Upland, Edition of 1540-U1,. 

Wausau, Wisconsin, See also zeological mays and Wis, Bull. 1€, 592-600; 36, 

369-375, text v..540, What evidences indicate that this area once haé@ a higher 
relief than it now has? Where are remnants of the pre-Cambrian peneplain still 

preserved? Reasoning from these areas, what has hapoened since the area once had 

so low relief? If you went in the field, would you find it as easy to tell what 

part of this area had been glaciated as it is around Madison? Sxplain fully. What 

ado we deoend upon as »roofs of glaciation? 

Houghton and Calumet, Michizan. wn. 5'3-544, Make a small sketch without 
mach exaggeration of vertical scale showing the geological structure of this ridge. 
See 1935 map of geology of Lake Superior region or consult map of structure in 
laboratory. Do not use same symbols as on map. Consult mav from Professional 
Paper 154. Descrite the differences in tovography above and below the highest 
beach line. Ezplain, Account for the great escarpment of southeast side of the 
Rense, Why do the rocks northwest of this form hogbaciss? Locate a good example 
of a hogbaék. 

ee Brainerd, Minn. and map of surface formations of Minnesota. po. 5'4-551. 
Account for topogravthy (a) S. B. of Brainerd including the oval hills, (b) 4. of 
Brainerd, (c) along Long Lakes and in N. %. part of map, (d) N. EB. of Woodrow, 

Superior and Duluth, Wisconsin-Minnesota. =p. 551-552. See map of Lake 
Superior structure and from them draw a sketch cross-section showing the relation 
of this valley to the main syncline to the southeast. Show only (a) old hard 
rocks, (b) Kewcoenawan lava flows, and (c) sandstones. Account for the escarpment 
south of the lake. Account for escarpment north of the lake. (See discussion in 
Monograph 52 or K. G. S. 226). Make a table showing origin: (a) Minnesota Point, 
(bd) irregular tonozraphy in extreme south of map, (c) Manitou Falls, (a) smooth 
topogravhy at Surerior, (e) V-shaped valley of Nemadji River, (f) shore ridge of 
Spirit Lake, (¢) shoreline of St. Louis Bay, (h) curves in state boundary. (See 
Bull. 3¢, 47-452, also chart of harbor). 

Map of bottom of Lake Superior--see also same maz in guidebook of Kansas 

Geological Society, p. 226, text po. 551-558. (Faults as located on this map do 
not agree with other interpretations), and map of structure of Lake Superior basin. 
Accovnt for the plateau of the Apostle Islands, Account for the enclosed depreasion 
in castern part of the lake, Account for the submerged ridge northeast from 
Keweenaw Point. Geolozy students draw cross sections (vertical scale not less than 
2000 feet to inch) (a) from Saw Tooth Mt. S. ©, throuzh Outer Island to Porcupine 
Mts., (b) east from Stannards Rock to Theano Boint. Indicate (a) pre-Keweenawan, 
(b) flows, (c) sandstones. 

On your general map show (a) the correcte: boundary of the hard rocks from 
geological maps of Minnesota and Wisconsin, (bd) areas of Leke Superior sandstone 

Aku (1935 map of Lake Superior region) (c) Middle Keweenawan lava flows Akmb, 
(a) border of young @rift, and (ed old (vre-Wisconsin) drift.from map of *isconsin. 
Contrast in summary the topogravhy of these four divisions with that of the masciv« 
igncous and. metamorshic rocks and explain why there is a cifference. Explain why 
thts difference is not equally shown at all places. Explain difficulty of locating 
th’ border of the province. Change border in Minnesota to agree with (a) above. 

Summary on outline »reviously given. The limit of four pages will be strictly 
enforced, Do not forget history of Lake Superior Basin.
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GEOLOGY 130 geet x 
YEYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES Z 

laboratory, Coastal Plain, Edition i9t0-u1, 

Floridian Section 
Teale Ad: ola, Tlorida, See fig. 16, pe 47. 
Account for the moraine-like topograohy with lakes and for the comparetively 

level northeastern part of the map. (n. 50.) 

Bast Gulf Section : 
Memphis, Tenn,-Ark. 
Describe in simple words the topograchy of the west half and tnen the east half 

of the map. Next account for tiiese differences stating the geologic aze of 
one half of the map, stating also the ase of each in terms of the cycle of 
erosion. Wry ¢oes the Wolf River join tke main stream here? (Text, pe 9t). 
Account for Horn Lake Cutoff and for the location of Memphis. 

Enbayed Section. 
“Sandy Hook, New Jersey. Text pp. 22-23. 

. ~ See also bhock diagram of N. J. and geolosic map of N. J. Account for the row 

mc of hills which eds in the Highlands of Navesink. Account for the shape of 
Sandy Hook. 

Choptank, Maryland, geological edition. See Folio 1£2 and text pp. cuz. 
State definitely in proper order the recent physiosrachic history which ex- 
plains the topogravhy of this area only. 

Camp Upton (Moriches), New York. 
Read parts of the legend on the back which bear on the subject. Draw a 
diagrammatic cross section of Long Island showing the Cretaceous cuesta, the 
terminal moraines, and the outwash vlains. See text, vp. 19-21. Why is 
outwash between the moraines ~itted? Account for Fire Island Beach. 

Norfolk, Va. (Folio 80). 
Account for (a) the Desert, (b) the shape of the Atlantic const, and (¢) tin 
shape of the Zlizabeth River Coast. 

Mississippi Alluvial Plain : Z 
Ree}foot Lake, Tenn., Mo., Ky. 
Account for the lake (pp. &5-£7) and for the high area north of Tirtonville. 
Why should the effects of shaking be more manifest on the floodplain than in 
the adjacent volands? 

In the Summary attention should be directed to (a) the nature and origin of 
the Fall Linc, (b) evidence of former extent of the Coastal Plain Inland, 
(c) two hypotheses to explain the marine terraces, (i) extension of Piedmont 
hard rocks under the Coastal Plain (Geol. Soce Am. ¥8, 753-812), (&) dalt domes. 
Show in map (a) “lack Belt, (b) terminal moraine, (c) Mississippi floodplain, 
(a) Crowley's Ridge, (e) the major cuesta escaroments shown on the Loteck 
diagram. Show quadrangles as usual.
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GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAPEY OF THE UNITED STATHS., -.. -- 

laboratory-Piedmont Plates, Edition 19:0_h1 - 

Gastonia, North Carolina--See Geological Map of U. S.: For aiz views of this 
province see Geogr. Hev. 29, pp. 562-564. 
Locate on this may streams which have been influenced. by structure of the rocks. 
Why do the main streams of the area apparently disregard geology? (Text o>. 12k. 
125), Outline reasons for thinking that this region once had greater relief than 
it bas today, illustrating this by a sketch-section which shows the geology and 
its relation to original surface. Next outline your reasons for thinking that 
tiis area once has less relief than it has today and illustrate this with an 
acvial profile from some part of the map on which the surface before uplift is 

restored with a dotted line, 

Elkton-Wilmington Folio No. 2ll. 
Read the sections on Physiozravhic “ivisions and Surfece Features of the Piedmont, 

ppe 1-l' and on Geologic History of the Pieemont, op. 15-16. Compare the slope 
‘ ot the top of the older rocks below the Coastal Plain with average slope of the 
ms expose* Piedmont using e ruler on Fig. 4, p. 15. (Note and determine error on 

its legend), What vhysiosrachic term is siven to this surface under the Coastal 

Plain? Sce Text p. 126. 

Passiac, New Jersey-New York; block diagram of New Jersey; geological map of N. Je : 

or Folio No. 157. Text pp. 145-152. 
Account for the straisht border of the hills in the northwest corner of the map. 
Give reason for the lynothesis that this area once haf a level topography. What 
significance has the name "Short Hills"? Account for the gaps in the trap ridges 
and for the fact that some now have no streams in them. Geology students show 

structure of area by a cross section. 

Talking Rock, Georzia. 
What vhysiogzravhic vrovinces are shown? Plate III, text. What is the significan« 
of (a) entrenched meanders (b) steep slopes adjacent to main streams? Text, 0. 1%:- 

Warm Springs, Ga. (See Water Sup. Paper £19 or Geol. map of Georgia), Account 
for Osk and Pine Mountains and for the course of Flint River. Name other similar 
stream courses. Note distribution of tertiary gravel, etce 

Write @ summary on seme outline as previous provinces. Discuss, in proper places. 

(a) reasons for and ogainst making the Piedmont crystallines and the Triassic of 
New Jersey-Virginia separate physiographic provinces; (b) three possible methods 
by which the relatively even surface of the Piedmont could have been produced from 
the ancient mountains, and (c) state evidence for the burial of Piedmont by coasta? 
ploin sediments. Put.on your map (a) areas of Triassic rocks, (b) name Trenton 
Prong, (c) terminal moraine, (a) border of glaciated area, (e) three prominent 
monadnocks with names.
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GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES. -- 

Laboratory, Blue Ridge, Edition 1940-42 

For information on geology refer either to Geological map of United States or to 

maps of states where there are such, Folios may be consulted in the library or 

withdrawn for duration of laboratory yeriod. For air views of Blue Ridge see 

Geosr. Review, vol. 29, p. 565, figs. 7 and 8 

Pisgah, North Carolina-South Carolina. See Folio No. 1!7. 
Sccount for the difference in average level of the French Broad and South Saluda 

river valleys. Locate examples of past drainage changes along the Blue Ridge and 

account for them. What is the drainave vattern? Explain. (Text p. 179). 

Ut, Mitchell, North Cavolina-Tenn. See Folio No. 124. 
What determined the relative resistance to weathering of the different kinds of - 
rocks? (Text, p. 176). Describe the kins of sumhit outlines which you find on 

: the peaks (Text, p. 174). What is the significance (a) of entrenched meanders, 
(b) of broad parts of the valleys within the mountains? 

Antietam, Va.-Md. See geolovical maps of states. 
Bhat is the cause of the three prominent ridges? 
Do the entrenche- meanders seem to have any relation to these belts of hard rocks? 

Explain. i 

Fairfield, Pa. See Folio 225. 
What are topographic results of faulting on the contact of Blue Ridge rocks with 
the Gettysburg Plain to the east? What kind of rock makes up the tops of the 
highest ridges? What fact has been used as evidence (Text, p. 167) that the 
ridges were cnce part of a lowland? Is another conclusion rossible? 

Saluda, N. Carolina, S. Carolina. 
Distinguish remnants of (a) subsummit peneplain (Text, p. 179) and (b) Ashville 
peneplain (pp. 180-182). What evidence shows that the divide is now shifting norvL- 
westward (p. 191)? Draw a cross section with vertical scale not less than 2000 feet 
to the inch from Hendersonville to Columbus. Label peneplain levels. Geology 

students show bed rocks. 

Greenville, Tenn.-N. C. (structure sections) (Folio 112) 
Account for Bald Mts., their structure, and elevation above remainder of Blue 
Ridge. : 

Speedwell, Va. . Geol. map of Virginia. 
Describe geolozical justification for border of Blud Ridge shown by Fenneman on 
Plate II. 

In your summary vay particular attention to the several hypotheses of the origin wu. 

the Blue Ridge (Text, np. 163, 186-194). Diagrama will help to explain ‘hese. 
une probiem of water gaps will be deferred to report on Ridge and Valley Provinc:. 
Wjinstrate your history with a series of generalized cross sections, each of whiv 
shows a major step in development of the Blue Ridge and Piedmont. label carefiil- 

and explain in text. Besides the quadransles and boundary , show on map (a) 
Carlisle Prong, (b) Mark with symbol )( water gaps of three large rivers which 
cross the province from west to east into names (c) gap of a stream which flows 

in reverse cirection with name.
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GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES See 

Laboratory questions, Ridge and Valley, Bdition 1940-1 . 

Refer to geological maps and to models in halls. For air views see Geogr. Rev., 

vol. 29, pp. 566-576, 1939. 

Ghattanooga (Folio No. 6). 
Why has so much interest been aroused in accounting for the course of the Tenn- 

essee River? Explain fully the two major hypotheses which have been advanced for 

this particular gap, but reserve discussion of their merits to summary. (Text, 

pre 276-277). 

Delaware Vatergap, edition of 1922. 
First read the legend on the back, What evidence seen on this map is commonly to 

demonstrate that the region was once almost level? That since then there have 

been other cycles? Geology students use one of the fieures on the back as a guide 
and the data obtained from the cross section in the =lkton-Wilmington Folio make 

" a@ new sectiod which shows how it has been attempted to attach geologic dates to 

= the old land surfaces. (Section must include coastal Plain) (Text, p. 256). 
7 Show bed rocks. 

Greenland Gap; geological map of West Virginia, (See air views cited above). 
Draw a cross section from near the NW commer southeast across the main ridges in 
NW part of the map. USE SAME VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL SCALES. On this show the 
geological formations with names of ridge formers. 

Natural Bridge special; geological map of Virginia, See Jour. Geol. 44, pp. 60K 
616, Discuss origin of the Natural Bridge, What physiographic provinces are 
showh on the map? Account for the valley of Cedar Creek in Short Hills. Geol- 
ogy students draw section showing structures just north of Spring Gap. 

Eagle Rock, Virginia 
Name the formation responsible for each mountain which is named. Account for the 

irregular topography of region around Timber Ridge. Account for the meanders of 
Craig Creek including their size and evidence of changes in them. Geology studen:s 
draw cross section showing geology between hignite and Fincastle. Do not exaggecaic 
vertical scale. 

Wardensville, West Virginia, Va. 
Expiain structure of (a) Paddy Mt., (b) North Mt., (c) Anderson Ridge, (d) Sho: 
Mt., Using diagram for each. Explain the underground course of the River throve1 
Sandy Ridge. What other areas of underground drainage do you find? Geology 
students make structure section from Waterlick Run to SB corner. 

Harrisburg and New Bloomfield, Pa, 
Whats structure (anticline or syncline) is shown north of Harrisburg? How known? 

Geology students draw structure section right angles to gt¢riks com Heckert - 

rep north. : 

Hollidaysburg, Pa. 

Account for the form of Loop Mt. How can you tell direction of dip? 

Yeite summary on regular outline. In the section on Topography include a series of 

diagrams showing (a) monoclinal mountain, (b) synclinal mountain, (c) anticlinal 
mountain. Akso explein the criteria by which you can read geologic structure from
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the contour map. In the section on History include discussion of (a) evidences 
for and against former regional and partial peneplains, (b) how these were dated 
in the geologic time scale, with reference to cross section of Delaware water 

gap, end (c) origin of water gaps and wind gaps. the last including a comparison 
pf the several hypotheses advanced (pp. 257-360). Show on map (a) watergaps with 
names of three rivers:which cross from NW to SW, (b) gaps and name of two rivers 
from SE to NW, (c) terminal moraine and (a) border of unglaciated area (map of 
Pennsylvania).
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PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Laboratory questions, New England, Edition 1940-41 

Eastport, Maine, geological and structure maps. See Folio No. 192. 

How does the tonogranhy show the gelogic structure? What relation exists between 

tonogranhy and the direction of glacial movement? How does this bear uxon the 

amount of glacizul erosion? List in order the events which have occurred in this 

area since the ice retreated. 

Hartford, Ct. and wall map of surface geology of Connecticut. 
Explain the two theories of the origin of the terraces using diagrams given in 

class. See Bull. 47 Ct. Geol. Survey, pp. 19-27. Text, po. 373-376, 386-391. 

Rochester, Vermont. 

What mountains are shown and what kinds of bed rock? Suggest two distince fac- 

tors which helped produce the rounded summits. 

Passadumkeag, Maine. See glacial map of Maine (wall). 
~< Draw a sketch outline of the quadrsngle showing the eskers. What is the origin 

7 of such ridges} 

Hawley, Masse, Vt. 
Is there evidence of rejuvination of the streams of this area? Explain. What 

kind of topogranhy was vresent before (state average relief)? Draw a cross sec= 
tion with vertical scale not exaggerated over five times to show evidence of 
uplift. Choose location carefully and show restored old surface. Geology stu- 

aénts show bed rocks. 

Write summary on same outline es before. Include in proper places a discussion 

of (a) why New England is considered a separate province and (b) reasons for and 

against the existence of dissected peneplains in New England (Text, ps. 358-%68). 
(c) Under glaciel history discuss both local glaciation and the hypothesis of 
stagnation of the continental ice sheet. Letter on map (a) Mt. Monadnock, (bd) 
Green Mountains, (c) White Mountains, (a) Connecticut valley Triassic area, (c} 
Reading Prong, (f) Manhattan Prong, (g) Highlands of Hudson.



GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSICGRAPHY OF EASTERN UNITHD STATES 

Laboratory 

Adirondacks, Edition 1940-41 

Lake Placid, N. Y. See pictures in tiew York State Museum. Sull. 193. 

Account for the rounded mountains. Locate exam-les of dreinage changes due to 

glaciation (Text, pp. 393-407). 

Elizabethtown, . Y. 
How does this map show the effects of faults on topography (text, vr. 393-384)? 
What demonstrates the sresence of local glaciexs (pp. 408-409)? 

Lowville, N. Y. (Text, PP. 325-326, 395-396, 406-407). z 

Account for the land areas with kettles in eastern part. ‘here did the ice 

last longest? What micht have occunied the spaces ascribed by some geologists 
to open water lakes? Compere the shaxes of hills in eastern hard rock vert of 

the map with those west of Black River. 

On map besides boundaries an. quafr-ngles, stow areas of (a) intrusive rocks, 
fa (>) gneiss. Letter on ma> (a) Mt. Marcy (b) WhiteZace
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PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES : 

Labérutorysqucstions, Inte-ior Low Plateau, Edition 1940-41 

Greenbrier, Tenn.; See geological map of Tennessee, 

What name is given to the escarnment north of Nashville? Account for it. (text, 

po 415-419 and 431-434), 

Georgetown, Kentucky, (np,. 427-431). 
What name is given to the kind of topography found on tons of the ridges? Account 

for it. What suggests that relief vas once less than now? 

Cub-Run, Kentucky, (nn. 445-448). 
Account for the formation of the valley of Nolin River. Account for the uoland 

in northwest part of map and for the sink holes in east part. 

Hollow Springs, Tesnessee, (pp. 415-419). 
Aceount;:. for the Platesu of the Barrens. (See geologicel map of Ky.) 

Vienna, Illinois, (=>. 434-440). 
= Yhat formation is cause of the high bluffs in north part? 

Draw a cross section with e reasonable vertical scale from Mermet through Gana- 
town N. F, to Johnson “reek to edge of map and account for features shown. 
Show the aard layers which sre ‘sandstones, “het is origin of the wide valley 
from Karnak east through Mermet? (p. 90) 

Summary as usuel. As an illustration sxow on an B, W. cross section of Kentucky 

(from gedlogical map) the probable position of Highlend Rim peneplein. Fxplain 
why this surface is not preserved in the Nashville Besin? On mey show (a) limits 
of Blue Grass and Nashville Basins, (b) Drivoing Springs escarnment (edge of 
Chester), (c) Pottsville escarzment, (d) Mamsoth Cave, (e) Knobstone escaroment 
in Indiana (fig. 116). : 

Kasmosdale, Ky.-Ind. 
Account for the escarpment end give the name (pp 318, 425). Account for the 
course of Pond Creek and mention other exemmles of this phenomenon. “hat is 

R the tyne example cf such streams? ‘What tyvo exnlanetions may be made for the “ow>-- 
stream narrowing of the Ohio bluffs? 

This is the last laboratory exercise and must be handed in long enough vefore 

the final examination to be greded. 
Your map should also be handed in for final grading. Remezber that neatness 
counts.



GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

LABORATORY 

Contral Lowland, East of Mississippi River 

Edition of 1939-40 

Every student who takos this course for 5 credits is expected to put a 

Minimum of four(4) hours a week on laboratory work. It is very important to 

keep this work up po date: DO NOT LET YOURSELF GET BEHIND. Completion dates : 
must be adhered to for unexcused overdue reports will BE DENIED ANY CREDIT. 
Ordinarily 211 laboratory work will be done in Room 206. If you have to remove 
any maps PLEASE RETURN THEM AT ONCE. University mans should not be taken from t's 

building cr to offices without advance permission. Please pick up all rips on 

tt. tables when leaving the room and place in a neat pile. Maps will be furn- 
i.’cd on waieh to show the boundaries of all provinees and the LOCATION OF ALL 
Su LL MAPS USED, Mans of physiographic provinces, geology, and physiographic 
fe-tures are available in the liboratorr,. Consult references in library or mod- 
els in hall whenever necessary. Keep rough notes in pencil which may be cop- 
ied in ink or typewritten. Completed reports should be handed in on 8s all 
inch paper in a folder. Use of colored Cingrnzs adas to effectiveness of rep- 
ort. Colored pencil may be made to look better by rubbing with a seran of blot- 
tirg paper or cloth.. Your general map mst be kept un to date and may be in- 

— spected with e-ch oxercise. You may keep this rap in a draver in laboratory. 
A rulor is noe.ied or cross section paper (any number divisions to the inch) 
may be used.for sections. 

GENZRAL: Place on your goneral map A). Tho location of a]1 small maps 
(avmber and plece kev in margin), (B). Boundaries of all subdivisions of the 
province, (C). Niagra escarmiont, (D). Megnesian escarpment, (B). Onondaga- 
Dundee escarpment, | i - ee ; 
5 * (¥). Areas with neme an‘ outlot of Glacial Lake Wiss © Chicagc, 
saa Maumee, () Actual bountnry of unglaciatod part of the Driftiess Section. 

GRUAT LAKES SECTION: : 

Urvuana, Illinois and model of Illinois on 3rd floof, 

Account for Yankee Ricge; for the surrounding flat areas. Describe tt: vust - 

@eclacial valleys of the areca. Sco pp. 512-515. 

C 
Occnomowcoe, Wisconsin and map of Quoaternay geology of southoastern Wis:onsin. 
Contrast the complex topography with thath of Urbana . Explain. How wore the 
highor areas formed? p. 147 What are the flat areas arour4 tthe lakes? Whas 
name is apolied to tho lake basins? What are the oval hills in che &. B. covusr? 

South Haven, Michigan. 

wnat very similar topography is due to glaciation? Why are these hills more 
acundant here than in Wisconsin on the west shore of the lake? 

-wbamet City, Illinois-Indiana. See pp. 490-497 “ 
2vaw a cross section (vertical scale not less than 80 feet to an inch) from 
southwest to northeast and account for the topography shown. Th: beaches start-- 

; at southwest are Glenwood, Calumet,Toleston group. BLable cach. 

Ca-rt of Lake Huron. : 
Account for the ridges of (A) Saugeon Peninsula-Manitoulin Island and (B) Pt. 
“iark to North Point. Soe Physiographic Diagram of U.S.



2. : 

Niagara River and vicinity. New York; Folio 190 (consult in library or draw 
for laboratorw period only.) Also pp. 495 & 499. : 
Read legend on back of the map. Account for the falls and for the variations in 

width of the gorge below them (be brief). 

Sun Prarie, Wis. (See mapof Quaternary geology of southeastern Wisconsin). Account 
for and name the oval hills. What topographic features occur in the terminal mor- 
aine strip? Contrast with ground moraine areas. 

Camp Custer, Michigan. Read legend on back. 
How do the contours show the difference between pitted outwash and terminal moraine? 

What other asme ig given to a till plain? Draw a cross section from Gull Lake 
nov‘neast to Dunn School near Fair Lake through Hickory Corners. Vertical scale 
roe less than 400 feet to the inch. lLable moraine and pitted plain. 

Till Plains Section 

Areal geology, Broese, Ill. (Folio 195 and I11. Geol. Survey Rept. Invest. 19, pt. 1.) 

See;pp. 507-511. 
How many of Mac Clintock's types of topography are present here. List them. 

Account for the narrows in the valley crossed by the B. and 0. R. R. east of Trenton. 
— What has beer ths dominant process here in making the flat floors of the v,lleys, 

wkdening or filling? Explain how you lmow. 

Driftless Scction 

Kondall Wis. Seo pp. 522-525. ; 
“Note the "two story" nature of the topography and illus trate by a cross section, 
(vertical scale 1 inch to 800 or more feet) from Meyers Hill northeast to the plains. 

Account for the level plain to the north. Account (see 1932 edition of Bull. 36, 

pp. 4 and37) for the double escarpment. Lable each. Geology students should show 

the several formtions present. 

SUMMARY:When you have completed vour notes, the summary can be finished elsewhere 
if you desire. However, do not cut your regular laboratory periods to do this, 
but start ahead with next province as soon as directions are ready. Make all an- 
swers explicit and not just "yes" or "no", Make it clear to anyone just what you 
are trying to say. After the answers to the foregoing questions, write 2 brief, 
\NIATL FOUR PAGES) eummary of the province on following outline. You mar, if des~ 
ired, incorporate answeg@ and diagrams called for above in body of report as "ex- 
amples" instead of giving them separately,in which case more than four pages will 

be allowed. 

Definition of province, first in terms of FACT; then, if necessary, in terms of 

INTERPRETATION. Give briefly any alternative names for the province and oxplain 
how derived. : 

Bcundries of the province and its main subdivisions not merely what it adjoins but 
the nature of the boundary, for instance as "escarpment", "change in geology", 
‘cége of glacial drift", etc. 

Tegscraphy in terms of facts. Destinguish between"relief" and "elevation". 

History of the topography, that is, the interpretation of the foregoing information 
on geohogy and topography. Explain fully all essential steps in orgin of present 
surface. USE DIAGRAMS wherever this helps, but MAKE THEM A PART OF THE DISCUSSION. 

Sometimes it is desirable to make a aeries of cross sections, each of which ill- 
“stvates a step in development. Such are generally, but not always, given in class 
sirst. Make them carefully with no line or mark unless it means something.
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PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED ST ‘TES 

Laboratory 

Central Lowland, West of Mississinoi River 

Edition of 1939-0 

General: Place on general map (a) limits of sections (see also Fig. 7. 

p. 617) (b) border of unglaciated areas. (c) pre-cambrian areas 

(a) Flint Hills (e) Niagara escarpment of Iowa (f) Lake Agassiz 
border (p. 530) (g) maps as usual. 

Young drift and dissected till plains, sections. 

Camp Dodge, Iowa: pp. 574, 5°4-600 
Read legend on back. Zxplain why there is so gradual a 

transition at edge of young jrift. Why was valley of Des Moinss 

river so deeply eroded? Contrast topography of old drift and 

Po young drifts where distant from the main streams. Use cross 

: sections if desired. 

Blk Point--see folio 155 
What two sections are shown ? Over this conclusion check 
Fenneman's map, Compare their tovography--See Fig. 3, p. 3. 
Was the rock valley of the Missouri River present before 
Wisconsin glaciation? See section on p. 7. 

White Rock, Mirliesota--South Dakota and wll map of outlet of 

Lake Agassiz. The map of giacial denosits of Minnesota. How are 

beaches indicated? Why ate they at several levels? ‘hat is 

the origin of Traverse Lakes, of Cottonwood Slough? See pp. 579- 

583-6 

Osage Section 
Foraker, Oklahoma. See geological map of Oklahoma and pp. 606-615. 

Account for the escarpment and draw a cross section of it showing 
the hard layer which causes it. Geology students give names of 
formation, 

Tishomingo, Indiana, Tennessee, Oklahoma--Folio 98 (Library) also 
PD» 622-626 ‘ < 
Read secticns on tonography, pp. 1,2; geologiggstructure, history 

of the Arbuckle mountain structures, p.7. Account for the ridges 
near Nebo and Sylvan. Account for the levelness of the zranite 
areas. When was most of the erosion of the folded rocks done? 

See also Geol. Soc, America, vol. 39, p. 1047, second section. 
Near the center of the mountains, remnants of Pontotoc lie nearly. 
horizontal, See Plate 16, p. 56, Oklahoma. 2 

; Wichitas. See above reference, first section, for structure. 
. Read pp. 626-628 

Copy section and explain what it means and what district in Wisconsin 

it resembles, 

Summary on outline previously given.



GEOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOG?APHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Laboratory questions, Superior Upland, Edition of 1939-4O 

Wausau, Wisconsin. See also geological maps and Wis. Bull. 16, 592- 
600; 36;~369-375, text p. 540. What evidences indicate that this area 
once had a higher relief than it now has? Where are remnants of the 
pre-Cxinim peneplain still preserved? Reasoning from these areas, did or 
did not the area once have a lower relief than it does now. Reconcile 
these two results. If you went in the field, would you find it as easy 

to tell what part of this area had been glaciated as it is around Madison? 
Explain fully. Explain the flat floors of the large valleys. 

Houghton and Calumet, Michigan. pp. 543-544. Make a small sketch 
without much exaggeration of vertical scale showing the geological 

structure of this ridge. See 1935 map of Lake Superior region or consult 
map of structure.25Do not use same symbols as on map. Consult map from 
Professional Paper 154 and then describe the differences in topography 

above and ‘elow the highest beach line. Explain. Account for the great 
excarpment of southeast side of the Range. Why do these rocks from hog- 

backs? Locate a good example of a hogback. i 

Brainerd, Minn. and map of surface formations of Minnesota. pp. 5uy 

551. Account for topography (2) S. E. of Brainerd including the oval 
hills, (b) W. of Brainerd, (c) alone Long Lakes and in N. W. part of map, 
(d) N. EB. of Woodrow. 

Superior and Duluth, Wisconsin-Minnesota. pp. 551-552. See map of 

Lake Superior structure and from them draw a sketch cross-section showing 

the relation of this alley to the main syncline to the southeast. Show 
only (a) old hard rc (b) Keweenawan lava flows, and (c) sandstones. 
Account for the escarpment south of the lake. Acceunt for escarpment 

north of the lake. (See discussion in Monograph 52, or K. G. S. 226), 
Make a table showing physiographic significance of: (a) Minnesota Point, 
(b) irreguler topography in extreme south of map, (c) Manitou Falls, 
(d) smooth topography at Superior, (e) V-shaped valled of Nomadji River, 
(f) shore ridge of Spirit Lake, (g) shoreline of St. Louis Bay, (h) curves 
in state boundary. (See Bull. 36, “47-452, also chart of harbor), 

:... Map of bottom of Lake Superior--see also same map in guide book of 

Kansas Geologic=l Society p. 226, text pp. 551-558. (Faults incorrectly 
located on this map), and map of structure of Lake Superior basin. Account 

for the plateau of the Apostle Islands. Account for the enclosed depressio:< 
in eastern part of the lake. Account for the submerged ridze northe=st 

from Keweenaw Point, Biology students drew cross sections (vertical scale 
not less than 2000 feet to inch) (a) from Saw Teeth 4it, S. E. fhrough Outer 
Island to Porcupine Mts., (b) east from Stannards Rock to Theano Point. 
Indicate (a) pre-Keweenawan, (b) flows, (c) sandstones. 

On your general map show (a) the corrected boundary of the hard rocks 
from geological maps of Minnesota and Wisconsin, (b) arens of Lake Superior 

sandstone Alm (see 1935 map of Lake Superior region) (c) Middle Keweenavan 
lava flows Akmb, (d) border of young drift, and (e) old (pre-Wisconsin) dri**s 
from map of Wisconsin. Contrast in summary the tovography of these four 

divisions with that of the massive igneous and metamorphic rocks and explaiu 
why there is a difference, Explain why this difference is not ecually shown 
at all places. Explain difficulty of locating the border of the province. 
Change border in Minnesota to agree with (a) above. 

SUSIE SH cE EAE OPE CP RRE SApSRor"AARLafomr Paces (etrtetty enforced)
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PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 
Laboratory, Coastal Plain, Edition 1939-40 

Floridian Section 
Tsala Apopka, Florida. See fig. 16, p. 47 
Account for the moraine-like topography with lakes and for the comparative!y 
level northeastern part of the map. p. 50. 

East Gulf Section 
Vicksburg, Mississippi. 
Describe in simple words the topography of the west half and then the east 
half of the map, Next account for these differences stating the age of 

each half of the map. Next account for these differences stating the age 
of each in terms of the cycle of erosion. Why does the Yazoo River join 

: the main stream here? (Text, pe 91) How did this affect the military in-. 
portance of Vicksburg in the Civil War? (See Physiographic diagram of 

U. Se). What evidences do you find that the course of the Mississipp* hes 
changed during historic time? Explain fully. What name suggests the dais 

of such a change? Explain why the Mississippi has large meanders and the 
Yazoo smaller ones. Explain why meanders on a flood plain are smaller 

than entrenched meanders of similar sized streams. 

Embayed Section. 

Sandy Hook, New Jersey. Text pp. 22-23. 
See also block diagram of N. J. and geologic map of N. Je Account for the 
row of hills which ends in the Highlands of Navesink. Account for the 

shape of Sandy Hook. 5: 

Choptank, Maryland, geological edition. See Folio 182 and text pp. 24-34, 
State definitely in proper order the recent physiographic history which 

explains the topography of this area only. 

Camp Mills, New York. 
Read parts of the legend on the back which bear on the subject.. Draw a 

dtagrarmati¢-cross section of Long Island showing the Cretaceous cuesta, 
the terminal moraines, and the outwash plain. See text, pp. 19-21. 

Mississippi Alluvial Plain 
Reelfoot Ine, Tenne, Mos, Kye 
Account for the lobe (pp. 85-87) and for the high area north of Tystonvi” le. 
Why should the effects of shaking be more manifest on the floodplsin than 

in the adjacent uplands? 

In the Sumary attention should be directed to (a) the nature and origin of 

the Fall Line, (b) evidence of former extent of the Coastal Plain inland, 
(c) hypotheses to explain the marine terraces, (d) extension of Piedmont hard 
rocks under the Coastal Plain (Geol. Soc. Am. 48, 753-812), (e) salt domes, 
Show in map (a) Black Belt, (b) — (ce) edge of drift ‘theve 
different, (a) Mississippi floodplain,Crowley's Ridge, (f) the major cuesta 
escarpments shown on the Lobeck diagram. Show quadrangles as usual,
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PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 
Laboratory-Piedmont Plateau, Edition 1939-40 

Gastonia, North Carolina--See Geological Map of U. S.: For air views of this 

province see Geogr. Rev. 29, pp. 562-564. ‘ 
Locate on this map streams which have been influenced by structure of the rocks. 
Why do the main streams of the area apparently disregard geology? (Text pp. 12 

: 125). Outline your reasonsfor thinking that this region once had greater re- 

lief than it has today, illustrating this by a sketch-sec%ion which shows the 
geology and its relation to original surface. Next outline your reasons for 
thinking that this area once had less relief than it has today and illustrate 

this with an actual profile from some part of the map on which the surface before 

uplift is restored with a dotted line. 

~  HElkton-Wilmington Folio No. 211 
= Read the sections on Physiographic Divisions and Surface Features of the Pied- 

mont, pp. 1+} and on Geologic History of the Piedmont, pp. 15-16. Compare the 3 
slope of the top of the older rocks below the Coastal Plain with average slope. 

of the exposed Piedmont using a ruler on Fig. 4, p. 15. (Note error on its 
legend). What physiographic term is given to this surface under the Coastal 

Plain? See Text p. 126. 

Passiac, New Jersey—New York; block diagram of New Jersey; geological map of 

N. J. or Folio No. 157. Text pp. 15-152. 
Account for the straight border of the hills in the northwest corner of the map. 
Give reason for the hypothesis that this area once had a level topography. What 

significance has the name "Short Hills"? Account for the gaps in the trap 
ridges and for the fact that some now have no streams in theme 

Talking Rock, Georgia 
What physiographic provinces are shown? Plate III, text. What is the signifi- 

cance of (a) entrenched meanders (>) steep slopes adjacent to main streams? 
: Text, pe 134. 

Write a summary on same outline as previous provinces. Discuss, in proper places, 

(a) reasons for and against making the Piedmont crystallines and the Triassic of 
New Jersey-Virginia separate physiographic provinces; (b) two possible methods 

by which the relatively even surface of the Piedmont could have been produced 

from the ancient mountains, and (c) state evidence for the burial of Piedmont by 
coastal plain sediments either marine or alluvial. Put on your map (a) the 
areas of Triassic rocks, (b) Trenton Prong, (c) terminal moraine, (d) border of 
glaciated area, (e) three prominent monadnocks with names. :
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PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Laboratory, Blue Ridge, Edition 1939-0 

For information on geology refer either to Geological map of United States or to 

maps of states where there are such. Folios may be consulted in the library or 

withdrawn for duration of laboratory period. For air views of Blue Ridge see 

Geogr. Review, vol. 29, p. 565, figs. 7 and &. 

Pisgah, North Carolina-South Carolina. See Folio No. 147. 

Account for the difference in average level of the French Broad and South Saluda 

river valleys. Locate examples of past drainage changes along the Blue Ridge 
and account for them. What is the drainage pattern? Explain. (Text p. 179) 

Mt. Mitchell, North Carolina-Tenn. See Folio No. 12h, 
What determined the relative resistance to weathering of the different kinds of 

—~ rocks? (Text, pe 176) Describe the kinds of summit outlines which you find on 
a the peaks (Text, p. 174). What is the significance (a) of entrenched meanders 

(b) of broad parts of the valleys within the mountains? 

Antietam, Vae-Md. See geological maps of states. 
What is the cause of the three prominent ridges? 
What relation may the entrenched meanders have to these belts of hard rocks? 

Fairfield, Pa. See Folio 225, 
What are topographic results of faulting on the contact of Blue Ridge rocks with 
the Gettysburg Plain to the east? What kind of rock makes up the tops of the 
highest ridges? What fact has been used as evidence*® (Text, p. 167) that the 
ridges were once part of a lowland? 

Saluda, N. Carolina, S,. Carolina 
Distinguish remnants of (a) subsummit peneplain (Text, p. 179) and (b) Ashville 
peneplain (pp. 180-182). What evidence shows that the divide is now shifting 
northwestward (p. 191)? Draw a cross section with vertical scale not less than 
2000 feet to the inch from Hendersonville to Columbus. Label peneplain levels, 

Geology students show bed rocks. 

In your summary pay particular attention to the several hypotheses of the origin 

of the Blue Ridge (Text, pp. 163, 186-194). Diagrams will help to explain these. 
The problem of water gaps will be deferred to report on Ridge and Valley Pro- 

vince. Illustrate your history with a series of generalized cross sections, 
each of which shows a major step in development of the Blue Ridge and Piedmont. 
abel carefully and explain in text. Besides the quadrangles and boundary, show 
on map (a) Carlisle Prong (b) Mark with symbol )( water gaps of three large rivers 
which cross the province from west to east into names (c) gap of a stream which 

flows in reverse direction with name,
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PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Laboratory questions, Ridge and Valley, Edition 1939-O 

Refer to geological maps and to models in halls. For air views see Geogr. Rev., 

vole 29, pp. 566-576, 1939. : 

Chattanooga (Folio No. 6). 
Why has so much interest been aroused in accounting for the course of the Tenn- 
essee River? Uxplain fully the two major hypotheses which have been advanced 

for this particular gap, but reserve discussion of their merits to summary. ‘ 

(fext, pp. 276-277). 

Delaware Watergap, edition of 1922. 
First read the legend on the back, What evidence seen on this map has been used 

to demonstrate that the region was once almost level? That since there have been 

other cycles? Using one of the figures on the back as a guide and the data ob- 

_. tained from the cross section in the Elkton-Wilmington Folio make a section which 
—— shows how it has been attempted to attach geologic dates to the old land sur- 

faces. (Section must include coastal Plain) (Text, p. 256). Geology students 
show bed rocks. 

Greenland Gap; geological map of Vest Virginia. (See air views cited above). 
Draw a cross section from near the NW corner southeast across the main ridges in 

NW part of the map. USE SAME VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL SCALES. On this show the 

geological formations with names of ridge formers. 

Natural Bridge special; geological map of Virginia. See Jour. Geol. Yl, np. 6olk 
616, Discuss origin of the Natural Bridze. What physiographic provinces are 
shown on the map? Account for the valley of Cedar Creek in Short Hills. Geol- 

ogy students draw section showfng structures just north of Spring Gap. 

Huntington, Pennae 

Account for course of Junista River. Show structure diagrams of (a) Tussey 
Mt. (b) Terrace Mt. (c) Broadtop Mt. 

Write summary on regular outline. In the section on Topography include a series 
of diagrams showing (a) monoclinal mountain, (b) synclinal mountain, (c) anti-~ 
clinal mountain. Also explain the criteria by which you can read geologic struc- 
ture from the contour map. In the section on History include discussion of 
(a) evidences for and against former rezional and partial peneplains, (b) how 
these were dated in the logic time scale, with reference to cross section of 

Delaware water gap, and a origin of water gaps and wind gaps, the last in~ 
cluding a comparison of the several hypotheses advances (pp. 257-360). Show on 
map (a) watergaps with names of three rivers which cross from NW to SW, (b) gaps 
and name of two rivers from SB to NW, (c) terminal moraine and (d) border of 
unglaciated area (map of Pennsylvania).
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PHYSIOGRAPHY ‘OF THE UNITED STATES 

Laboratory-Appalachian Plateau, Bdition 1939-40. 

For air views, see Geogr. Review, vol. 29, op. 577-534, 1939 

Foxburg quadrangle, Pennsylvania, edition showing structure; (Folio No. 178). 
Study the map and see how geologic structure is shomm. What relation is there 
between structural and topographic "highs"? Explain two theories of the bearing 
this has oh the erosional history of the area. (Text, pp. 250-293). In what 

stage of the erosion cycle is the area now? What other evidence do you find of 

relatively recent uplift or of increase in stream volume? Last, list in order 

steps in the physiographic history of this area which are demonstrated by evi- 
dence of this map alone. (Text, pp. 301-304, 317-319). 

Watkins Glen, New York; Folio No. 169. Text, pp. 313-319. 
Locate examples of (a) mature preglacial surface, (b) post-Wisconsin gorge, (c) 
outwash filled valley, (ad) stream diverted by glaciation, (e) hanging valley, 

— (f) youthful glaciated valley containing lake, (g) youthful glaciated valley 
without lake and not parallel to direction of ice movement. % 

Elkland, Pennsylvania, glacial geology and structure sections, Folio 93. 
What dominates the topography, constructional features of glacial origin or ero- 
sional features of older age? Suggest two distinct explanations of the valley 
between Little Marsh and Phillips. Locate outliers of Pottsville formation and 

account for their preservation. 

Katterskill, New York. See International Geological Congress Guidebook 9A and 

Text, pp. 204-206. 
What physiographic provinces are shown? Explain with diagrams the drainage 

changes which have recently taken place on this area and tell why they took 
place. Text, pp. 319-323. 

Davis, W. Vas 
What geologic structure causes Cannan Valley. Geology students draw cross sec- 
tions from Allegheny Front Northwest showing cause of hills in center of valley. 

Show formations and do not exaggerate vertical scale more than twice. 

In the summary include in proper places in your discussion a statement as to 
the cause of preservation ef the Plateau, summarize the problem of finding evi-~ 
dence of successive uplifts in this Province as compared to the Folded Appal- 
achians, and the four hy’ theses of the peculiar glaciated youthful topography 

of western New York. Show on map (a) Finger Lakes, (b) Cumberland Plateau, 
(c) Catskill Mts., (d) Tughill Plateau, (e) Mohawk Valley, (f) Teays Valley, 
(g) Pine Mt., Ky., (h) terminal moraine, (i) border of glaciated area (last two 
from map of Pennsylvania).
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PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Laboratory questions, New England, Edition 1939~40 

Eastport, Maine, geological and structure maps. See Folio No. 192. 
How does the topography show the geologic structure? What relation exists between 
topography and the direction of glacial movement? How does this bear upon the 
amount 68 glacial erosion? List in order the events which have occurred in this 

area since the ice retreated. 

Hartford, Ct. and wall map of surface geology of Connecticut. 
Explain the two theories of the origin of the terraces using diagrams given in 

class. See Bull. 47 Ct. Geol. Survey, pps 19-27. Text, pp. 373~376, 386-391. 

Rochester, Vermont. 
What mountains are shown and what kinds of bed rock? Suggest two distinct fac- : 

tors which helped produce the rounded summits. 

Passadumkeag, Maine. See glacial map of Maine. 
Draw a sketch outline of the quadrangle showing the eskers. What is the origin 
of such ridges? 

Hawley, Masse, Vt. 
Is there evidence of rejuvination of the streams of this area? Explain. What 

kind of topography was present before (state average relief)? Draw a cross sec- 
tioh with vertical scale not exaggerated over five times to show evidence of 
uplift. Choose location carefully and show restored old surface. Geology stu~ 

dents show bed rocks. 

Write summary on same outline as before. Include in proper places a discussion 
of (a) why New England is considered a separate province and (b) reasons for and 

against the existence of dissected peneplains in New England (Text, pp. 358-368). 
Under glacial history discuss both local glaciation and the hypothesis of stag- 

nation of the continental ice sheet. Show on map (a) Mt. Monadnock, (b) Green 
Mountains, (c) White Mountains, (a) Connecticut valley Triassic area, (e) Reading 
Prong, (f) Manhattan Prong, (g) Highlands of Hudson.
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PHYSIOGRAPHY OF EASTERN UNITED STATES 

Laboratery- | 

Adirondacks, Edition 1939-0 

Lake Placid, Ne Ye See victures in New York State Museum. Bull. 193. 

Account for the rounded mountains. Locate examples of drainage changes due to 

glaciation (Text, ppe 398-407). 

Elizabethtown, N. Ye 

How does this map show the effects of faults on topography (Text, pp. 393-394)? 

What demonstrates the presence of local glaciers (pp. 408-409)? 

Lowville, Ne Ye (Text, pp. 325-326, 395-396, 406-107). 
Account for the land areas with kettles in eastern part. Where did the ice 
last longest? What might have occupied the role ascribed to open water lakes? 
Compare the shapes ef hills in eastern hard rock part of the map with those 
west of Black River. : 

, On map besides boundaries and quadrangles, show (a) intrusive rocks, 

(b) gneiss
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PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES : 

Laboratory questions, Interior Low Plateau, Edition 1939-0. 

Greenbrier, Tenn.; See geological map of Tennessee. ie 

What name is given to the escarpment north of Nashville? Account for it. (Text, 

pp. 415-419 and 431-434). 

Georgetown, Kentucky, (pp. 427-431}. 
What name is given to the kind of topography found on tops of the ridges? Account 

for it. What suggests that relief was oitce less than now? : 

Lockport, Kentucky, (pp. 445-448). 
Account for the formation of the abandoned valley near Bethel Church in SE part. 

Locate other examples of same process. 

Hollow Springs, Tennessee, (pp. 415-19). 
Account for the Plateau of the Barrens. (See geological map of Kye) 

Vienna, Illinois, (pp. 434-Wu0). : 
What is cause of the high bluffs in north part? 
Draw a cross section with a reasonable vertical scale from Mermet through Gann~ 
town N. E. to Johnson Creek to edge of map and account for features shown. What 
is origin of the wide valley from Karnak east through Mermet? 

Summary as usual. As an illustration show on an E. W. cross section of Kentucky 

(from geological map) the probable position of Highland Rim peneplain. Explain. 
Why is this surface not preserved in the Nashville Basin? On map show (a) limits 
of Blue Grass and Nashville Basins, (b) Dripping Springs escarpment (edge of 
Chester), (c) Pottsville escarpment, (d) Mammoth Cave, (e) Knobstone escarpment 
in Indiana (fig. 116). 

This is the last laboratory exercise and mst be handed in long enough before the 

final examination to be graded, 
Your map should also be handed in for final grading. Remember that neatness 
counts.
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, — The Saurentian Higkken Upland is an area of pre-Cambrian rocks, 

cas-tne-asovipart crystellinds Weish-te-nedaly of fairly high ‘eltitede ate|l yt 

wes a lene fas comparatively low relief. The province takes its name from the Laurentide 

Haédnddxiéa. mountains north of the St. Lawrence River in Canada. 

Boundaries. The main portion of the Laurentian Upland, otherwise spoken of 

as the Archean or Pre-Cambrian Shield, aimd~sometimes as the Basement Complex 

is located in Canada. Two projections enter the United States, (a) around. 

Lake Superior- the Superior Highlands, andxXinxfi}x ee Minnesota, northern 

Wisconsin, and the northern peninsula of Michigan, and (b) the Adirondack 

: Mountains in northeastern New York. The Superior Highland is divided into 

two parts by the trough of Lake Superior and its westward extension. 

The Laurentian MgLand abuts on the Interior Lowlands from the western ‘ : 

boundary in Minnesota east to the Mohawk Valley in New York. The exact line 

is defined as the contact between the pre-Cambriah and the Paleozoic rocks. 

Farcaxshart«distancexinxthaxMahankxregianxthe Appalachian Plateau lies to the 

‘ south of ore vn and the Folded or Younger Appalachians to the east. 

| / Owing to iregularites in the surface of the old rocks a number of isolated 

[ areas of pre-Cambrian occur south and west of the Laurentian Uplands; these 

; are called inliers. The largest ef—thesse are (a) Baraboo Bluffs in southern 

| Wisconsin, and (b) Sioux quartzite ranges in southwestern Minnesota and 

southeastern South Dakota. 

\Popography. The Superior Highland of Minnesota is an upland which rises 

steeply from Lake Superior to an, ovevation of nearly 100 feet above the lake 

or $889 rect above the sea. For the most part the surface is of low relief, 

not much over 100 feet but several prominent ridges which for the most 

) ROAM Ammar is 3 Vv 
part trend ihe a ayamiieneatenes rise - altitudeg of over 2Q00 feet — sea 

Level. Among thesq the Giants Range, Jasper Feak, and a large number of © 

hee See ae 

linear ranges between these and Lake Superior may be mentioneds a ee : Ne eee
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ee : 
The kasinxafxkake trough in which ee is-situated extends in a 

great arc from the Interior bewlnad a4 the eastern end of the notibhern 
fh Pena 

peninsula of Michigannorth, thence west, ne into central Minnesota. 

: South of this a the highlands of northern Michigan and northern 

Wisconsin rise abruptly to an average elevation of about 1100 feet above the 

lake or 1700 feet abde the sea. Prominent spurs which proje ot jinto the 

basin (toward din ar oe Bayfield feninsula with the Apostle Islands 

at its tip, ant! Keweenaw Point, Rising above the general level of the upland 

are See of /ranges ‘and isolated hills — the Gogebic Range, 

Eee Mountains, Huron Mountains, Rib any McCaslin. Mountain mapx : 

= may be mentioned. Thexmpikandxafx The upland of this region slopes gently 

down to etvetioes of from 100Qt0 800 feet where is passes under the younger 

rocks on an west, south, and southeast sides. The -entiwe Superior 2 

Highland contains many lakes; an exception is the area around Wausau, Wisconsin 

where a slightly modified dendritic system of valleys with maximum depth of 

300 feet ivunitice the topography. Elsewhere the surface is for the most es 

part of relatively low reef adie ol ps is he, ens ebndece 1. Fert 

The Adirondacks differ markedly from the highlands around Lake Superior. : 

They rise from the very Loy onan andxChamplain, and St. Lawrence valleys 

: to @ maximum elevation of 5344 ft. They are a wooded vitieons of nether 

rounded mountains which rise abruptly in the midst of a well-settled farming 

country. The eastern portion of the mountains is highest and most rugged a 
; or {tok 4 — VU 

Poward the west the tops of the mountains sora kbd of plateau at elevation 

about 2000. There are nowhere any eae ranges. Valleys may be 

divided into tnecReses (a) broad and smooth,(b) wide and steep-sided, and 

(c) narrow and steepesided. Many peaks are smooth 9 rounded! domes.
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Geology. The rocks of the Superior Highland may be divided into (a) 

massive rocks, that is granite, gebbro, gneiss, slate in large areas, etc., 

(b) banded rocks, that is alternating slate and quartzite or iron formetion : 
(Huronian) rae A 

in relatively thin inclined oe as well as inter bedded lava flows 

and sedimento# (Keweonawan), and (c) sandstone and shale ( Upper Keweenawan’ 

called Cambrian on most maps). The massive rocks form rounded, dome-like hills 
“jk. Huron Mountains of Michigan’ }\||s 2 

such as in parts of northeastern ee Wausau and Mountain, Wisconsin Z 
/ +} 

The linear ranges are made of the second class of rocks and the areas of 4 

Kweenawan lave flows exhibit this kind of hogback topography to best advan- j 
eee ee Te 

tages Keweenaw Point is a ridge of thisetype whose heigth is accentuated by | 

A Kewrtamarrton Hew 
a pte fact thet the east and west sides are both ‘soft sandstone of the third 

( ee : 2 —$————___ | 

roe Giaas. tee Porcupine Mountains of northern Michigan show concentric hogback i 
—— = SS ae 

( topography since they are an eroded entiniiats ak sandstone and shales underlie j 

ee ee » Beat ws oe | 
the valley east of Keweenaw where they are faulted against the Kewee- } 

: nawan flows. West of the Point the beds are steeply inclined te~the-—neréh 

. he | 

<west and form a series of dHefp folds in the basin of Chequamegon Bay, east— | 

ofthe Bayfidd Peninsula. From there west the south coast of the ttakdis under- 
We nua ek has wha Lok, \ | 

lain by these soft a are faulted agains! the Seweenawan flows to the 
) 

1 

south. The same rocks undoubtedly underlie most if not all of the basin | 

= nw 

: a itself. To the southwest the same rocks are mostly concealed by drift 7 \ 

‘ “La \ 
but unquestionably account for the lowland which extends dewn eo | 

known Paleozoic rocks of the Interior Lowland. The geologic age of these i 
i 

raske sandstones and shales has been disputed fer-meny—yeers but the best | 3 

3 informed judgment places them as pre-Cambrian on account of the intense feult- 

ing and local folding they exhibit, features unknown in most of the Interior Z 
et gee ee eens eel 

Lowland Paleozoic strata. long ridges are formed of’ Huronian metamo c _Lowland Paleosoie strate, Jiauy long ridg : roi 
Cc sedimentary —, mainly quartzite end hard iron formation or jasper. : 

f : an Seas oe ce te Sas a een TN ge 

Ss ene sete Te a 

- HK pone : 
<< rf / = 

: eo ipercrreepenaen kh ence S : 3
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/ Good examp es are the Gogebic (Penokee) Range of Michigan and Wisconsin 

Rib Hill, Barron Hills of Wisconsin, as well as many hills and ranges in both / 

Michigan and Minnesota. 

se The Baraboo Range is an —s south central Wisconsiny i+—ts—mete Z 

( (ot quartzite, “slate, and iron formations The meximum rock elevation is about 

| 1460 at which level a dissected plein bevels the-edges—ef the folded rocks. 

| 6a 
\ Valleys in the range may be divided into (a) broad mature type; and (b) narrowe 

\ 
\ cliffed - at Devils Lake. Large—portions~of—the-Renge~are-ax-—covored> 

\ 

j \ by-—the-edges~and-outLiers~of—the~edjacent..Paleozoice-recks.” 

ei Little information is available about the areas of Sioup quartzite; 

\ 
\ they do not form pronounced topographic features. 

: 4 re sk 

The contact of all they eas with the Paleozoics is one of overlap. 

The younger sediments thin out like wedges onto the old rocks and in many 
\even many miles distant from the boundary at surfaces’ \in ee 
— rocks of thé Lauréntial Upland have been as 

} 
young rocksat moderate depth? A number of instances of disintegrated pre- 

\ Qaatreruh 
Cambrian rock beneath the young rocks have been foundy rekatiansxshawxikatx 

“Ths a-& - 

khisxdisintegrationxmustxkaxexseeure® In northern Minnesota - few outliers 

of Cretaceous rocks jare—known. Except where—tire-young-roeks-rest-on tHe 
Aaatdtpa, ng - CMa nine 

flanke-of LHe. is@tetey hills and ranges the surface of the old {rocks is 

an undulating plang not only where it lies under the Paleozoics but also for 

some miles from the contact. Instances of Paleozoics faulted against the 

pre-Cambrian are rare in the Superior Highland district. ~~“ og VS : 
wee ee Rory pte yore 4 ow dnc of, "Faeer L “Qarhe~9 Te; 

1 The Adirondacks consist of (a) highly metamorphosed sediments whieh 

imelude-considerabkegmarbie, and (b) massive intrusive rocks such as gebbro. 

These rocks are not prominently banded but the weaker metemerphices such as 

mervie, form wide valleys. The steep-sided valleys are due to several systems 

= of faults which run E-s¥, mainly; fewer NW-SE, with very few N-S. xcept 
of Use Nearer 

along the west side ‘the contact with the Paleozoics is along faults. Ai-the— 

skee
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In many places narrow belts of Paleozoics have been faulted down into the old 
wider perry 

rocks and now underlie —e The narrowgy valleys-seem=to follow zones 

of sheared and crushed rock along faults. 

4 

Glaciation. ts is probable that the enitre Laurentian — 

the exception of parts ofsome of the separated inliers, hes“beon glaciated 

by the continental ice sheet. An area around Wausau is marked as unglaciated ; 
thek Thy, fut Bak & 

on many maps but close study shows to < its is almost devoid of 

drift ie due to erosion since the ‘ancient gleciation which it suffered. 

Adjacent to this equivocal district where the soil is residual jis a large 

area of much weathered and eroded pre-Wisconsin drift throughout which much of 

Sear ' 

the topography is tigi rock controll “ine remainder of the province was sane 
hea a o— ame LA ie Yet, 

glaciated during the Young or Wisconsin glaciation. The airrt is everywhere “pret 
f aero of Ure punk Areca wtien, Aneden. entra Wenannr J 

excessively stony and vowldery#) Ragged, terminal moraines with knob and kettle Pe 

and ‘Ny aime acne fy A 
topography, ,sandy pitted outwash wabh abundant kettles comvetn most of the froth, 

se te. added ating: deste parce athe » Okan 
lakes’ Areas of ground moraine seem not to be very extensive save in regions ; 

Tyla, 
where thedriftis thin and the rock hi ; k h. Over immense areas - t n ey ¢hroug. mse are’ 

in Minnesota and Wb consin the drift is so thick that not only the nature of 

the bedrock but the boundaries of the province are yet unknown. Where the 

5 ice moved onto the old rock teamengam-of bowlders derived fremebt marks the : 

boundary, but where the ice moved away from the Laurentian area no such clue 

v 
can be obtained. Despite claims to the omtrey the west end of the Baraboo 

: area does not seem to ever have been glaciated. In the Adirondacks there is 

little but assorted drift and that is confined to the valleys. Cirques with 

associated moraines tell of late Wisconsin mountain or alpine glaciation. 

Small lakes lie in these cirques but most of the larger bodies of water are 

in blocked valleys.
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In the valleys of the Adirondacks and the basin of tex Lake Superior retreat ‘ 

of the continental glacier Ieftx allowed large marginal lakes to form. In 

the Shamplain valley the sea entered in late glacial time. Throughout these 

area level tracts of lake or marine sediments and associated beaches sihitie 

History of topography. The Superior Higlands had a most complex 

history in pre-Cambrian times,” The truncated folds and corse grained intrusive) 

; rocks now at the relatively low surface tell of former mountains thictivere a 

much more extensive than the »present limits of the province, Several periods 

‘ f of mountain “making ipepatet wy croston lovely to the state of a peneplane, ) : 

cecured but their details need not concern us here, The upland plane on je: 

; crests of the Baraboo Range may poseibly bea pencpieill tenant during this 

complicated history. Before the Cambrian sea covered the lands thexprex 

Gambrian this plane, granting it wereformed then and neither by later marine 

jluaatien tat bentRivorten peneplanation, had been dissected with broad 

mature valleys and the softer rocks reduced to a peneplais at a much lower 

level. That “oe great pre-Cambrian peneplane was formed in pre-Cambrian 
i ) exposed 

time is demonstated by (a) the continuity of slope of thejsurface of the 

old rocks beneath the younger" PBERe,BRaPtBPERD pF EDRREE®%os residual deposits 

which both g from the local interbedding with Cambrian sandstone, and the 

depth at which they are found below the zone of modern weathering, must have 

: been formed before submergence of the region. It is not clear that the 

Adirondacks were penplaned before Cambrian time. If they -_ the old’ surface 

was later uplifted in the form of a —_ virtually all remnants of the : 

plane removed by later erosion. Sedimentation continued in the Laurentian 7¢4 Ion 
or—poessibty- Devonian » 

until at least the close of the Siturien awd By then the entire province : 

in the U. S. had certainly been buried uunder the marine sediments. 

“Uplift of the land then took place without much movement on the old faults 
HE Un The Pain dady 

: and folds, Erogion began with streams superimposed above the buried remnants 

of the ancient mountains : :
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Examples of woe pened rivers are Wisconsin River at Wausau, Wiseexsin and 

the_abandoned course of tie-ompe-river across the Baraboo Range at Devils 

aswell as es 
—— the narrows of the a and of Narrows Creek at Ablemans, Wisconsin, 

found 

Doubtless more such cases would be kxewn were the preglacial drainge of the 

area studied in detail. In the Adirondacks several valleys were formed 

by faulting of the Paleozoics down into grabens within the old rocks. 

Erosion trenched the peneplane to considerable depths. Around/ Wausau 

valleys were PENS to a depthd of over 400 feet leaving fkatxkax hills 

whose flat tops display remnants of the former surface. Farther south post- 

peneplane erosion steak Oe cae at the contact with the younger rocks 

~ it is nil. In the Adirondecks broad mature valleys were formed because of 

belts of weak rock but erosion along fault zones left narrowfsteep-sided 
yr eorarmahaah 

gorges. The basin of bake Superior, a syncline and graben filled with late 

Keweenawan shales and sandstones, ‘ak later cua Paleozoic limestones 

as shown at Limestone Mountain near Keweenaw Point, was much eroded and poss- 

oe ibly deepened by earth mor ements along old lines of Seseneie ch epteceeett ee 

ee ee: Qa Maton of glaciation. The earliest, glaciation of which we can find 

— a record in the Superior Hignland was apparently the Kansan. ‘Jee from the 

Kewatin center to the northwest crossed Lake Superior and carried copper and 

: basaltic rocks from Keweenaw Point far to tue southeast. The old drift around 

Wausau was probably deposied by such an ice sheet. During the younger Illinoian 

glaciation when ice came from the Labradors nial Green Bay lobe was 

formed which deposited the Arnott Moraine southeast of Stevens Point. This 

moraine retains its shape bufis much weathered and has lost all kettles and 

knobs. Possibly there is some Illinoian drift elsewhere in the same region. 

Still later ice came from the Labradorian, Patrician, and “ewatin centers 

during the Wisconsin glaciation. This took place so short a time ago that 

the drift has been little altered by weathering and erosion. Lakes are found 

only in the area of this young drift. Its terminal moraines are still sharp



All trace of the peneplain a Hk oeatereses within the basin. Some in- 

/ “vesitgators have thought that the peaenbenperiee of the Laurentian area is 

later in the exposed region than the plane which is buried below the Paleo- 

zoics and the presence of some Cretaceous outliers in Minnesota has made : 

iene the suggestion of a Cretaceous peneplain which bevels the ‘older 

one. eke such a suggestion has little to support it. The plateau 

on the west side of the Adirondacks, however, appears to have been formed by : 

erosion to baselevel during the stapping of the later rocks which there may 

never have covered the higher parts of the mountains. In—+he-wrest-the-couer 

of glacial_drift renders.a_decisionhard—to-reachy 

\
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ot wal defined. This ice sheet overtopped the Adirondacks although the main currents 

of ice moved around them in the adjacent lowlands. Gontrary—to—pepuler-ideas 

net 
wate ice sheets seem to have sccomplided the vast amount of erosion 

a 

ascribed to them by early investigators. Certainly they did not remove the 

normal hill and valley arrangement of the Apostle Islands which are soft 
and weathered rock 

: sandstone. The ice did scrape off the loose ne a almost all places 

v where it had a — valleys which were transverse to the ice movement 

did lov 
today look much like those along which the glaciers novea.! "the ice cap did— 

: net remove the pre-Cambrian mountains; they no longer existed at the time the 

land sank beneath the Cambrian ocean. During the retreat of the ice waters 
efover 1100 reev 

were ponded in the Lake Superior basin to a level, where outflow was possible — 
(jo Qetren) 

to the Mississippi via Brule and St. Croix Rivers. Another large tare eae 

existed in the valley of the St. Croix until drained by retreat of a lobe of 

“ewatin ice lower down the valley and the erosion of the deep gorge of the 

St. Croix Dalles which cut through the Paleogoics and uncovered some of the 
ico 

Keweenawan flows. The-northern—teke-was—called—_LlakeDuiuth~. Later retreat 

of the ice front gradually lowered this lake. In the Adirondacks several 

lakes were formed. The tnd slso stood lower so tnat as the ice ereaked 

cleared the Hudson-Champlain and St. Lawrence valleys the sea came in and 

er : stood up to what is now elevation 500. Small valley glaciers formed on the 

: higher peaks of the Adirondacks and eroded cirques before amelioration of the 
During late glacial time and 

climate put an end to them. ,Since the ice went away entirely uplift of the ae 
A z “Furnes, pelted 

land has occured as evinced by the iiclindtionof the old beach = and the 

level at which marine sediments occur. It is thought by some that such a 
On Chand : 

movement is still going on fer the west end of Lake Superior is being slowly 

submerged. Ibis thoughttnet the most plasuible explanation of this uplift 

is rising of the land after having been weighted down by the ice sheet, that is 

< isostacy. Glaciation left in the young drift area an immature drainage system 

superimposed over the more mature preglaciel system which over wide areas



: > ‘ . gbpew—&, 
. ; 9 hadxkitiiexakt apr doris LOSS FO : 

Tray QT Tiblihe'demeye, pron 
had little altered the pre-Cambrian system. The great an the “ake Superior . 

basin is explained by many as due to glacial erosion. Reasons stated above 

Aen 

seem to indicates that this view is extreme. Blocking of the outlet of the 

preglacial erosion valleys in northern Michigan may have been aided by 

dowmwarping of the bottom of the basin under the load of ice from which it 

has never recovered. , 

Relation of topography and natural resources to life of man. The 

Laurentian Upland can be classed as a rather inhospitable region on account : 

{ 
of (a) its northerly laivtude which makes the winters long and severe and 

rocky) 
(b) the very bowldery or else very sandy soils, end (c) the heavy growth of 

a } 
pines conifers. All these features tend to discourage agricultural settlement. 

In natural resources the forest end its products must rank first as it was 
u 

the most widly ere but ruthless lumberling has reduced this resource 
F lor 

to a mere remnant of its former idportdnes. Mining of iron is important in 

y Minnesota and Michigan but-net—etsewkere and bids fair to last many years. 

The copper deposits of Keweenaw Point have seen their best days,and are no_ 
nS orp inten nents durdioka, » “Phe Oded watin pers 

longer g® important,as-fermerty» As long as lumbering lasted men could work : 

: in the woods in winter and farm during the summer but such an arrangement 

d is much more difficult at present. This fact, added to the inf other eee, 

has made the Superior Highlends country of has-beens: abandoned towng,, 22teaerttehmm 
ab KC ~ den s = fhe 

: seer’ farms, and mines interspersed through cut-over and burned~over wastesge—Y i 

re oe fed fey purport eg pee 
The lees attract tourists in the summer but this can hardly offset the logses. 

a Je hate Pv. 

In the Adirondacks lumbering has not advanced quite so far and the, scenery .~wn/ 

= pocthyes TE Ionig Sh A 
attracts gourists di both water and summéryS 

i Bc Nee 
oe 

i E ge
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| INTERIOR LOWLANDS ~SUMMARY 
i 

Definition. The Interior Lowlands Province is an area of slightly dis- 

“ turbed sediments, mainly of Paleozoic age which in peo places riseqto-eb-much 

KAp fpr a200 ) 
as b400-feet above sea level and which forms the interior of the continent. 

N : ' It is sometimes celled the Preirie Plains or Central Lowland. 

; Boundaries. The Interior Jowlands are bounded on the north by the Lauren- 

tian upland’ RT RS ST -E fo cat vin the 

: province Yejpine the “much Sigker opclatas Platenu,#eon-whiea (ts sep- 

arated by a marked escarpaont.) In western Tennessee and western “enticky 

neon 
and southern Illinois the unconsolidated Sediments of the Coastal Plain 

mark the boundary. West of the Mississippi the line follows ekasze ie the 

a Missouri River to the mmuthxafxthe vicinity of Jefferson City; thence it goes 

west of south at the eastern border of the Osage Plains next the higher 

R Springfield Platform, Ozark Plateaus and folded beagle meet the 6oastal 

m Plain in northern Texas. It follows the Coastal Plain, or Cretaceous Ss 

southwest ot Fort Worth and then turns west along the north side of the rough 

: limestone country of the Callahan ¥ivide to meet the edge of the fertrary— 

. High Plains. The eastern edge of these unconsolidated alluvial deposits 

is followed north leaving the Red Hills of Permian strata in the iia but 

i not the cugsed“Gnoky Hille of{ Greteceous) in Kansas. North of Kansas the line 

: is less definite, especially in Nebraska. In the Dakotas it follows an 

——_ much altered by glaciation which is called the Couteau des ‘rairie. 

The Interior Lowlands extend north into Canada from near the northwestern 

corner of North Dakota east to the point of begining. 

: ; eee e
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Topography. The Interior Lowlands consist of plains and low plateays 

with in few places a relief of as much as, 1000 feet. Along the immediate 

shores of the Great Lakes and throughout large parts of Ohio, Indiana, : 

Illinois, Iowa, and western Minnesota the surf ace is a plain so level that ,_ 

the eye cannnot distinguish any marked telat (ave: abony streuiyl 1% large 

portion of these plains were natural prairie with deep black soil. In such 
x 

wow 
i places the fetdeal timber was confined to the vicinity of the streams where 

222 Lasbuvel drainage permitted, thaxgranthxat (367 fhraughauk xkhexpkakasxxegianx 

shexbedxrackxisxcampleteiyxcancealedxaverxuastxareas. Outside of the plains 

region there are two distinct types of topography: (a) knob and sag ridges 

interspersed with pitted plains, and (b) cucstadend pisin vales. The first 
eastern 

type is characeristic of sautherm Michigan and southeastern Wisconsin’ 

In the region of the Great Lakes it is more or less mixed with the cuesta 

type for there the great Niagara Cuesta which extends from stsxariginak«lacality 
Se \we Van 2 

the Falls of that name northwest through Canada into northern Michigan, thence 

southwest and southiinto Wisconsin is the dominating topographic feature of the 
~ Or. 

region. Another prominent ae the Onondege-Dundes ‘Which reaches 

parr’ 

from northern New York shrough the Ontario Peninsula to 4ake Huron through 

which it is traced by soundings,to the northern end of the lower Geninsula 

, of: es, southwest of whi h it is lost under Lake Michigan. In central 

and western Wisconsin, northeastern 1s, and southeastern Minnesota cuestas 

are seen in great perfection although in many places $88 local dissection érto” 

hitbs-endevaiteys prevents the eye eo tatd true nature of the larger 

; - topographic features. A series of cukestas, the Rresbasky Franconia, Lower 

Wagnesian, Black River, and Niagara form horseshoe-shaped escarpemtnts which 

ih the Superior Highland: ‘ 
face in toward the dome of prex@ambrianxrasks of_centreieiiseensin 

In the Osage Plains district of eastern Kansas, eastern Oklahoma, and northern 

; Texageuestas, mainly small and sxx discontinuous, rise from the prevailingly 

level Surface. In central Kentucky, and central Tenessee large — i



: 

the Blue Grass and Nashville respectively, occur which are surrounded by cuesta 
OR NR eee 

rims. The hills around the southern basin are called the Highland Rim. 

: da + j 3 _ This low plateau extends northwest into southern iiiinots 4 eae Rrise_ 

ally into the plains to the north. The basins of the Greak ee extend 

below sea level. 

eto eect = aaa
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Geology. Save for the Dakotas, a portion of western Esnaea eee and western 

Iowa tka where the bed rock is @& Cretaceous age, tue Interior Lowlends are 

uncerlain by rocks of Paleozoic age. The*rocks consist of shale, sandstone, 

: limestone, and dolomite and range in age from Cambrian to eatin, eokaily 

greatly in réistance to weathering and erosion. The structure is ein alter 

most of the region has very gentle dips. The strata dip away from the pre- 

Cambrian domes of the Superior Highlands and Adirondacks and from the Ozark 

uplift of Missouri. In the southwestern part of the province the dip is 

irxegutarxand to the west with many local irregularities. eae 

arch whose sides din vary slightty- passes from the southeastern corner of 

Michigan west of south through Indiana, Kentucky, and Tennesee; this is 

called the Cincinnati Anticline. Deep basins occur (a) in southern Michigan, 

(b) miinoisy “c) Iowa and northern Missouri; all of these contain €pal Meas- 

ures and are called coal basins. There are a few places where local folding 

of a complex character occurs; these are in western Tennesee, “entucky, Ohio, 

northwestern Indiana, and central Wisconsin. Such local structures have been 

ascribed by some to vulcanism-which did not reach the surface. Faulting is 

not uncommon and southern Illinois and western Kentucky show very a 

- movements associated with small igneous intrusions. All the Interior dowlands 

from northeastern Kansas cod 9 aaa the exception of southwestern Wisconsing — 

and small portions of adjoining ae have been glaciated. The ice invasions 

occured at widely separated times, sngkudingxkhexNehxaskaus xKaneansxikiinaiangx 
the present topographic 

Towa. x Rad Wisconsin RAR eRxMBxixgkagiekian. From i standpoint these . 

can be divided into (a) the Old Brifte( Nebraskan, Kensan and Illinoien) which 

show profound alteration by postglacial weathering and erosion, and (b) the New 

Drifte( Towan and ‘Wieconsin) which display little subsequent alteration. 

“The: glacial drifts may also be divided into (a) stony drifts which occur in 

region of nerd rocks like limestone. amd-which—have muth-asseciated_water=— 

sorted-materieal, and (b) clay drifts which occur in shale regions ,
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The stony — those of the Laurentian arce consistyos rugged moraines 

4 3 
and extensive outwash plains, meny-of which are pitted and contain lakes. 

The clay drifts consist of much less accentuated features for the moraines 

77 Auer Pod eet wt. Adak 

have géntle slopes; where thick enqugh to conceal the underling rock hills 

a A > 
clay drifts eansistxat make level plains. i plains are characteristic 

fh 
of the great prairies of tnjfena, Illinois, and Iowa. South of the terminal 

moraine of the Young Drift, a feature not everywhere well developed, the 

drift plains of the Old glaciation have suffered erosion. Hast of the Miss- 

ante 
xt We in the stage of early yourth but farther west little of the : 

there is 
original surface is left and pesteee « maze of dendritic valleys from 50 to 

over 100 feet deep. In some marginal drifé districts the glacial drift 

consists merely of scattered stones whose character shows that they were 

transported for long distances. In Southwestern Wisconsin and extending into 

adjacent states a short tate wi the Driftless Area, ok alan -apiantenee 

esa: ever completely Surrounded by ice at any one time. Its 

A 
eptera margin is made by the Young Prift and is therefore definite; the other 

borders are hard to follow for the glaciation was very long ago and the drift 

was long since eroded from the steep rock hills. The Great Lakes lie in 
Ontario 

vales between cuestasy ay Kria,Georgian Bay cof Lake iron} ‘reen Bay ef— 

: (Lake idienigan)and Lake Winnebago in Wisconsin all lie on the outcrop of the 

Ordovician shales. Lakes Erie, Huron, and Michigan are above Silurian and 

Devonian shales, salt, gypsum, and weak dolomite formations. Lake Superior 
? 

pol Lae 
is on Cambrian sandsohone north of the Lower Magnesian cuesta,sam_lts basin 

A 
might with perfect propriety be considered an embayment of the Interior Lowlands 

whieh—extende—back into the Laurentiah Upland sadeet from which nearly all 

the Paleozoic strata have been removed. Outliers of the young roeks occur 

near Keweenaw Point.



History of the topography. So far as remnants of sediments-ge-#6T 
almost may 

=e entire Interior ee been above the sea since the close 

of the Six The Cretaceous a sediments of its northwestern part repre- 

sent a later marine incursion after extensive erosion of the Paleozoic sed- 

iments. Vast ages of weathering and erosion worked on the outcrops of gently 

inclined beds of varying resistence. The domes were breached and the basins fi 
<j brett perdaordy Th, pital onm uw 4 gArants bo GA Aref o- & g 

much less ve resistant bed came’to cap a cuesta and each soft 

formation to underlie a vale. Where the soft formations were thick local 

e ve rrr nee : 

peneplnes were formed at many different levels for erosion was checked by 
A Wore A 

the occurence of hard layers farther down eeeitr stream. The width of valleys, | 

= indeed the shapes of the hillsides, are all in conformity with the varying 

risistance of the different kinds of rock. For instance, the narrowing of the 

Mississippi Valley south from LaCrosse, ean oe not indicate a reversal 

of stresséireetion but simply the fact that the hard formations descend to the 

south at a rate greater than the grade of the river. The same phenomenon | baal 
Kant Tpryryly we willed 

is present north of ba Crosse and in the Wisconsin Valley.\limek “Meny students > TA 
(Pret. Lara 

of the region have called the relatively even crests of the cuestas the | pr mee 

uplifted &&. \  durtitmnday 
remnants ono pelertenss: Many of these ideas grew up before the\__ sss 

country had been surveyed. From almost any eminence within the° region the 

could 

; distant skyline looks level; it seems that if one woutd-travel fer enough he 
—_—_— 

would certainly come upon undissec” ed remnants of an older ixax flet topog- 

raphy where erosion since uplift has not yet reached. Many penepiies were 

thus distinguished sfitpry~by distent-ebservetiion, were named, dated and put 

into the ah are Later sm study has raised mueh doubt of the sufficiency 

of proot {te minor details of the landscape are closely related to rock 

character amt so the larger one seem—te~erso be. The work of Trowbridge in 
a specter, Comet ete 

the Driftless Area was the most cgreful. He urged that the crests of the 

several cuestas represent remnants
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ste Gwe peneplain and thet the vales and some of the lower summits 

i of cuestas are remnants of carta developed when = land Stns about 200 

feet higher than beffre. Arguments en-au ubiiaiiiiatins (a) 

presence of fairly level summits forming sncentvel wank plains", (b) 

fact that the back slopes of the cuestas siigkyby bevel across the resistant 

formations which cap them so that the full thickness of the wba tecmaicten 

is present only next to the margin of the higher weak layer, (c) supposed 

connecting ridges between different cuesta tops, (d) presence of gravels on 

some of the — (e) entrenched meanders, cn—some—etreaits. Opposing facts 

are'(a) there are no remnants of a surface ta which the present erosion cycle 

S has not et Metts city nies caine (b) the-eomealled-revet ridge 

tops are not literally level and show no topographit undonformity to the valleys 

but instead cen be regarded as the normal resylt of erosion and weathering 7 G 
eflvel sates fof arene (6) The uplands twhesk, dur The Bora Marien yf Cee af 

on . (d) some of the uplends seem to be due to shale layers whteh Se 

act as roofs and protect soft underlying sandstones from decay by solution gr ok 
ae 

the cement, {#} and for that matter the clay residium from dolomites probably “au 

acts in much the same way, @ythe bevel is easily explicable es the result of 4 

longer exposure of the cuesta crest than of the vale as a result of the retreat 

of the suce@ding higher cuesta-emt-its~assuciuter week formation, ($7 the — 

oa between cuestas are rare and explicable by irregularites 

in thickness of the Lower Magnesian dolomite, . the gravels are very like 

the Cretaceous gravels of Iowa and represent deposits by streams with fairly 

ss none 
steep gradiontsand“herfore may have been left — of stream valleys 

without-essuming—erasion-to—bese—level , (2) bends interpreted as intrenced 

meanders are rare and may simply be irregul Sites inherited from either broad 

valley floors or or from some other geological condition evidence of which 
—th} fhe-somme— 

has now been destroyed by erosion. On the whok the evidence for penplanation 

so far from the sea is sobhttoom odnvincing, although there is no evidence but 

what it might have occured. :



: 8 
tw? “ : 

: The earlier! glacial bnvasion y-“sbreehen-end-tarma seem to nev VMainly\eome) 

from the Sewatin center and thaffore entered the U. S. through North Dakota 
and pressed southwest to approximately the present course of Missouri, 

and 7 kee — a farthest south at—these-tines. “Tee 

OBST enone 

During the Illinoian the Labrador center had its maximum and ice covered 

OAK of Ce ts 
almost all the country fete to the Ohio. The courses of these two major streams 

seem largely to have been caused by glacial diversions early in the history 

Geol of tan 

of glaciation. In the interglacial intervals between jRoeyearly glaciations 

and after the-Titinom extensive erosion took place. ES has even been 

suggested that the majar pexrtian inner gorcespf the Mississippi and 

= 5 its tributaries were eroded befarex between the Nabregkan and Kansan davasions, 

although this seems doubiful. It is often said that the Driftless Area is 

a sample of what the adjacent country looked like before glaciation but this 

must be amended to whet it looked like before the last glaciation. The Iowan 

. drift of northeastern Iowa, a gently rolling to almost flat tract, is classed 

atexg with the Wisconsin drift in topography and indeed it is now thought 
represent ove 

that it may Ie en very corip| fieconsin invasion. The Wisconsin ice 

deposited a somewhat more stony drift than did its predecessors largely because 

: by then terge-parts of the region to the north had been stripped of loose soil. 

The moraines, drumlins, and outwash plains of Wisconsin age aoe peeeetoee 

prominent not only because of youth but also because they were originally 
davelpinl 

maxes better developed. Drumlins are best #nown in (a) eastern Wisconsin, and 

(b) northern New tok; They are not conspichous in areas of clay drift. 

The Interior Lowlands were douttiass mainly altered by glacial deposition 

rather than by ice erosion. Many small isolated rock hills doubtless perished 

to make uf/the bowlders and pebbles of thed rift, but wholesale removal of 

4 ‘ unaltered bed rock seems to be largely a myth. It is thought by many that 

the great depth of the basins of the Great Lakes tells of glacial 

erosion but there are rock islands in the lakes and indeed there are ‘many
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: localities where the rock surface is almost as low which are not in*the line 
not a7 

of main glacial flow. For that a the Lakes were g@b-kraversedchy 
“A 

shexigextangikudinaitiy trunk channels for the ice. We mg must fall back on 

both (a) blocking of preglacial valleys which doubtless discharged to the 

south and (b) depression of the land throughout the entire Lakes district, 

A Crrrnthse 

although without doubt the glaciers did remove vast amounts of soft rock 

from the preglacial lowlands in which the lakes lie. The salt and gypsum 

beneath some of the lakes may sksa have had a part in promoting easy glacial 
last 

erosion. During the retreat of ee glacier marginal lakes were 

formed in the basins of the Great Lakes. Lake Ghicago in the Michigan basin ——— 

P overflowed vis Des Palines and Illinois Rivers; Lake Maumee in the west end 

of the Erie depression discharged first vig Wabash River, later to Lake Saginaw 

in Saganaw Bay, Michigan end thence across Michigan to Lake Ghicago. 

Further recession formed “ake Algonquin, a confluence of Lakes Superior, iewthaccaay ¥ 

Michigan, and Huron -at a higher ee een the land was lower than 
then 

at the north than it is eee to the Ontario basin across lower 

Ontario(Kirkfield outlet). “ake Iroquois in that basin then had to reach 

the sea via Mohawk valley in northern New York. Still further recession 

of the ice freeds a lower outlet via the Ottawa valley in Canada making the 

Nippissing Great “akes which stood lower than the former stage. Continuted 
RS 

uplift of the land to the north #6 caused abandonment of this outlet in favor 

of the present conditions. The various widths of parts of the Niagara Falls 

gorge elif graphically" bone of these variations for they affected the volume 
A 

of the river and thus the width of the falls. 

kawer<GreatxGaxgex <karlyxkakexdkganquinxnithxsame cgkaciakxdrainage 

Lower Narrow Gorge= Kirkfield. outlet of Lake Algonquin 

Dower Great Gay’ge= Rarkyx Lake Algonquin with outflow at Detroit via “ake Erie 

Whirlpool Rapids Gorge= heginingxaf Lake Nipissing i 

Upper Great Gorge = present conditions a 

— enereies ’ 2 ~ ‘ei wo A x aa
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Late glecial and apparently postglacial, earth movements have tilted the aban- 

ee die ded G. 
doned beach lines of the Great Lakes region. These movements ecensist—of 

presresstve elevation of the land townard the northeast and are generally 

& 
ascribed to rising duese unloading from the ~~ of the ice sheet. Erosion 

has scarred the basins of the former lakes forming valleys locally over 100 

feet in depth. 

ae 
Subdivions of province. Based on the — the following subdivi- 

ions of the Interior Lowlands may be proposed‘ . — 
Cardin EES 

(a) Young Stony Drift region, Minnesota, Michigan, Wisconsin, Illinois to nee se: 
Chicago - Ow, mop prt A Pqom—-4t i Codporhy i han Onelan 

(b) Young clayddtéftegion Towa, Illinois, Indiana, Ohig ».—— +. tre 

(c) Extensiansx Beds of glacial lakes including bed of Lake Agassig co~-*—. ™* “4 ™ 
— woe es rite , AAwren 

(d) old drift region(mainly clay drift), Kansas, Nebraska, Missouri, southern BS 
Iowa, southern Illinois, southern Indiana, southern Ohio- Tog 2 

e) Driftl Area Plateau, southwestern Wisconsin, etc™™*~ __ Oe : (e) ess a Pla’ ’ onsin, Aa date rm ~oliglnnnnn Soe 

f) Nashville and Blee Grass Basins, Kentucky and Tennesee , Medtcl lim, retort 
ee pale Ge BAe, dnd Ry, hen me fg 
(g) Highland Rim Plateau, ee Kentucky, eastern_and southern Tennessee, ~ poy) 

K Rte ad cheatin lame nok brorl liTone 7 

(hn) Shawnee ir Fee geod Illinois and western Kentucky north of the ! / 1) 
Highland Rim and rougher with much sandstone topography ; john ane 

: feck Hel, PRK Hwl DOT, belo J er —_— drm. es ~ 

(i) Osage Plains, Kansas, Oklahoma, Texas - mu GW plant otd olok 7? 2 Crete, 2 Ac Rhee 
v perf tamnn, — Crtroven 7 trek 

Life of man. The eee Lowlands are one of the garden spots of the ; 

: world. Added to a good soil over most of the region the rainfall is adequate 

: although not excessive. Some of the best soils are found on (a) young clay 

or limestone drifts, (b) residium from limestone, (c) loess. Much poorer 

soils occur on (a) sandstone, (b) shale on account of poor drainage, (c) 

sendy drift, (d) much weathered old drift (gumbotil) which has lost plant 

food edVprovides poor drainage, \me Corn Belt and a large part of the wheat 

belt are situated in the province. Vast amounts of both coal and oil have 

been developed. Communication is easy both by land and by water_so that many‘ 

we i ntemretta Be oat eee eS porns 

large cities have aries On the whole the province is’an area of progress 

although certain disticts of poor soil have'6iffered serious eetoacke( recently) : 
~ _ ~ SR Tsar 

& jorpotan danny, Ue Df Yon Crna treDimee Te nord 

hod ua Yost neh upon Writ eo pears cape Oe 

spot pa me Ay ety wrtibetrt, Lene ee



OLDER APPALACHIANS ~SUMMARY 

Definition. The Older Appalachians consist of a: souataiue : 

z | womposed of igneous and metamorphic rocks which extends from Carlisle, Pennsyl- 

vania southwest to northern Georgia. es 

Boundaries. The Older Appalchiens are bounded on the we northwest by a belt 
mainly of younger age) : 

of slightly eo sediments, the “ewer or Folded Appalacnians. 

. For nearly the entre a — —— as dl as at their southeast ead Ve mountains 

give way abruptly to a region of similar rocks bese of much less relief, the Piedmont 

Plateau. At the far northeast, however) srt sandstones and shales of the Triassic 

Lowland form the border. The Older Appalachians Be Ea rere sharply defined 

and are substantially without outliers. : 

: Senicrnahy: For nearly half their length at the northeast the Older 

Rppalachians consist of a single range, the Blue eee rises about 2000 

: 7 feet above the lowlands to the east. This ridge has a narrow but fairly even 

crest. In Penusylvania it is known as South Mountaing, This portion of the 
Rew, and James 

Ridge is breached by the water gapsof the Potomen, Riverina by a few small wind 

gaps. The name Bladaidge is not confined to the-definite-—ridge-of the north but 

is algo-applied to the siete border of the entire Province, which , because 41% 

can be seen from so great a ae appears blue in color a. 

. dispersion of the short light waves. Thés southern extent is not af straight 

ff wall but contains many reentrants or coves. There are no low pascas but the oe 

' gtreams , few of which head far back in the mountains, descend to the lowlands ee 

narrow canyons, many of them with falls and rapids. The southern mountains which 

comprise the Great Smok} range; the Unakas, and other less well known groups of 

peaks, are wider and shigher; ‘ eastern Tennessee and western North Carolina 

E the width is 75 miles aod the hihest peak, Mount. Mitchell, attains the not incon- 

siderable elevation of 6711 feet. Almost whobly clothed with trees, and compar- 

: atively free from large cliffs, these mountains are beautiful without bh possessing 

- the wildness and ruggedness of northern and western mountains. ine as 

: OF aids get an impression of size and Whigth far beyound the real magnitude 

: c of the peaks. Most of the drainage is to the west, for instance the French Broad



Ol 
' 

rises within a few miles of the east sqde of the mountaing,gnd ff 1 owkge werk : 

wale 
northwest pagses narrow poveed ene the higher serts—-ef—tke ranges. The 

; as in the Asheville Basinv 

heads of these west-flowing oe over lOOQfeet higher than the Piedmont 
2 

a short distance to the southeast. The drainage system is slightly modified dendritic)\ 

Geology. The Older Appalachians are composed of granite, gneiss, schist, 

quartzite, eee am a oe : 

a various other ighkenous and metamorphic rockWfhe structure is complex ~~~ 

with a prevailing northeast-southwest strike. The higher summits and ranges are 

dominantly composed of rocks which contain little feldspar such as quartzite and 

(@ertain schists and gneisses. Many of the granites form relatively low i. / 

Mineral deposits are for the most part onal) considerable part of the rocks are) 

€ _of pre-Cambrian age but many are younger. _/No traces of glaciation have ever 

been found save a few striated pebbles along streams which may nm have been 

formed by floating ice. Sails are residual and many of the slopes are heavilly 

banked with decayed rock. 

History of topography. The Older Appalachians seem to be residuals of 

: 
a very ancient mountain range whose crest was closer to the contenental border 

than tkexe is theirs. This fact is made known by (a) the prevailing westward 

eastward 
drainage, and (b) the,derivation of the sedimentary rocks to the west. 

The last period of folding in these mountains, the ancient contd snt of Appalachia, 

- occured in or shortly following the Permian. The vast ages of erosion and wea- 

thering which followed that time have reduced the mountains to a mere shadow of 

their former importance. V Breinage ‘to Tas Mitantie, baba Gictionat f eoies border 

at the presejt level of the contient is far within the edge of the contiental 

shelf, has a decided advantage in gradient over streams which flow the other way. 

Such drainage has long since destroyed the mountains back to the present pesitiomr 

ofthe Blue Ridge and still the headwaters are pushing northwest. Many eeses- 

vv 
sfabnormal drainage relations tell of comparatively recht stream capjites and 

a c..  ptknn 
st@dy of the maps indicates memy places where the future will ga allow of other 

diversions to a more direct route to the ocean. This migration of the divide :
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is probably facilitated by a greater rainfall on the Piedmont than west of the 

es, although some claim that the precipitation on the west sides of the 

ranges themselves is greater than on the east slopes. Situafted so near the sea 

the climate is humid and rock dechay has been facilitated although the great heat 

on the southern slopes promotes wepy rapid evaporation of the heavy rainfall. 

Erosion has doubttiss not been at a constant rate nor always with tne same 

baselevel. Considerable areas of peaks with bub sub-equal elevations, and broad 

basins ee bottoms have—boen cut by narrow gorge-like valleys tell of eithen™ ) 

changes in baselevel with consequent rejunvination of the streams aaa cutting 

: away of obstructions of hard rock in the stream beds. However, these indistinct 

% evidences of former partial peneplanation are of little cousequence to the present 

topography, whose dominant controll is rock character. The massive rocks form 

domes and the banded rocks —— among some of es a trellis drainage 

system exists. Vegetation retains rock waste making many fairly gentle slopes. 

Some of the valleys have alluvial terraces. 

Life of man. The Older Appalachians are for the most part so rugged and 

inacessible that settlement is very sparse. Their inhabitants are af an old stock 

which retains the shiftless @éthods of the ea Glearing of soil 

to develop new fields has in many places ex tendelonto such steep slopes that 

soil erosion has become an important problem rote rectal streams with 

sine and cavsey Ghen to aggrade their lower courses. The forest resources are . 

most important but lack. of transportation has thus far restrained extensive lumbering 

operations. The humid climate makes water Bwer abundant but lack of natural 

lakes for reservoirs and the distance from makkets combine to make development 

rather expensive. Mining is important only at Ducktown, Tennessee, where there is 

: a copper deposit. The scenery and pleasent climate both summer and winter have 

led to the development of resofrts for tourists particularly around Asheville.



PIEDMONT PLATEAU-SUMMARY 
of moderate relief underlain by 

Definition. The Piedmont Plateau consists of an ee crystalline rocks 

with a few patches of sediment elites, which lies between the Older Appalachian 

Mountains and the Coastal Plain. 

Boundaries. On the northwest the Piedmont is bordered by the Blue Ridge 

escarpment save in east central Alabama and northwestern Georgia where the Older 

Appalachians are absent and the Folded Appalachians abut against the province. 

On the west, south and southeast, the saf& unconsolidated sediments of the 

Coastal Plain thin out upon the basement rocks; this tine i border is marked by © 

Many isolated patches of Coastal Plain sediments occur along this sd* . 

rapids and falls in the streams and is therefore called the Fall a, At the A 

2 far northeast the Piedmont is separated from the Older Appalachians by a consid- 

“ ® Be, 20% 
erable tongue of soft Triassic sediments ‘tbid projection 6 called the Trenton ; 

Prong ¢ 

Topography. The Piedmont i ith relief of less than 

100-feet:—The—hilts-aré’ broad and, smooth=topped;—seperated by relatively deep 

and abrupt vellieys few of whiet have Wide bottoms:--The-streams have-relativéely— 

steep gradients-for-thé—slope-of the” enité province is 

; The Piedmont Plateau has~g western border at an elevation : 

which varies from a few hundred feet above sea level in the north to over 1000 

feet in the far south. The seaward edge rises from tidewater at Pliladelphia 

to nearly 500 feet at the southern end. Since the maximum width is over 100 miles 

the average slope is less than 5 feet per mile (erroniously given as 20 ft. by 

Bowman). The local relief of the Piedmont is in few places over 200 feet. 
any WDaeeylr a | sane 

The valleys are eo wet few [fiet toorspend Fie hill tops are smooth and 

Hine rounded@” Save in a few very restricted areas no literally flat uplends exist. 

The valley sides are convex upward. Rising above the general level of the uplands 

are a few isolated hills and small mountains some of which are quite close to 

main drainage lines. These are more abundant clove to the Blue Ridge than elséwhere 

Among them may be mentioned Stone Mountain near Atlanta.
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Geology. Unlike most plateaus the Piedmont is underlain for nearly its editre 

extend by sampkex crystalline rocks with complex structure; only a few small 
rt 

isolated areas, for the most part marked by smooth topography OF CR Leye, are 
sedimentaries, 

on soft skakesxand<sandstans. The crystalline rocks are mainly of pre-Cambrien 
of later ages 

age although many metamorphic eureuaaelets  ulacck: Schists, granites, trap rocks, 

tne and gneisses . The less altered sediments are of Triassic age and consis) 

amen“ red sandstones and shales with some trap rocks. Very likely much of the 

trap rock seen elsewhere is of the same age. The Triassic areas show complex 

faulting and some folding. Near Richmond, Virginia, coal seene Be teva ly was 

Bo changed into natural coke by igneous intrusions. The prevailing strixe of the 

structures is parallel to that of the mountains te—tire-west- northeast-southwest. 

The Piedmont is nowhere glaciated and the soils are residual. Most descriptions 

stress the great depth of soil but recent road grading shows that excessive 

weathering is confined to (a) feldspathic rocks and (b) schists. In such favorable 

localities excavations may be made with shovel or scraper to depths of over 50 : 
Ceo Se 

feet below the natural surface. However, best rocks are quite generally — 
; hy Mn Aart 

: at a depth of only a few feet. In spite of the depth of disintegration, decomp- : 

sition or chemical weathering is for the most part relatively slight, end the 

surface soil is notably lacing in humus and clay. On granites comparatively fresh 

. feldspar is present in road grades a depths of only a foot or two. In general 

the soils, which over wide areas are red on account of iron minerals in the rocks, 

np moist 

resemble mete those of arid ——— those commonly present ge eet Ones 

This anomaly is doubtless due to (a) warm climate which evaporates much of the 

rainfall, and (b) easy percoletion in the schists which permits water to pass 

rapidly to great depths. Contrary to general impression the soils of the Piedmont 
P 

are not rich; they are better than the sands of the coastal Plain and the land is 

smoother than the mountains to the west but nowhere does the soil begin to compare 

with that of the better parts of the Interior Lowlands. Soil erosion has made 

great inroads even on fairly gentle slopes, :
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: Along the east side of the Piedmont there are ate outliers of the Coastal Plains 

‘ sediments some of thet niles from the main body of younger xa deposits. There 

are gravel terraces along some of the main streams which dereentend to terrraces 

in the Coastal Plain. Mineral deposits are small and unimportant. 

: History of topogrephy. The Piedmont is another remnat of the ancient 

Appalachia. Here akmaski all trace of the old mountains hes ar obliterated 

save where the rock is unusually hard and even these eminences are in few instances 

more than i feet in heigth. The erosional history of the area has not been 

simple. The narrow stream valleys and the broed hill tops tell definitely that 

. the region had much less relief at some time in the not very remote geologic 

: past than it posses today. The average hill tops do not rise toward the mountains 

evenly but accurate surveys reveal that there are steps or terraces the borders 

between which are now deeply dissected. Some of these terraces carry gravels : 

the origin of which is not ekear definitely known. They may be either (a) marine, - 

representing periods when the land stood lower than at present and the sea leveled 

the country back td cliff Live at the border of the next step, or (b) fluvial, 

: that is remants of old alluvial cones of-materitsl washed down from the citeihatin 

onto surfaces which had previously been eroded to sania while above the sea. 

Certain it is, that the terraces are approximately level and are all much younger : : 

that the inclined surface of low relief on which rest the Coastal Plain sediments. 

/ Some of the lower terraces in the valleys are not unlikely related to ‘events ofS 

/ .. Period met-yetworked out _toe-detinite-cometuster: The ares has es 

| a 8. 
undoubtedly had its base level changed many times and not ne climate has 

oo and thus introduced complexities into the erosional history. .
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Life of man. It was early found that the Piedmont both in soil and . 

climate was better for settlement that the low, swampy, sandy Coastal Plain 

to the southeast. A chain of cites begining with Philadelphia at the northeast y 

4 

grew up along the Fall Line rokihaet offered both an obstceal to navigation and 

water power. Water power sevalepanet has been possible throughout the entire 

eae oe account of the narrow velleys,end-relatively steep gadients of the 

circens, ae-welits the ms rather heavy rainfall. It is hingered by lack of natural 

reservoirs such as are.furnishedby the lakes of glaciated regions. Agriculture 

in the Piedmont is almost entirely confined to cotton raising for there is little 

grass for cattle er-merket—forothercrops, and it has been fostered by the conser- 

vatism of the inhabitants who ere largely waxkaa of the "poor white" class. In 

recent time the district has been industrialized by establishment of cotton mills, 

mainly because of cheap labor rather than any direct geographic reason. Mining 

has never been of much importance although some gold and a few other minerals were 

once ee Soil erosion, soil exhaustion form constant one crop farming, 

the intense heat which nbllifies much of the rainfall, the character of the ; 
timber, ald grass : 

inhabitants, the lack of sees are all retarding features in the development of the 

Piedmont. Nevertheless, it is an important part of the country which is rapidly 

oe more like the industrial North than the agricultural South
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PHYSIOGRAPHY OF TIS UNITED STATES 

LABORATORY 

Central Lowland, Fast of Mississippi River 

Edition of 1938-39. 

Every student who takes this course for 5 credits is expected to put 

a minimom of four (4) hours a week on laboratory work. It is very important 

to keep this work up to date: DO NOT LET YOURSELF GE? BEHIND, Dates mast be 

adhered to for wnexcused overdue reports will BE DENIED ANY CREDIT. Ordinarily 

all laboratory work will be done in Room 206. If you have to remove any maps 

PLEASE RETURN THEM AT ONCE. Maps should not be taken from the building or to 

offices without permission. Please pick up all maps on the tables when leav- 

ing the room and place in a neat pile. Maps will be furnished on which to show 

the boundaries of all provinces and the LOCATION OF ALL SHALL MAPS used. Maps 

of physiographic provinces, geology, and vhysiographic features are available 

in the laboratory. Consult references in library or models in hall whenever 

necessary. Keep rough notes in pencil which may be copied in ink or type- 

written. Complete reports should be handed in on 34" x 11" paper in a folder. 

A sheet or two of cross section paver may be used, Use of colored pencils 

adds to effectiveness of diagrams. Colored pencil may be mace to look better 

by rubbing with a scrap of blotting paper or cloth. Wax crayons smear badly 

and should be avoided. General map should be kept up to date and handed in 

with each exercise. A ruler is needed or cross section paper may be used. 

General: place on your general map not only the location of all small maps 

(number and place key in margin) but also (a) boundaries of all subdivisions 

of the province, (b) Niagara escarpment, (c) Masnesian escarpment, (d) Onon- 

daga~Dundee escarpment, (e) Pottsville escarpment in southern Illinois and west 

Kentucky, (f) areas with name and outlet of Glacial Lakes Agassiz, Chicago, 

Maumee, (g) actual boundary of unglaciated part of Driftless Section. 

Young Drift. 

Urbana, Illinois and model of Illinois on 3rd floor. 
Account for Yankee Ridge; for the surrounding flat areas. Describe the post- 

glacial valleys of the area, 

: St. Croix Dalles, Wis.-Minn. ani model of Wisconsin south of library door. 
What kinds of glacial features occur here? Which way did the ice move? Draw 
an E-W cross section (vertical scale not less than 800 feet to an inch) in 

= north-central part of map to show relation of valley of St. Croix River to 
moraine and ovtwash plain. Leable features and comment on age of the St. Croix 
valley. Contrast with topography of Urbana, I1l., and explain. 

South Haven, Michigan. 
Compare with a very similar topography due to glaciation and suggest why sand 

dunes are more abundant here than in Wisconsin (on the west shore of the lake). 

Calumet City, Illinois-—Indiana. 
Draw a cross section (vertical scale not less than 80 feet to an inch) from 
southwest to northeast and account for the topography shown. The beaches start- 
ing at southwest are Glenwood, Calumet, Toleston, Lable each. 

Chart of Lake Huron. 
Account for the ridges of (a) Ssugoon Peninsula-Msnitouvlin Island and (b) Pt. 
Clark to North Point.
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Niagara River and vicinity, New York; Folio 190 (consult in library or draw for 

laboratory period only). 
Read legenion back of the map. Accovnt for the falls and for the variations 
in width of the gorge below them (be brief). 

Sun Prairie, Wis. (See map of Quaternary geology of southeastern Wisconsin). 
Account for and name the oval hills. ‘What topographic features occur in the 
marginal moraine strip? Contrast with ground moraine areas. 

Camp Custer, Michigan. Read legend on back. 
: How do the contours show the difference between pitted outwash and terminal 

moraine? What other name is given to.a till plain? Draw a cross section from 
Gull Lake northeast to Dunn School near Fair Lake through Hickory Corners. 

Vertical scale not less than 400 feet to the inch. 

Old Drift. 

Areal geology, Breese, Ill. (Folio 195 and Ill. Geol. Survey Revt. Invest. 19, 

pt. 1). 
: List examples of Mac Clintock's types of topography present hers. Account for 

the narrows in the valley crossed by the B. and 0. R. R. east of Trenton. What 
has been the dominant process here in making the flat floors of the valleys, 

widening or filling? Explain how you know. ~— 

Driftless Area 

Kendall, Wis. 
Note the "two story" nature of the topography and illustrate by a cross section, 
(vertical scale 1 inch to 800 or more feet) from Meyers Fill northeast to the 

plains. Account for the level plain to north. Account (see 1932 edition of 

Bull. 36, pp. 4 and 37) for the double escarpment. Lable each. 

Summary. When you have completed your notes,the summary can be 
finished elsewhere if you desire. However, do not cut your regular laboratory 

periods to do this, but start ahead with next province as soon as directions 

are ready. Make all answers explicit and not just "yes" or "no", Make it 
clear to everyone just what yon are trying to say. After the answers to the 

foregoing questions, write a brief (LIMIT FOUR PAGES) summary of the province 
on following outline. You may,if desired, incorporate answers and diagrams 
called for above in body of report as "examples" instead of giving them sepa~ 
rately. 

Definition of province, first in terms of FACT, then, if necessary, 
in terms of INTERPRETATION, Give briefly any alternative names for the pro- 
vince and explain how derived, 

Boundaries of the province and its main subdivisions not merely what it 

adjoins but the nature of the boundary, for instance as "escarpment," "change in 
geology," "edge of glacial drift," etc. 

Geology, a very brief statement of the kinds of bed rocks, glacial drift. 
etc., without much attention to geological age or details of origin. 

Topography in terms of facts. 

: History of the topography, that is, the interpretation of the foregoing 
information on geology and topogravhy. Explain fully all essential steps in ori- 
ae of present surface. USE DIAGRAMS wherever this helps, but MAKE THEM A PART 

THE ; SCUSSION, 

: Sometimes it is desirable to make a series of cross sections, each of 
which illustrates a step in development Such are generally, but not always 
given in class first. Make them carefully and make-no line’ dr mark unless’ it 
really means something.



GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Laboratory questions, Superior Upland, Edition of 1938-39 

Using the 1928 geological map of Wisconsin, the relief map of Wisconsin, 

and the black line map of the surface of the buried pre-Cambrian rocks, 
construct on a vertical scale of one inch to not less than 4000 feet a cross. 
section of Wisconsin along a east-west line through Wausau. Make section 10 
inches long. You may lump all the pre-Cambrian rocks in one color or patteri. 
and all the Cambrian and later deposits in another. (See Bull. 36, 390-395). 

Wausau, Wisconsin. See also geological maps and Wis. Bull. 16, 592~ 
600; 36, 369-375. What evidences indicate that this area once had a higher 
relief than it now has? Where are remants of the peneplain still preserved? 
Rezconing from these areas, did or did not the area once have a lower relief 
than it does now? Reconcile these two results. If you went in the field, woul? 
you find it as easy to tell what part of this area had been glaciated as it is 
around Madison? Explain fully. Explain the flat floors of the large valleys. 

Houghton and Calumet, Michigan. Make a small sketch without much 
exaggeration of vertical scale showing the geological structure of this ridge. 

See 1935 map of Lake Superior region or consult map of structure. Consult 

map from Professional Paper 154 and then describe the differences in topo- 
graphy above and below the highest beach line. Explain. Account for the great 

escarpment of southeast side of the Range. Why do these rocks from 1 

hogbacks? Locate a good example of a hogback. 

Brainerd, Minn. and map of surface formations of Minnesota. Account for 
topography (a) S. E. of Brainerd including the oval hills, (b) W. of Brainerd, 
(c) along Long Lakes and in N. W. part of map, (da) N. EB. of Woodrow. 

Wealthwood, Minn. Account for (a) ridge on shore of Mille Laes L. BE. 
and W. of Wealthwood, (b) Rocky Hill. 

Superior and Duluth, Wisconsin-Minnesota. See map of Lake Superior 

structure and from them draw a sketch cross-section showing the relation of 
this valley to the main syncline to the southeast. Show only (a) old hard 

rocks, (b) Keweenawan lava flows, and (c) sandstones. Account for the escarp- 
ment south of the lake. Account for escarpment north of the lake. (See dis- 

cussion in Monograph 52, cr K, Ge S. 226). Make a table showing physiographic 
significance of: (a) Minnesota Toint, (b) irregular topography in extreme 
south of map, (c) Manitou Falls, (d) smooth topography at Superior, (e) V- 
shaped valley of Nomadji River, (f) shore ridge of Spirit Lake, (g) shoreline 
of St. Louis Bay, (h) curves in state boundary. (See Bull. 36, 447-452, also 
chart of harbor). 

Map cf bottom of Lake Superior ~ see also same map in guide book of 
Kansas Geological Society p. 226. (Faults incorrectly located on this map), 
and map of structure of Lake Superior basin. What explanations might account fov 
the steep slopes of (a) northwest shore, (b) northeast shore, (c) north side 
of Keweenaw Point, (d) northwest side of Isle Royale. Account for the pla- 
teau of the Apostle Islands. Account for the enclosed depressions in eastern 
part of the lake. Account for the submerged ridge northeast from Keweenaw 
Point. Draw cross sections (vertical scale not less than 2000 feet to inch) 
(a) from Saw Teeth Mt. S E through outer Island to Porcupine lits., (b) east 
from Stannards Rock to Theano Point. Indicate geology as far as showing 
(a) pre-Keweenawan, (b) flows, (c) sandstones.
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On your general map show not only the corrected boundary of the pro- 
vince from geological map of Minnesota, but color in (a) areas of Lake 
Superior sandstone Aku (see 1935 map of Lake Superior region) (b) lMiddile 
Keweenawan lava flows Akmb, (c) border of young drift, and (d) old (pre-Wis- 
consin) drifts from map of Wisconsin. Contrast in summary the topography of 

these four divisions with that of the massive igneous and metemorphic rocks 
and explain why there is a difference. Explain why this difference is not 
equally shown at all places. Explain difficulty of locating the border of 
the province. 

Summary on outline previously given. Limit to four pages.
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PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Laboratory 

Central Lowland, West of Mississippi River 

: Edition of 1938-39 

General: Place on general map (a) limitS of sections (see also Fig. 174, 
p. 617) (bd) border of unglaciated areas. (c) pre-cambrian areas - 
(a) Flint Hills (e) Niagara escarpment of Iowa (f) Lake Agassiz 
(g) maps as usual. Young drift and dissected till plains, 
sections. 

Camp Dodge, Iowa: Read legend on back. Explain why there is 

so gradual a transition at edge of young drift. Why was valley 
of Des Moines river so deeply eroded? Contrast topography of 
old drift and young drifts where distant from the main streams. 

Use cross sections if desired. 

Elk Point--see folio 156. 
What two sections are shown? Compare their topography-~-See Fig- 

3, Pe 3. Was the rock valley of the Missouri River present be- 

fore Wisconsin glaciation? See section on pe 7. 

Wall map of outlet of Lake Agassiz. See map of glacial deposits 
of Minnesota. How are beaches indicated? Why are they at 
several levels? What is the origin of Traverse Lakes, of 

_ Cottonwood Slough? 

Osage Section. Foralfer, Oklahoma. See geological map of 
Oklahoma. Account for the escarpment and draw a cross section 
of it showing the hard layer which causes it. 

Tishomingo, Indiana, Tennessee-~Folio 98 (Library) 

Read sections on topography, pep. 1, 23; geologic structure, 
history of the Arbuckle mountain structures, pe. 7- Account for 
the ridges near Nebo and Sylvan. Account for the levelness of 
the granite areas. When was most of the erosion of the folded 

rocks done? See also Geol. Soc. America, vol. 39, pe. 1047, 
second section. Near the center of the mountains, remnants of 
Pontotoc lie nearly horizontal. See Plate 16, p. 56, Oklahoma 
Geol. Survey Bull. 46. 

Wichitas. See above reference, first section, for structure. 
Copy sections in your report. 

Summary as usual.
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PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 
Laboratory, Coastal Plain, Edition 1938-39 

Tsala Apopka, Florida. 
Account for the mnoraine-like topography with lakes and for the comparatively 

level northeastern part of the map. 

Vicksburg, Mississippi. 
Describe in simple words the topography of the west half and then the east 

half of the map. Next account for these differences stating the age of each 
half of the map. Next account for these differences stating the age of each 
in terms of the cycle of erosion, Why does the Yazoo River join the main 

stream here? How did-this affect the military importance of Vicksburg in 
the Civil War? (See Physiographic diagram of U. S.). What evidences do you 

find that the course of the Mississippi has changed during historic time? 
Explain fully. What name suggests the date of such a change? Explain why 
the Mississippi has large meanders and the Yazoo smaller ones, Explain why 
meanders on a flcod plain are smaller than entrenched meanders of similar size‘ 

streams. 

Sandy Hook, New Jersey. be 
See also block diagram of N. J, and geologic map of N. J. Account for the row 
of hills which ends in the Highlands of Navesink. Account for the shape of 

Sandy Hook. : 

Choptank, Maryland, geological edition. See Folio 182. 
State definitely in proper order the recent physiographic history which ex- 

plains the topography of this area only. 

Camp Mills, New York. 
Read parts of the legend on the back which bear on the subject. See also 

Professional Paper 82, page 120 in the library. Draw a cross section of Long 
Island showing the Cretaceous cuesta, the terminal moraines, and the outwash 
plains Omit names for suggested formations of older drift. { )», 20) 

In the Summary’ attention should be directed to (a) the nature and origin of 
the Fall Line, (b) evidence of former extent of the Coastal Plain inland, 
(c) hypotheses to explain the marine terraces, (d) extension of Piedmont 

under the Coastal Plain (Geol, Soc. Am. 48, 753-812), (e) salt domes. 
Show in map (a) Black Bedt, (b) terprinal moraine, (c) edge of drift where 
different, (4) 100 ft. contour which divides the "low" and "high" parts of 
the area, (ec) Mississippi floodplain, including Crowley's Ridge, (f) the 
major cuesta escarpments shown on the Lobeck diagram. Show quadrangles as 
usual.
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PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Laboratory—Piedmont Plateau, Edition 1933-39 

Gastonia, North Carolina - See Geological Map of U. S. g 

Locate on this map streams which have been influenced by structure of the 

rocks. Why do the main streams of the area apparently disregard geology? Out- 

line your reasons for thinking that this region once had greater relief than it 

has today illustrating this by a sketch-section which shows the geology and iis 

relation to original surface. Next outline your reasons for thinking that 

this area once had less relief than it has today and illustrate this with an 

actual profile from some part of the map on which the surface before uplift is 

restored with a dotted line. 

Elkton-Wilmington Folio No. ell 
Read the sections on Physiogranhic Divisions and Surface Features of the Pied-- 
mont, ppe 1-4 and on Geologic History of the Piedmont, pp. 15-16. Compare 
the slope in feet per mile of the top of the older rocks below the Coastal Plain 

- with average slope of the exposed Piedmont using a ruler on Fig. 4, p. 15. 
‘Note error on its legend.) What physiographic term is given to this surface 

vnder the Coastal Plain? See Text p..126. 

Tassaic, New Jersey-New York; block diagram of New Jersey; geological map of 

N. Me: Or Folio No. 157. 

Account for the straight border of the hills in the northwest corner of the mare 
Suggest reason for the hypothesis that this area once had a level topography. 
What significance has the name "Short Hills"? Account for the gaps in the trap 

ridges and for the fact that some now have no streams in then. 

Talking Rock, Georszia Z 

What physiographic provinces are shown? What is the significance of (a) en- 

trenched meanders (b) steep slopes adjacent to main streams? 

Write 'a summary on same outline as previous provinces. Discuss,in proper places, 
reasons for and. against making the Piedmont crystallines and the Triassic of 
New Jersey-Virginia separate physiographic provinces; also two possible methods 

: by which the relatively even surface of the Piedmont could have been produced 
from the ancient mountains and state evidence for the burial of Piedmont by : 

coastal plain sediments either marine or alluvial. Put on your map (a) the 

areas of Triassic rocks, (b) Trenton Prong, (c) terminal moraine, (a) border 
of glaciated area, (e) three prominent monndnocks with names. 

&.
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GEOLOGY 130 IV l 

os PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Laboratory, Blue Ridge, Edition 1933-39 : 

For information on geology refer either to Geological map of United States 

or to maps of states where there are such. Folios may be consulted in the 

library or withcrawn for duration of laboratory period. : 

Pisgah, North Caroiina-South Carolina. See Folio No. 147. 

Account for the difference in average level of the French Broad and South 

Saluda river valleys. Locate examples of past and possible future drainage 

changes along the %lue Ridge and account for them, What is the drainage 

pattern? Explain. 3 

Mt. Mitchell, North Carolina-Tenn. See Folio No. 12h. 
What determined the relative resistance to weathering of the different kinds 

of rocks? Describe the kinds of summit outlines which you find on the peaks. 
What is the significance (a) of entrenched meanders (b) of broad parts of the 
valleys within the mountains? 

Antietam, Vae~ Md. See geological maps of states. 
What is the cause of the three prominent ridges? 
What relation may the entrenched meanders have to these belts of hard rocks? 

Fairfield, Pa. See Folio 225. 
What are topographic results of faulting on the contact of Blue Ridge rocks 
with the Gettysburg Plain to the east? What kind of rocks makes up the tops 

of the highest ridges? What suggests that the ridges were once part of a 
lowland? 

In your summary pay particular attention to the several hypotheses of the : 

origin of the Blue Ridge. Diagrams will help to explain these. The problem 
of water gaps will be deferred to report on Ridge and Valley Province. 
Illustrate your history with a series of generalized cross sections, each of 

which shows a major step in development of the Blue Ridge and Piedmont. 
label carefully and explain in text. Besides the quadrangles and boundary, _ 

show on map (a) Carlisle Prong (b) Mark with symbol )( water gaps of three 
large rivers which cross the province from west to east into names,(c) gap of 

_@ stream which flows in reverse direction with name.
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PHYSIOGRAPEY O° THE UNITED STATES m 
Laboratory questions, Ridge anc Walley, Edition 1938-39 

Refer to geolozical maps and to mo¢els in halls. 

Chattanooza (Folio No. 6). 
Why has so much interest been aroused in accounting for the course of the ; 

Tennessee River? Explain fully the two major hypotheses which have been advanced 

for this particular gap but reserve discussion of their merits to summarye 

(Text 276-277) : 

Delaware Waters>p, edition of 1922, 

First read the legend on the back. What evidence seen on this map has been used 

to demonstrate that the region was once almost level? That Since then uplift 

has not been at the same rate all the time? Using one of the figures on the 

back as . guide and the data obtained from the cross section in the Elicton- 

Wilmington Folio make a section hich shows how it has been attempted to attach 

geologic dates to the old lan‘ surfaces. (Section rust inclufe coastal Plain). 

Greenland Gap; geological map of Yest Virginia. : 

Draw 2 cross section from ne2r the NW corner southeast across the main ridges 

in NW part of the map. USE SAMZ VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL SCALFS, On this show 

the gceolo;ical formations with names of ridge formers. 

Natural Bridge svecial; geolozical map of Virginia. See Am. Jour. Sci. 19 (1930) 
257-273. Discuss orisvin of the Natural Bridse. What physiographic provinces .~: 
shown on the map? Account for the valley of Cedar Creek in Short Hills, 

Write summary on vesulay cutline. In the section on Toposraphy include a series. 

of diagrams showing (a) monoclinal mountain, (bd) synclinal mountain, (c) anti- 
clinal nountain. Also explain the criteria by which you can read geologic struce 

ture from the contour mape In the section on History include discussion of 
(a) evidences for and arainst former regional and partial peneplains, (b) how © 

these were ¢nted in the geologic time scale, refer to cross 
section of Delaware water exp, and (c) origin of water gaps anc wind gaps, the 
last includin: a comparison of the several hypotheses advanced, Show on map 

(a) water-aps with names of three rivers which cross from NW io SW, (b) gaps 
and nane of tvo rivers from SE to NW, (c) terminnl moraine and (ad) border of 

‘ unslaciated area (map of Pennsylvania). 

ee
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. Exercise IV* Page 11 7 

THE APPALACHIAN PLATEAUS AND THE NEVER APPALACHIANS 

vy 1. Rend Section 7 of the Physiogrephic Diagram, denling with the Appalachian 
Plateaus. See Article 542-3 in Fal, if need be. Why is hill country a 

more appropriate term than plateau, in naming this region? Outline the 
region on your Diagram. ; : 

¥Y 2, Clarksburg quadrangle. This is a representative sample of most of the 
Appalachian Plateau. Note the contour interval. What proportion of the 
land is in slope? Is the,country youthful, in early maturity, full ma- 

turity, or late maturity? How high are the ridge tops above the valley 
bottoms? (This figure is the relief.) What would be your experience if 

you were to walk in a straight line across the area (note degree and 

arrangement or pattern of the ridge tops and of the streams. / This pattern 
is called dendritic. Draw a sketch map to show the arrangem*nt of the . 

ridge crests in the middle section of the northern thrid of the Clarksburg 

quadrangle. This region was a smooth upland wes ago. How did the pre- 

sent topography develop? 

v 36 The northern part of the Middlesboro area is in the same r«gion as the 
Clarksburg. See one of the Middlesboro mans with green forest over- 

print. Sucegest possible ressons for the large percentage of the area 
left in woods. Can you explain the location of the cleared ares? ‘This 

is a region of serious soil erosion on most of the cleared land. Why? 
Account for the location of the roads. Ths southern part of this area 
is in the Folded Appalachians. 

4, Read section 6 of the Physiographic Diagram, dealins vith the Folded 
Appalachians. See Articles 546 and 548 in F@T, if need be. Oytline this 

region on your mape 

5. The Mt. Union quadrangl@ is an excellent sample of the Folded Appalachians. 
ae How is the bed rock of this region like that of the region 

immediately to the west? How unlike? (See F&I) 
be: Make a sketch map to show the arrangement of ridge crests in 

the southern third of the man, 
Ce How does the bed rock underlying the ridges differ from that 

underlying the volleys? 
; d. Describe the pattern of vnlleys.. In which direction is travel 

easy? Difficult? 

es Originally, this area was entirely wooded, Describe and explain 
the. present woodland pettern. 

f. In what topozraphic position are the raads, rural homes, and 

towns? 

V 6. Summary: Briefly compare the Allegheny—Cumberland hill country ( Appalachian 

Plateau) and the Appalachian ridge-and-valley re ion (Folded Appalachians) 
ing 

(a) pattern of ridges and valleys 
(bo) extent and distribution of woodland 
(c) distribution of roads, rural homes, an¢ towns. 

le The Ozark Plateau is like the Allegheny—Cumberland Hill Country, and the 
Ouachita Mountains resemble the Appalachian Ridge~and-Valley Region. Draw 
a line on your Diagram to separate these two regions, (Ozarks and Ouachitas) 

. @ 9 Why have these regions been of slight importance as barriers to trade. 
Answer all questionse
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THE OLDER APPALACHIANS 

1. Read Section 3 of the Physiogravhic Diagram, dealing with the Older Appa-~ 

lachians. Outline the Blue Ridge and the Piedmont on your diagram. 

*2, The Gastonia sheet is taken as a sample of the Piedmont. : 
ae What is the local relief (take the local relief of the middle section 

of the eastern third of the area)? Would you class this area as plains 

hill country or mountain (as defined in your text)? How does the re- 
lief compare with that of the Allegheny-Cumberland Hill Country(of which 

the Clarksburg area is a sample)? With the Appalachian Ridge-and—Valley 

Region (Mt. Union sheet)? 

be How high above the surrounding country is the top of Pasour Mountain? 
Spencer Mountain? Account for the presence of these "mountains". t 

3. The Ashville quadrangle is taken as a sample of the Blue Ridge. 

¥*9, What is the moximum relief of the middle section of the southern third 

of the map? Is this area hill country or mountain, as defined in your 

text? 
*b. Taking the Ashville quadrangle as a whole, what arrangement has the 

ridge crests? Does the Blue Ridge most resemble the Appalachian Ridge- 

and—Valley Region or the Allegheny—Cumberland Hill Country in this 

regard? 
c. See the explanation in your text, (Article 552), of the origin of the i 

lowland occupied in part by the city of Ashville. 

*4, Summary. 
a. In what ways are the Piedmont and Blue Ridge alike? Different? 
b. How does the Piedmont resemble the inner Coastal Plain? How does the 

Blue Ridge resemble the Appalachian Ridge-and-Valley Region and the 

Allegheny-Cumberland Hill Country? 

VII 

WEW ENGLAND PROVINCE 

1. Read Section 2 of the Physiographic Diagram, dealing with the New England 

Upland. Outline the region on your diagram. 

¥*2, Much of the New England coast resembles that shown on the Boothbay sheet. : 

a. What evidence of submergence does the Boothbay sheet present? 

be What evidence of glaciation? 

Cc. What features help to make this area suitable for summer resorts? For 
fishing? How is the location of the area involved in cach of these 

uses of the natural resources? 

3. The Boston sheet (posted)also shows a submerged coast line. 
*a. Name several of the small estuaries which empty into Boston Bay or 

into its western extensions. 
be What do you think was the origin of the islands shown on this map?
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PHYSIOGR:PHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Laboratory—Appalachian Plateau, Edition 193%-39 

Foxburg quadranglé, Pennsylvania, edition showing structure; (Folio No. 178), 

Study the map and see how geologic structure is shown, What relation is there 2 

between structural and topographic "highs"? Explain two theories of the 

bearing this has on the erosional history of the area. In what stage of the 

erosion cycle is the area now? wht other evidence do you find of relatively 

recent uplift or of increase in stream volume? Last, list in order steps in 

the physiographic history of this area which are demonstrated by evidence 

of this map alone. 

Watkins Glen, New York; Folio No. 169. 
Locate examples of (a) mature prezlacial surface, (b) post-Wisconsin gorge, 

(c) outwash filled valley, (a) stream diverted by glaciation, (@) hanging 

valley, (f) youthful claciated valley containing lake, (g) youthful glaciated 
valley without lake and not parallel to dirsction of ice movement. 

Elkland, Pennsylvania, glacial geology efition: stracture sections, Folio 93. 

What dominates the topography, constructional features of glacial origin or 

erosional features of older age? Sugeest two distinct explanations of the 

valley between Little Marsh and Phillips. Locate outlier§of Pottsville 

formation and account for their preservation. é 

Katterskill, New York. See International Geological Congress Guidebook 9A. 
What physiographic provinces are show. Explain vith diagrinys the drainage 

changes which have recently taken place on this are® and tell why they took 

place. 

In the summary include in proper places in your discussion, a statement as to 

the cause of perservation of the Plateau, summarize the problem of finding 

evidence of successive uplifts in this Province as compared to the Folded 
Appalachians, and the four hypothese of the peculiar glaciated youthful topo- 

graphy of westemNew York. Show on mep (a) Finger Lakes, (b) Cumberland 
Plateau, (c) Catskill Mts., (d) Tughill Plateau, (e) Mohawk Volley, (f) Teays 
Valley, (g) Pine Mt., Ky., (h) terminal moraine, (i) border of glaciated 
area. (last two map of Pennsylvania.)
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PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES SEEN 
Laboratory questions, New Englund, Edition 1958-359 

Eastport, Me. Geologic and structure maps. See Folio #192. 
How does the topography show the geologic structure? What 
relation exists between topography and the direction of glacial : 
movement? How does this bear on the amount of glacial erosion? 
List in order the events which have occured since the ice re- 
treated. 

Housatonic, Mass.-N. Y. and geological map of Massachusetts. 
What relation has the topography to the structure of the bed 
rocks? To what kind of bed rock? x 

Hartford, Conn.,and map of surface geology of Conn. 
Explain the two theories of the origin of the terruces. See 

Bull. 47 Conn. Geol. Survey, pp. 19-27. 

Rochester, Vt. 
What mountains are shown and what kinds of bed rock? Suggest 
two distinct factors which helped produce the rounded summits. 

West Point, Ns ¥. Gee ¢. S.A. BUlis Vol. 47, 1851-1848. 
List possible reasons for the crossing of the Highlands by the 
Hudson River. By what name is the extension of crystalline 

rocks west of the Hudson known? 

Boston and vicinity, Mass. See U.S.G.8. Bulli. 659. 
Locate examples of drumlins. Account for the strip of land 
connecting Telegraph and Great Hills with the mainland. Account 
for the steep east face of Strawberry Hill. How can you tell 
rock islands from drift islands? 

Passadomkcag, Me. See Monograph 34, plate 47. 
: Draw a sketch outline of the quadrungle showing the eskers. 

What is the origin of such ridges? 

Hawley, Mass.-Vt. 
Is there evidence of rejuvenation of the streams of this area? 
Expluin. What kind of topography was formerly present? (State 
average relief). Draw cross section to show uplift (Vert. x5). 

Write summary on usual outline. Include discussion of (a) why 

N. E. is considered a separate province and (b) reasons for and 
against the existence of dissected peneplains in N. E. Discuss 
local glaciation and the hypothesis of stagnation of the con- 
tinentul ice sheet. On map show Mt. Monadnock, Green Mtns., 

White Mtns., Conn. vulley Triassic area, Penn. of Boston and 
Naragansett Basins, Reading Prong, Manhattan Prong, Highlunds 

of Hudson.
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PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES ) ese 

Laboratory questions, New England, dition wy SS 

Hastport, Maine, geological and structure maps. See Folio No. 192. 

How does the topography show the geologic structure? What relation exists 

7 o petween topography and the direction of glacial movement? How does this : 

pe bear upon the amount of glacial erosion? List in order the events which 

Wo have ocoured \since the ice retreated. 

That relation has i and geological man_of flassechusetiss ) - a 

That rélation has the topography to-the structure-ef the ded rocks?.—To 

\kind of Kee rock? — = ¢ — 
co ake 

Hartford, Ct. and. jap of surface geology of Connecticut. ~ 

Explain the two theories of the origin of the terraces using diagrams 

given in class. See Bull. u7et. Geol, Survey, pp. 19-27. sero (ork 

Rochester, Vermont. ——) 
Wha ountains re shown and .. kinds of bed rock? Suggest two dis- 

tifict factors which helped prdduce the rounded. summits. \ 

F fF 

West’ Point, N. Y.«--See G. S. Am. UZ, 1834-1848, 
Zist four possible feasons for the crossing of the Highlands by the 

“Hudson River. By/what name is the exténsion of cryStalline rocks west 

of the Eudson known? ‘ 
/ 

| oe Vicinity) Mass. ) ts 
| See U.S. Bult. 839. Locate examples of drumlins, Account for the strip 

ig x Bolts yr tocte and Great Hills with the mainland. Account 
\ fof the steep ast facé of Strawberry Hill. How can you tell rock islands 
. m drift iglands? ‘ C— 

Passadonkeag, Maine See Monograph 3, plate 47. 
Draw a sketch outline of the quadrangle showing the oskers. What is 

the origin of such ridges? 

Hawley, Mass. Vt. 
Is there evidence of rejuvination of the streams of this area? Explain, 
What kind of topography was present before (state average relief)? 
Draw a cross section with vertical scale not exaggerated over five times 
to show evidence of uplift. Agua, 

Write summary on same outline as before, Includeya discussion of (a) why 
New England is considered a separate province and (b) reasons for and 

against the existence of dissected peneplains in New England, Under 
glacial history discuss both local glaciation and the hypothesis of stag- 

nation of the continental ice sheet. Show on map (a) Mt. Monadnock, 
(b) Green Mountains, (c) White Mountains, (4) Connecticut valley Triassic 
area, (¢)-Pennsyivanian of Boston -and-Naragansett-Basins, (f@) Reading 
Prong, {¢} Manhattan Prong, , Highlands of Hudson.



GEOLOGY 130 

Physiography Of the United States 

Laboratory questions, Adirondacks, Edition 1938-39. : 

Lake Placid, New York. 

See New York State Museum Bull. 193. Account for the rounded mountains (two 

causes). What effect did glaciation have on the drainage pattern? On topo- 

graphy? (Locate examples). : 

Elizabethtown, New York. : : 

How does this map show the effect on topography of faults? What evidence 
of local glaciation can you find? Lo & 

Lowville, New York. / 2 % 5 

Account for the level areas with kettles in eastern part of map. Where ‘ 
did the glacier last longest during its melting? Compare the shapes of the : 
“hard rock" hills with those of the "soft rock" plateau hills west of Black 
River. : 

On map show (a) area of intrusive igneous rock, (b) of gneiss.



GEOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOV2APHY OF THE UFIUED STATES 

Labo-story auestions, Interior Low Plateau, Edition 1938-39 

Greenbrier, Tenn. see geological man of Tennessee 
What name is given to the escarpment north, of Nashville? Account for it. 

Georgetown, Kentucky 

What name is ziven to the kin¢ of torography found on tops of the ~idges? 
Account for it. What suggests that relief was once less than now? 

Lockport, Kentucky 

Account for the formation of the abandoned valley near Bethel Church in SE part. 

Locate otner exammles of same process. 

Hollow Springs, Tennessee 

Account for the Plateau of the Barvons. (see geological man of Ky.) 

Vienna, Illinois 

What is cause of the high bluffs in north part? : 
Draw a cross section with a reasonable verticsl scale from Mermet through 

Ganntown N.H, to Johnson Creek to edve of map and account for features shown. 
What is wasen of the wide valley from Karnek east through Mermet? 

Ori 

Summary as usual. Show on the EB. W. cross section of Kentucky the probable 

position of Highlan¢ Rim peneplain. Wh’ is this surface not preserved in 
the Nashville Basin? On map show (a) limits of Blue grass an‘ Nashville 
Basins (b) Dripping Springs escarpment (edge of Chester) (c) Pottsville escarp- 
ment. (d) Mammoth Cave. (e) Knobstone escarpment in Indiana (fig. 116).
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PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Laboratory, Ozark Plateau, Edition 1938-39 : 

EBureka—Harrison Folio No. 202. 

Read sections on Geology an? Geography of Ozark region, Topography, 

and Geologic History of Mesozoic an’ Cenozoic. Show by a cvoss section 

(structure section sheet) the three benches. Indicste the resistant 
rocks causing them and the names used in Missouri. 

Coldwater, Mo. See geoglogical Map of Missouri. : 

Account for the mountains ané compare with a similar area in 
Wisconsin. Refer to Mo. Geol. Survey vol. 10, pp. 94-109 for discussion 
of entrench meanders. “hat explainations may apply here? 

Summary: 

Shor on map (a) St. Francis Its, (b) Mississivpian escarpment, 
(c) Boston Mts, (d) Soringfield Platform, (e) Salem Platform, (f) Escarp- 
ment at top of Cambrian ss. (sg) Escarpment at top of St. Peter ss. 

Discuss evidence of more than one cycle of erosion.
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Physiography Of The United States - 

Laboratory, Ouachita Mountain Edition 1933-39 

Caddo Gap, Ark. : : 
What physiographic provinces shown on this map? Describe what surface 

features show this boundary on the map. Refer to Bull. 808, pl. I. What 
evidence indicates two cycles of erosion (fig. 7, Bull. 808)? Study structure 

sections in above and account for the bends in Caddo Mt. and for the structure 

of Nelson Mt. : 

Hot Springs and vicinity, top. and geological maps. 
: Refer to Folio 215. What is the most resistant kind of vock here and how 

does this fact show in the topography? Gaps across ridges narrow in the direc- 
tion of dip. -Apply all criteria to Trap Mt., West Mt., Sugarloaf Mt., and 

Indian Mt. What causes the difficulty? Does the rule that an anticline has 

a long gentle nose and a suncline a short nose apply here? 

Winding Stair, Okla. 
Account for the topography near Feavener by vsing the geological map. 

Little Rock, Ark. 
Read the legend on back. Find the border of the Coastal Plain. Account 

for differences in course of Arkansas River above and below Little Rock. What 
evidence suggests that the Coastal Plain sediments were deposited on a surface 
of very low relief? That the Coastal Plain once extended farther? 

Symmary. 

Locate on map (a) Athens Plateau, (b) Arkansas valley section. Compare 
physiographic history of the province with that of Ridge and Valley province, 

All reports must be in long enough before the examination to permit of 

grading, NO reports received later than that will be accepted.



GILIGY 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Sept. 30, 1929 

For entire class: ‘ 
(1) Bvery student should have a copy of Bowman's Forest Physiography. These 

have been ordered at Brown's book store, corner of Lake and State 

(2) Every student should have a copy of the Physiographic Diagram of the 
: U. S. by Lobeck, large scaie edition, printed on both sides. These will be 

on s\he at Brown's book store, corner Lake and State 

(3) Read Bowman, pp. 107-126, 554-557, 572-584. If possible also references 
15 or 16. Reference assigned to each student. On the latter be prepared to 

hand in a written summary not to exceed one page in /ingth. While reading 

refer constantly to the Physiographic diagram which was made for this purpose. 

For 5 credit studeats: i 
(1) Every student should have (a) paper 8} x 11 inches. If any notws or 
sketches are made on smaller sheets paste them on to one of these. Notes 
taken in the laboratory may be typed at homo. (b) manilla folders for above 
in which to hand in all notes’ on" edt “physiographic province when finished. 

‘ (c) colored pencils not wax crayons!(d) ordinary poncil and eraser (ce) several 
sheets of cross section papor which may if desired be cut into strips for 

= profiles (f) India ink, pen and ponwiper are also desirable for marking on 

your diagram etc. 

(2) Bring the Physiographic diagram to the laboratory. On it mark with colored 
pencil the boundaries of each province as studicd and mark in ink the boundcrics 

of every small map studied oxcept state maps. Jdlso color other featurus 

as directed and adu an explanation. 

(3) Keep your notes ete vetwoen periods which are Monday and Wednosday 2;30- 

4;20 The instructor will not be responsible for anything left in tho laboratory 

(4) Students will ploase not touch metorials left in the laboratory for other 
classcs. 

LAURENTIAN UPLANDS-SUPERIOR HIGHLAND 

(1) On the Physiographic Diagram mark tho boundary of tho Superior Highland 
using the 1928 geological map of Wisconsin and the Lake Superior model. 

(2) On the samo color (2) arvas of massive rocks, (b) areas of banded rocks. 
(c) Lable : : .sIsle Royal -, Apostle Islands, (d) color aroqunderlain 
by sandstone west of Huron Its. ; 

(3) Questions 
(a) What geologic names are applied to tho different groups of rocks colored 
above?(b) what kinds of rock does coach consist of? (c) explein the reason 
that each group makes a different kind of topography. (d) Stato why we know 
that the Superior highland was once part of a mountain range (ce) State how we 
know that the proseut area of the highland is not as large as its original 
oxtent. (f) How do we know that the mountains disappeared long before the 

coming of tho glaciors? (g) What do we call such an area as the Superior high- 
land is at present? (h) What term is applicd to the isolated hills and ridges; 
name several and mark thom on tho map when not shown (sve map of Wisconsin) 

(i) Account for the lakos and suggest rvasons for the fact that thoy occur 
only in certain portions of the area (j) ark on tho map the border of the 
young drift (k) What geologicel name is applicd to this drift? (1) How do 
we know that glaciation occured at differont timost (m) Suggust reason for 
the conclusion which was once reached thet the region around Wausau had never 

beon glaciated. (n) Zccount for the lovel area neuer the terminal morcine
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northeast of Vauseu (2) Account for the teras Leurentian uplend, »rcaven 

sideld, pro-Gumbrian shield. (p) «hy is bud rock guology of largs urvas so 

ovurly known? 
(3) iiap «nd model of Lakv Superiar region-mep of Wisconsin, 1928 

(c) Draw an gast-“ost sketch or diagramatiscetion through Wisconsin at 

letitude of Rib Hill. Do not subdivide the rocks which are younger than 

Cembricn. what namo is apolivd to this group of rocks? Use horizontal scale 

cbjut half thet of mep of Wisconsin, verticcl scale not over 1 inch = 5000 feo 

Compute amount of oxcggoration. Granite is found at Hudson at 375 fuvt, at 

Monomonic at 350 ft, at iinrinutto ct 900 ft. 

(b) From conclusion thet Superior upland was mede < penoplain before Cambrian 

time suggest recsva for present alope of surface of the hard rocks. 

(c) Draw a sketch cross section across the basin of Lake Superior northwest- 

southeast through Porcupine kits. Use horizontal scaie same as map of Lake 

Superior region, vertical scale 1 inch = 5000 ft. Compute esag eration. 

(d) Sug est possible explanations for the great depth of tue Lake Superior 

basin. Discuss the difference between the fold and the actual basin. 

The origin of Lake Superior will be considered in conuection with tue 

i Interior Lowland. 

Marathon quadrangle, .°.and ‘Yausau quadrangle, Visconsin 

This area is typical of the southern part of the Superior highland in Wisconsin. 

What evidence do you see that this area once had lower relief tan it does 

today? bx amine the map of Wisconsin and find what kinds of bed rocks occur 

here. How do they affect the topography? Wat kind of drainage pattern is 

present? Tllustrate your coaclusion with an accurate proiile from neer tue 

southu.est side of Rib Hill northeast to neur northeast corner of T.wn of 

Hewit.. Vertical scale 1 inch = 2000 ft. what exaggeration? wat part of 

these maps has been covered with Young Drift? with Old Drift? account for 

scarcity of drift mxtericl in the valley of the Wisconsin above the flat 

velloy floor, Account for tais level floor, Account for difference in 

topography of the old cad young drifts. On cross section show only massive 

rocks and bended rocks. ‘sas this area once covered by rocks lixe those of 

southern Wisconsin? How vas ago of peneplain fixed? 

Superior quadrangle, Duluth quadrangle, “isconsin and ilinnesota 

Draw on accurate profile from Proctor to Soutnvast corner of Suverior quad- 

rangle. Mako in two parts and use verticcl sccle 1 iach = 1000 ft. «add 

goology from map of Wisconsin showing (a) levi. flows, (b) sandstone and shale, 

~ (c) faults. ‘hat relation has the sandstone to the poeneplcoin? Locate 

specifically (c) unaltored glacial topography like tersinal morcines, (2) 

abandoned lake bed, (c) postglacicl orosion valley, (d) drowned river valloy, 

(c) ridge due to tilted lava flow, (f) supposed hengling velloy 

Give roasons for supposing that tho blufts at Duluth are a fault searp. See 

Rof. no. 15. Tho location of the boundary betwoun ifinnesota and Wiscousin 

wos disputed. Suggcst ceuse for tho location of this line shown on the map 

cutting through the ends of docks on tne Minnvsote sido. In the suit over 

taxes on these docks the question came up as to whothor St. Louis Bay is a 

river or a lake. How would you arguo this question? Suggest origin of 

Minnosote and Wisconsin Points. Find other similer features. Why is tho level 

of Lake Superior now rising? 

St. Croix Dalles quadrangle, Minnusota ond Wisconsin 

Locate definitely (a) on aree of terminal moraine with lakes, (b) a pitied 

outwasa plain with lokos end kettlos, (c) veilvy oroded by drainage from the 

glacicr ct time of lakvs to the north, (d) ridge due to tilted leva flows 

(such ridges trend northoast-southwest beccuse of faults which locally 

depress the hard rocks. Note narrows in St. Croix valley duoc to such ridges. 

Noto difference in valloy where excavated in rock south of the Dellus and 

where in drift farther north. :
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Adirondacks 
Leke Placid quadrangle, New Yo" rk ; 

This is a typical portion of the Hast Central Adirondacks. Whet evidence 

do you seve of fault control of valley directions? Wht kinds of rocks 

ere present (map on board)? Loczte examples of gla¢ial diversion of streams. 

Account for the rounded outlines of tho mountoins. Do you find evidence of : 

local or Alpine as well as continentel glaciation? : 

Bolton quadrangle, New York 

Want kinds of rocks are present? Account for tne straight velleys. In wnt 

directions do the faults run? Explain the dificrence betwov. fcult valleys 

and feult line valloys. Locate some cirques. Zxplain their origin. Account 

for the largsr lakes. 

Lowvillc quadrangle, New York : 

This map shows the western border of tho Adirondacks which follows tno 

valloy of Black River, Suggust possible cause for the river vellcy in this 

locetion. What is the ridge from Croghan south? Sve refurenco No. 77. 

Account for its dircetion with ico coming from the west of north. account for 

fbt-topped areas with kettles and lakes in caztern part of the map.. Thu 

rounded hills in the castern part of tho map are composed of the old hard rocks. 

Compare their shape with the hills of svdimontary rocks west of Black River. 

Blizabthtowm quadrangle, Now York i 
This map illustratus tho offoct of faults on valleys. Look for evidence of 

mountain or local glaciation. Is there a large amvunt of drift in this rvgion. 

Explains 

Summary. 

Grito out a bricf summary of tho Laurentian Upland in the U. S. using the 

following outlino. 
Definition j 
Boundaricss 
Topography, description in torms of fact without oxplanation of history. 

Goology 
History of the topography 
Rolation of the topography and natural resources to lifo of man. 

This summary UST NOT @ACL.D FOUR (4) PAGus 

Bind up both answers and directions in a foldor to hana in.
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PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THS UNITsD STATUS : : 

Laboratory, Laurentian Upland 

General Directions 
avery student taking 5 creuits is expected to put in a miniuum of 4 hours 
per week on laboratory work if possible at the regular assigned hours. 
Special cases will be allowed to deviate from this program. The tcxt book é 
is “Forest Physiography" by Bowman, dvery student inekuding those taking 
3 credits should have a copy of the large scale physiographic diagram of the 
United States by Lobeck. These-are—on-sateat—Browms_book—store,—corner 
Stete-andLake, Those invenuing to teach are urged to buy the edition waich 
is printed on only one side of the paper and to have this sectioned and 
mounted on cloth. This diagram should be at hand while reading tue teat 
as it locates nearly all the places there mentioned. It is a good idea to 
bring it to all meetings of the class. Students taking laboratory work 
should also have typwriter size paper, covers for mnding in noves on such 

: paper, clips for fastening together notes, ordinary pencil and eraser, 
colored pencils preierably not wax crayons, some cross section paper, 

red ink for marking on physiographic diagram. 

F r every province studied mark the boundaries on your diagram in ink; also 
locate the limits of every small map (not state maps) used in the laboratory. 
Keep notes etc until ready to hand them in for there is no chance to leave 
anything in the Laboratory. STUDENTS AR& QuciuSfuD NOT TO HaNoLs SPuCLuus 
ufC. Left for use of other classes and to NOT LuAVu ANY WAPS ON THe faBbus 
wien through with them, Please return all maps to small room adjacent to the 

laboratory. DO NO? LsAVu ANY iAP HANGING OVER TH 3L.CKB0ARD 

In marking the boundaries of the Superior Highland use the 1923 map of /is- 
consin. assplain why it does not agree with the line shown on the physio- 
graphic diagram, Study the geological moder of the Lake Superior region in 
hall and locate typiccl areas of (a) massive rocks and (b) banded rocks or 
Layers of rock of vurying hardness. hat azes of rock are com on in each of 
these twe jrovy ’ dxplain the reasons for the different kind of topography 
made by the two groups. Locate typical exaaples of each and illustrate 
with sketches showing rough crosssections. why do we kno. that the Superior 
Highland was once part of a mountain range? How do we know that the present 

area of the highland is not as large as the original extent of tlee mountains? 

- How is the geological date of the removal of the mountains determined? 

How do we know that this took place long before the coming of the glaciers? 
Jnat physiographicieru is applied to the topography of the Superior Highland? 
Ihnat term is applied to the isolated hills and ridges or’ranges? Locate 

some of these giving their names, Jhat kinds of rock are most com.ion in 
them and why, Note tht lakes are not uniformly distributed, Give the 
three general classes of lakes on the basis of origin, How do we know that 
all the area of the Superior Highland was not giaciated at the same time? 
Using the 1928 map of disconsin mark the boundary of the Youag or visconsin 

Drift. Why is there difference of opinion as to whether or not the area 
around Wausau was ever glaciated? Account for the terms Laurentian Upland, 

Archean shield, Pre-Cambrien shield. dh y is bed rock geology not shown 
oveslarge areas? Illustrate the relation of the Superior Highland to the 

\ vadjacent province by means of a rough cross section through Wisconsin at the 

Jatitude of Jausau. In drawing cross sections or profiles remember that the 

vertical scale must not be exaggeréated too much. Do not represent rocks 

which dip less than 1 degree (92 feet per mile) as having high angles of 

inclination. For such a section make it about the length of a page and use 

a vertical scale d not less than 5000 feet per inch. Remember that the 

highest altitude of the general upland is about 1500, the top of Rib Hill 

(recment deterstination) is 1927, Lake ifichigan 581. Granite or other hard 

rock was struck at Marinette’ at 900 feet below surface, at “enomie, Dunn Co., 

at 350 and at Hudson at 375. fh
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Uiarataon and Jausau quadrangles, Jisconsin; 1928 geological map of Wisconsin 

This area is typical of the southern part of the Superior Highland in Jdis~ 
consin, hat evidence can you find on this map which indicates that this 

area oWce had lower relief than it does togcy? ht kinds of bed rocks occur 
in this area? How do they affoct the topography? what is the drainage pattern? . 
What relation has part of it to the structure of the rocks? xplain fully. 
Was this area all glaciated? #xplain difficulties of tellitg in field and on 
maps Account for the top@graphy of the eastern part of the Jausau quadrangle. 

Account for the flat floor of the larger valleys, Is there reason to think 
that this area was once buried by the younger sedimentary rocks which are 

now confined to lower areas to west, south, and east? dxplain fully. 

Superior and Duluth quadrangles, Jisconsin-iiinnestta; gelogical map of west 

end of Lake Superior 
These maps show the west end of the trough in which Lake Superior is situated, 
This trough is lower than the peneplain remants to south and north and differs 

from them in being underlainby sandstone and shale instead of h@&rd rock, 
Suggest three distinct and possible explanations of the trough and two distinct 
explaiiions of orosion within it. Is there any reason to tMink that another 
fault occurs along t2e north shore? Locate definitely (a) unaltered glacial 
depositional topography, (b) lake bottom topography formed when ice occupied 
the east end of Lake Superior, (c) postglacial er@sion valley, (d) drowned 
postglacial valley, (e) spit enclosing MA bay, (f) drowned natural levee, 
(2) submerged meander as shown by boundary line between states as here given, 
(h) ridge due to tilted lava flow, (i) ridge due to intrusive igneous rock. 
Notice the liinnes@ta docks which cross the State Line. This led to an effort 
by the city of Superior to tax these docks, In the resulting suit before the 

U. S. Supreme Court it was brought out that the boundary should follow the 
“main channel" of St. Lou.is Bay. Physiographers testified that this ment 
the river channel before the water rose, but the court dodged the question of : 

“when does a river become a lake*by saying that boats always went the shortest 
way anyhow, the line now dredged straight through the Bay, and uecided in favor 
of Minnesota, ~...y is the water level rising? Does it look as though this 

is a comparatively rapid process? dxBPlain. 

Houghton and Galumet. Special quadrangles, iiichigan. ‘ 
hat topographic feature is shown in part by these mest oboe tuners OF dit, 5uP- " 

- escarpment on west side of Portage Lake. Account for tae difference between 
the topography of South Rango and the rest of the area. Suggest possible 

origin of the valley which crosses the peninsula at Houghton. hy «as a canal 
needed to complete the route? How ¢an the direction of dip and strike of 
rocks be told from the map. Account for the alternating valleys and ridges. 
Can you locate any beacl® of higher levels of Lake Superior? Account for the 
templex area northeast oY the Portage Lake Ship Canal close to the beach of the 
present lake. Account for the deltas near Moughton with are covered with 

brovm dots, Jhat does this indicate? Locate other deltas. hy are there 
none in Lake Superior? 

/ dealthwood quadrangle, iiinnesota and map of glacial geology of ijinnesota 

{ Account fot the lake basins. Are they d4& all the same kind? uxplain possible 
origin of the ridge on the the north beach of lille Lacs Lake. 

Denzer quadrangle, Jisconsin and geological map of Jisconsin 
This map,which is old and very poorly surveyed,suows part of the Baraboo Range. 
Note the large flat uplands in the central part of the map. The quartzite here 
dips at least 15 degrees to the north. Sug est two distinct and possible 
mo..es of origin of these wists Note the isolated hills of quartzite which 
rise through the uplands of s®deimentary rocks farther west. Account for the 
narrows of Narrows Creek and Baraboo River, Locate the terminal moraine of the
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ao Drift and account for the flat areas west of it. Wat was the condition 

in the valley of the Baraboo when the ice was at the moraine? 

Lake Placid quadrangle, New York; geological map of New York 

What evidence do you see of fault control of valley diregtions? iixplain the 

difierence between“fault valleys” and Yault line valleys. shat kinds of bed 

rock are present? Locate examples of diversion of streams due to 
glacial deposition, Account for the rounced outlines of the mountains. 
Do you find evidence of local or Alpine glaciation as well as of continental 

Jlaciation? Explain. 

Bolton quadrangle, New York 
What kinds of bed rock are present? Account for the straight valleys. In 
what directions did faulting occur? Locate several cirques and explain 
their origin.Account for the larger lakes. 

Elizabethtowm quadrangle, New York 

This map illustrates the effect of faulting on the drainage patvern, Is ti.ere 

evidence of local glaciation and where] Is there a large amount of contiaenta! 

glacial drift here. xplain. 

Sumuary 
A written summary of the features of each province is to accompany the notes 
on the fofoing questions. In general the shorter the sumaary the better 

provided ft is adequate and clear. Notes and sumaaries may be typewritten 
if desired. Last date for handing in is given at end of each exercise. 

The physiographic diagram need not be hanued in with each set of notes. 
The following outline is satisfacbfy but need not be folloved in exact order 

if it seems best to alter it somewhat. 
Definition of province. 
Boundaries of the province and its main subdivisions. 

(7 Topography , a description in terms of fact without any explanation of history 

\ Geoley, a brief statement of the kinds of rocks present and tueir structure 

without “stails of origin and history of the rocks. 

_History of the present topography 

{ Brief summary of the efiect of the topography and principal natural resources 

\_on the life of man in the province. This can be based on information picked 

_ up from maps, field trips, and the text and need not be exhaustive. 

LAST DATE FOR THIS skBACISzZ OCT. 13



GEOLOGY 130 , : 
PHYS IOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATS peter 

@ oth ot ee! 

Laboratory, Laurontian Upland - 

Every studont taking this courso for 5 credits is oxpocted to put ina mae 

imum of 4 hours per wook in tho laboratory. As far as possible it is cxpocucd 

thot this will be done ct the rogular periods, Whon Room 206 is occupicd by 

othor classes maps may be takon to Room 212, PLEASE RETURN THESE aFTUR USING. 

Special permission should be secured beforo romoving any map to any othor placo. 

When finishod with maps tho last porson using thom will pleaso park thon on 

top of tho map case in tho smoll room opening off 206. .Hvory five crodit student 
must have a copy of the LARGE SCALE Physiographic Diagrem of the United States 

by Lobock. Tho odition printod on only ono side of the paper is best and it is 

strongly advised that tho map bo cut into sections coach about <the sizo of this 

shoot and mounted on unbleached muslin leaving at Loast 4 inch betwoon adjacent 

shoots, Bring this map to class as it helps to soo what is boing pointod out on 

tho wall map. Uso it also for studying as it locatics almost all placos nontioned 

in the toxt. 411 notes nust be handed in on paper the sizo of this sho.t ( 8s x 

11 inches). Uso a cover fastoning loose showts in cny desired way. Cross section 

papor, preforably 10 or 20 divisions to the inch, will bo used for scctions. 

This can bo cut up into narrow strips but if so cach should bo pasted to a regulor 

< sizo shovt of plain paper before handing in, Inking in of tho Physiographic 

Diagran con be dono at home; red is best. Colored pencils, NOT wax crayons, 

are desirable, ll that is noeded in tho laboratory is ordinary poncil ad crasor, 
Phore are no facilitics for locving supplios frou one period to tho noxt. 
Notes may be takon home for typing. PLEASE DO NOT HANDLE specincns Loft in 206 
for othor classes end please seo that no wall maps aro loft hanging ovor tho 

blackboard, PLEASE SES THAT TaDLES ARE CLEARSD WHEN THROUGH? 

The Physiographic Dingrata is used to show the boundarics of overy province 
studios and of such subdivisions cand other fexturos as may be indicated in tho 
dircetions. Tho boundaries and nae of overy quadrangle studiog crv also to 
bo indicatod. _ Uso largo wall -map of Us Se to got thoso.  Physiographic 
boundaries may be obtained from copy of Fonnoman map of U. S. on map rack. 

Mark the boundaries of the Laurentian highland on tho Physiographie diagran. 
Uss 1928 map of Wisconsin and map of Leake Superior rogion to supploment and 

correct the Fonnonan map. In your summary oxplain (a) wh y some of this boundary 
- is not-vell knowm, (b) why recoh changes havo boon mado in it. Do not show tho 

smallor isolctod areas of old rocks as these should proporly be troated with tho 
Intorior Lowlands. % 

1928 goological map of Wisconsin, map of Lake Superior Rogion, model of samo in he 
What gonoral nunc is applicd to the ago of the bed rocks of the Laurnotian Upland?’ 
What kinds of rocks occur? Use the logend for the Lake Superior iodol and nap ; 
to list the ago subdivisions of tho Laurentian Upland rocks. Divide those rocks 
into two general classos based on their offect on topography. Under cach list 
tho kinds of rock ond the age namos. Be sure you understand the differonce between 
those tvo things as woll as tho difforent offoct on orosion, Tllustrate oach 
genoral class by a diagranatic soction. State where an oxample of oach may bo 

found. On your Diagram color in the Koweonavon, also tho aroa undorlain by 
sandstone close to Leko Buporior, west of Marquottc, Michigan, In your swaary 

ronouber to account fro the terms Leurention Upland, Arehcan Shicld, prosCanmbricn ° 
Shiold and oxplain fully how wo know that this arose vas (2) onee mountainous and 

(b) imich larger than it is now. 

1928 mep of Wisconsin (corrected) cond nmap of concsalod pro~Conbrian. : 
Using those two ucps construct a cross soction north-south through Wisconsin 
using somo horigontel sealo as tho naps. Vortical scalo must not oxcovd 5000 

foot por inch, as halp follow cross soction 2, 1911 map of Wisconsin
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Laurontion, 2, odition 1931 Bad pate. ; 

Those sections show sonething about Like what is oxpocted in relation of vortical : 

+o horizontal. Romomber thet you should never indicate rocks which dip loss than 

1 dogroe or 92 foct per milo as having a stoup dips Do not atvcupt to show 

actails of the surface outside the Laurnntian or Superior Upland at present. 

The section should includo the Baraboo Bluffs to show why isolated aroas of pre~ 

Cambrian occur out in tho Interior Lowland. Do not attompt to show details of tho 

pro-GaiLenir -- . = rock structure, RiP Hill, the highest known point in 

Wisconsin, olovation 1927 foct, should be included in the suction, To help with 

cLlovations (a) soe scctions on 1911 map, (b) sco list of clovetions in Wisconsin, 
pack of Bullctin 36, Wisconsin Geol. and Nat. Hist. Survey, in library, (c) use 
other maps in leboratory. Get pro-Cambrian elovations from map in Laboratory. 

Marathon and Wousau quadrangles, Wisconsin; 1928 gcological map of Wisconsin. 

How do you know that this arca once had highor reliof than it doos nowg What on 

the topographic map suggests that it once had LOWER reliof than now? What kinds 

of bod rocks occur hore? What ages? What is tho drainage pattern? What relation 

has it to rock structure? Do you find cvidonce that ony part of these maps 

was affocto. by the Young glaciation, by the Old glaciations? Why is no offcet 

of the Old glaciations found? ‘xplain the difficulties of tolling whother or 

not such an area was glaciated which you would meet with in the ficld, 

Account for the flat floors of the larger valleys. Is there reason to think that 
this rogion was once covored by the rocks now found in tho Interior Lowland? 

Explain fully including what has happened since such cover was removod, 

. 
Houghton and Calumct quadrangles, Michigan; goological map of Lake Superior Region 

How do these waps indicate the structure and nature of the bed rocks? Hxplain 

by drawing a cross section with horizontal scale samo as map and vertical scale : 

exaggoratod not more than 5 times. Show your computations in notes. Account for 
the groat escarpment along tho southcast side of the Sopper Rango. Account for = 

tho differonce between the topography of South Range and the rest of the aroa. 
Can you locate ony of the abandoned beach lines? If not study map from Prof. 
Paper 154 A on map reck. What process closed the orosional ( preglacial) gap 
near Houghton so that a ship canal was needed? What relation havo the highest rock 

ridges to the Lake Superior poneplain? 

Suporior and Duluth quadrangles, Wisconsin—Minnesota; geological map of wost ond 

of Lako Superior. 

These maps show the west ond of tho Lake Superior trough. Note relation of this 
part to tho Lake Superior synclino. Noto the absence of any rommant of the Lako 
Superior poneplain in the troughe Discuss possible oxplaonations of this fact md 
diffcront possible agents of crosion. Postpone discussion of origin of Lake 
Superior basin until sumiary of provinces Locate definitely with reference to 
eithor other fcatures or by section, toim,and range: (a) unaltored glacial dup- 
ositional topography of the Young glaciation, (b) glacial lake bottom topography 

+ including oxplanation of tho lake, (c) postglacial erosion valley, (4) growed 
postglacial crosion valley including oxplenation, (c) lake spit, (f£) drwmod : 
natural levoe, (g) submerged moander as shown by stato boundary, (h) ridge due 
to inclined lava flow, (i) ridge of intrusive ignoous rock. Ngte the docks which 
eross the Minnesota-Wisconsin line as hore mappod, Thoir building loc to a 

boundary controvorsy in which physiography 4. wabimportant...:5. The . 
boundary was defined as the "main channel." Knowing the rocont physiographic 
history of tho Bay propare a case fur both tho rival states which dosirod to tax 

thoso docks, It must bo recalled that boats novor followed the o]d subiorgod 

meander but cut - across tho bay along a straight line now dredged, 
Actual decision of tho Suprome Gourt will bo givon in class. Do you think thai 
the water lovel may still bo rising and why?
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3 wslend, Labs oditi 3 3 9 pal tiluheer Laurentian upland, Lab, vdition 1931, pe yn 

Yoolthwood quadrangle, Minacsota; map of glacial gcology of Minuusota 

Account for sovercl types of lake basins on tho quadranglo. Sug cst origin of 

low ridge on north boach of Mille Lacs Lake, : 

Lako Placid quadranglco, Now York: geological map of Now York 

What is tho bod rock of the quadrangle? Account for the rounded outlines of tho 

mountains giving two contrybuting causes, What cfiicct did glaciation have on the 

stroans of the crea? Was glaciation all of samo kind? Explain fully: how you 

know this. Exploin tho difforence botwoon a "fault valloy" andasl . "foult 

line valley". Which kind is present here and how known! 

Bolton quadrangle, Now York 
Sane quostions so far as they apply as for Leke Placid. Bo not repeat noodlessly. 

Sun..ary 
Whon you complete your novus and diagrams they may be tyszod if you desire. 

Ansvoros, handed in should always bo oxplicit cond isoke cloer just what thoy are 

about. for instance to just say "Yes" or "No" to a question is not cnough. 

Make it €loar to anyone just what it is all about. 
After your answers to questions add a VERY DRIGF SUMUARY of tho physiographic 

province, This summery should so far as possible avoid the stylo of troatuont 

given in your toxt book, LENGTH LIMIT FOUR(4) pages will be strictly onforcod 

in order to insure condensation to absolute ossontials. ‘The following outline 

soons to be satisfactory for most provinces although it may be altered if found 

necossary. 

Definition of province. Mako this first in TA@RMS OF FicT aceon an 
oxplantion in terms of INTERPRETATION MaY Bu ADDED. or instance 
if you say"a rogion of crystalline rocks with low relicf" it is 
a statomont of observable facts but if you say " a ponoplainced 
mountain range" that is inécrprotation, Renomber that many 
interprotations are subject to revision as scicnce advancos but 

facts are not changod, only added to. 
Boundarios of the province and its main subdivisions 
Goology. Make a vory briof statvnucnt of tho kinds of rocks and their 

structure without uuch stress on age, dvtai ls of origin or 
: history of formation of the rocks except insofar as it aficcits 

present conditions of the surface. ; 
Topography. Make this so far as possible a description in terms of fact 

and defor tho intorprotation of history to the next soction. 

History of tho topography. 

Tllustrate your sumiary with cross suctions or diagraas which have been 
given in class or you havo adapted from the toxt book to suit your novds. Do nov 

‘copy without change. 

THIS EXERCISE IS QUE OCT. . 14. Wo oxtonsion of time without 
good causo oxplained in advaneo. é
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GEOLOGY 130 few 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THa UNITED STATS y ; 

Laboratory questions, Laurential Upland, edition of 1934 

Every studont who takes this course for 5 credits is expected to t 

put in a minimum of four (4) hours a woek on laboratory work, It is 
very important to keep this work up to date: DO NOT L&T YOURSELF GkT 

BEHIND. Unless otherwise stated in class all reports are duc the day : 
the NEXT province is begun in class. Overdue reports hold up the roturn 

of those which have beon handed in. Unoxcused overdue reports MAY Da 

DENIZD ANY CREDIT, Ordinarily all laboratory work will be done in 

Room 206. If you havo to remove any maps PLZASH RZTURN THEM aT OUCZ. 

Maps should not bo takon from the building or to ofivices without pormission. 

Please pick up all maps on tho tablos when leaving the room and place 

thom on top of one of the map casos, Ploaso do not leave any wall maps 

y hung on cither the blackboard or the map rack. Maps will bo furnishod 

on which to show the boundaries of all provinces and the LOC.TION OF ALL 
SMAL:: MAPS used, Maps of physiographic provinces, goology, and physio- 
graphic foaturos are available in tho laboratory. Consult reforences in : 
library or models in hall whonover necessary. Koop rough notes in poncil 
which may be inkod in if drawings, copicd in ink or typewriting if 

- writton, Gomplote roports should bo handed in on 8" X 1L" paper in 
a afoldor, “ shoot or two of cross soction papor may bo uscd, Uso of 

me colored pencils adds to cffectiveness of diagrams. DO NOL USu Jax 
CRAYONS. Colored pencil may bo made to look betver by rubbing with 
a scrap of blotting paper or with cloth dippod in pure gasoline or benzine. 

On your goneral map show not only the corrected boundary of the province 
but color in (a) areas of Lake Superior sandstone (seo model in hall), 
(b) Middle and Lower Kowoonawan lava flows, (c) Huronian rokks. 
Contrast (in notes) the topography of those throe divisions with that of 
the massive igneous and motamorphie rocks and oxplain why there is a 
difference, Explain why this difforonce is not showm at all places. 

Using the 1928 (small) geological map of Wisconsin, the map of the 
surface of the buriod pre~Cambrian roeks, and the large scale goological 
map of Wisconsin construct on samc horizontal scalo as tho small map 
and a vortical scale of one inch to 5000 foct a cross-section of 
Wisconsin along an cast-vost Line through Rib Hill near Wausau. 

= You may lump all tho pro-Cambrian rocks in one color or pattern and all 
. ; tho Gambrian and later doposits in anothor. 

Marathon oni. Wousau, Wisconsin. Sco al so goolggical maps. 
What ovidenecZes ean you discovor which indicate that this area orf had 
a highor reliof than it now has? Draw a cross suction across tho Gal loy 

; of tho Wisconsin some distance north of Wousau. Mako it several miles 
long so as to include some of the rolling uplands. Vertical sealo 
not over once inch to 2000 fect. Horizontal scale same as map. Reasoning 
from this soction did or did not the aroa onec heave a lower rolicf than 
it docs now? Reconcilo those two results. Make a small outlino of the 

: two quadrangles and show on it (2) erea coverod by Young (Wisconsin) 
drift, (b) area covorod by Old drift, and (c) areca which may not have 
beon glaciated. Study original map and thon toll how these three areas 
diffor in topography.If you went in tho fiold would you find it as casy 
to tell what part of the aroa had boon glaciated as it is around Madison; 
Explain fully. what if my roletion do the stream valleys of this arca 

: have to the rocks? Explain. Explain the flat floors of the large valloys.
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Laurential Uplanc, ps 2 ; sown 

Houghton ond Calumet, Michigan. Moko a suall sketch without much oxaggor~ 

ation of vertical scalo showing the geological structure of this ridge. 

Consult geological map of Lake Suporior. rvgion but recoll what has been 

explained in class cbout the kind of faulié which occurs, Consult map 

from Proffessional Paper 154 and then doscribe the differoncos in vopog- 

raphy above and below the highest beach line, het is probable origin 

of tho gap through tho ridge? Was the lake present thon? How could a 

stream como to disrogard rock structuro? ZUxplain,.ccount for the 

great oscarpnont of southeast side of the Range, 

Superior cond’ 2yluth quadrangles, Wisconsin-Minnesota, See map from : 

Wisconsin Bull, 25 and from it construct a skutch cross=scction showing the 

rolotion of this valley to the main synelinc to the southvast. Seu also 

map of Lake Suporior region. In moking such a soction rumombor thot 

NSATNESS AND DEFINITZNESS count. Don not draw any line unless you are 

suro it is going to moan somothing., Do not oxaggorave vertical se..le 

too much ospucially in folded rock arcas, Show only (2) Kewoonavan 
lava flows and (b) sandstones. account for tho escarpient south of the 

lake. Account for escarpnont north of the lako (Soo discussion in 

Monograph 52). Mako a tablo showing physiographie significanco of: 
fa) Minnesota Point, (b) irrogular topography in oxtreuo south of nep, 

are (ec) Monitou Falls, {d) smooth topography ct Suporior, (c) V-shapod 
valley of Nonadji River, (f) shore ridge of Spirit Lake, (g) shoreline 
of St. Louis Bay, (h) curves in state boundary. For the last sco pp, 
446-252 now edition of Wisconsin Bull, 36. Write a bricf sumary of 
how physiography ontorcd into this boundary dispute. 

Lake Placid, New York Soo goological-map of Now York stato. 
What is the bed rocks of this area, Account for tho rounded outlines 
of the mountains giving tvo contributing causes, ‘Wheat offocts of glac- 
iation on stroan patiorn can you distinguish. Be specific, Do you find 
dofinite ovidonce of two difforont kinds of glaciation? Where? Lxplain 
what is mont by tho term "fault valloy" and "fault line valloy". Can 
you locate an oxample of oithor on this map? Explain fully. 

Sumiary. Whon you have comploted your notes the summary can be 
finished oclsowiore if you desire, However, do not cut your regular 
Laboratory periods to do this but start ahoad with next province as soom 

as directions aro roadystore all answors explicit and not. just "“yos" or 
os "no". Moke it closr to everyone just what you arc trying to say. 

. aftor tho answors to the forogoing quostions write a briof (LIUIT FOUR 
; PAGES ) sumucry of the province on following outlino, : 

Definition of province, first in torms of FACT thon if necossary in 
torms of INTLAPRETAION. Give bricfly ay alternative nanos for tho : 
province and explain how doriveds 

soundarios of the province ond its nein subdivisions not morely 
what it adjoins but the nature of tho boundary as oscarpmont, change in 
goology, odgo of glacial drift; ote, In this province oxplain tho 
difficulty of oxact location-of some of tho boundary. 

: Goologys 2 vory bricf statnuont of tho kinds of bod rocks, glacial 
drift, otc.without much attention to goological age or details of origin, 

Topography in torms of facts. 
History of tho topography, that is the interpretaion of the 

forogoing information on goology and topgraphy. In this province do not 
_ forget to oxplain fully all ossonticl stons iabrigin of proscnt surfaco. 

: USS DIAGRAMS whorover this holps but MAKZ THELl A PART OF TH2 DISCUSSION. 
Do not forget the discussion of tho origin. of the basin of Leako Superior.



: GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Laboratory questions, Laurentian Upland, edition of 1936 

Every student who takes this course for 5 credits is expected to put in a 

minimum of four (4) hours a week on laboratory work. It is very important to keep 

this work up to date: DO NOT LET YOURSELF GET BEHIND. Unless otherwise stated in 

class all reports are due the day the NEXT province is begun in class. Overdue 

. reports hold up the return of those which have been handed in. Unexcused overdue 

; reports MAY BE DENIED ANY CREDIT. Ordinarily all laboratory work will be done in 
Room 212. If you have to vemove any maps PLEASE RETURN THEM AT ONCE. Maps should 

not be taken from the building or to offices without permission. Please pick up 

all maps on the tables when leaving the room and place in a net pile on, small table. 

Maps will be furnished on which to show the boundaries of all provinces and the 

LOCATION OF ALL SMALL MAPS used . Maps of physiographic provinces, geology, and 

physiographic features are available in the laboratory. Consult references in 

library or models in hall whenever necessary. Keep rough notes in pencil which may 

be copied in ink or typewritten. Complete reports should be handed in on 83"x 11" 
paper ina folder. A sheet or two of cross section paper may be used. Use of 

colored pencils adds to effectiveness of diagrams. Colored pencil may be made to 

_ look better by rubbing with a scrap of blotting paper or cloth. Wax crayons smear 

* badly and should Le avoided. 

On your general map show not only the corrected boundary of the province but 

: color in (a) areas of Lake Superior sandstone AKU (see 1935 map of Lake Superior 
region), (b) Middle Keweenawan lava flows Akmb, (c) Mesabi and Gogebic range (see 
model), (a)borders of young and old (pre-Wisconsin) drifts. Contrast (in notes) the 
topography of these three divisions with that of the massive igneous and metamorphic 
rocks and explain why there is a difference. Explain why this difference is not 

shown at all places. 

Using the large geological map of Wisconsin, the black line map of the surface 
of the buried pre-Cambrian rocks, construct on a vertical scale of one inch to 5000 
feet a cross-section of Wisconsin along a north-south line through Rib Hill near 
Wausau. Mold section 10 inches long. You may lump all the pre-Cambrian rocks in 
one color or pattern and all the Cambrian and later deposits in another. . 

Marathon and Wausau, Wisconsin. See also geological maps. 
ary What evidences can you discover which indicate that this area once had a higher 

relief than it now has? Draw a cross section across the valley of the Wisconsin ‘ 
some distance north of Wausau several miles long so as to include some of the rolling 
uplands. Vertical scale not over one inch to 2000 feet. Horizontal scale same as 
map. Reasoning from this section did or did not the area once have a lower relief 
than it does now? Reconcile these two results. If you went in the field would you 
find it as easy to tell what part of this area had been glaciated as it is around 
Madison? Explain fully. What if any relation do the stream valleys of this area 
have to the rocks? Explain. Explain the flat floors of the large valleys. 
Houghton and Calumet, Michigan. Make a small sketch without much exaggeration of 

vertical scale showing the geological structure of this ridge. See 1935 map of 
lake Superior region. Consult map from Professional Paper 154 and then describe 
the differences in topography above and below the highest beach line. Explain 
Account for the great escarpment of southeast side of the Range. 

: Superior and Duluth quadrangles, Wisconsin-Minnesota, See maps from Wisconsin 
Bull. 25 and blue print map of Superior structure and from them construct a sketch 
cross-section showing the relation of this valley to the main syncline to the 

southeast. In making such a section remember that NEATNESS AND DEFINITENESS count. 
Do not draw any line unless you are sure it is going to mean something. Do‘ not 
exaggerate vertical scale too mich especially in folded rockareas. Show only



‘ Laurentia} Upland, p. 2 : 

(c) Keweenawan lava flows and (ad) sandstones. Account for the escarpment south of 

the luke. Account for escarpment north of the lake (See discussion in Monograph 

52), Make a table showing physiographic significance of: (a) Minnesota Point, 

(v) irregular topography in extreme south of map, (c) Manitou Falls; (a) smooth 
topography at Superior, (e) V-shaped valley of Nomadji River, (f) shore ridge of 
Spirit Lake, (g) shoreline of St. Louis Bay, (h) curves in state boundary. 

Lake Placid, New York. See geological map of New York state. “hat is the 

bed reck of this area? Account for the rounded outlines of the mountains giving 

two contributing causes. What effects of glaciation on stream pattern can you 
distinguish. Be specific, Do you find definite evidence of tro differont kinds 

of glaciation? Where? 

Map of bottom of Lake Superior-see also same map in guide book of Kansas : 
@iological Society p. 226. (Faults incorrectly located on this map.) 

& 

What explanations might account for the steep slopes of (a) northwest shore, 
; (b) northeast shore, (c) north side of Keweenan Point, (d) northwest side of Isle 

Royale. Account for the plateau of the Apostle Islands. Account for the enclosed 
depressions in eastern part of the lake. Account for the submerged ridge north- 

— east from Keweenaw Point. ; 

Summary. “hen you have commleted your notes the summary can be finished else-~ 
where if you desire. However, do not cut your regular laboratory periods to do 
this but start ahead with next province as soon as directions are ready. Make 
all answers explicit and not just "yes" or "no". Make it clear to everyone just 
what you are tryping to say. After the answers to the foregoing questions write a 
brief (LIMIT FOUR PAGES) summary of the province on following cutlines 

Definition of province, first in terms of FACT then if necessary in terms of 
INTERPRETATION, Give briefly any alternative names for the province and explain 

how derived. 

Boundaries of the province and its main subdivisions not merely what it ad- 
joins but the nature of the boundary for instance as "escarpment", “change in 
geology", "eige of glacial drift", etc. In this province explain the difficulty 

of exact location of some of the boundary. 

: _ Geology, 2 very brief statomont cf the kinds of bed rocks, glacial drift, etc. 
without much attention to geological age or details of origin. 

Topography in terms of facts. : 

History of the topography, that is the interpretation of the foregoing in- 

formation on geology and tohography. In this province do not forget to explain 
fully all essential steps in origin of present surface. USE DIAGRAMS wherever 
this helps but MAKE THEM A PART OF THE DISCUSSION. Do not forget the discussion 

of the origin of the basin of Lake Superior.



GEOLOGY 130 . 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Laboratory questions, Laurentian Upland, 1937-38 

Every student who takes this course for 5 credits is expected to 

put in a minimum of four (4) hours a week on laboratory work. It is very : 

important to keep this work up to date: DO NOT LET YOURSELF GET BEHIND, Dates 

will be given in class. Overdue reports hold up the return of those which have 

f been handed in, Unexcused overdue reports MAY BE DENIED ANY CREDIT, Ordi- . 

narily all laboratory work will be done in Room 212, If you have to remove 

any maps PLEASE RETURN THEN AT ONCE, Maps should not be taken from the build~ 

ing or to offices without permission, Please pick up all maps on the tables 

when leaving the room and place in a neat pile. Maps will be furnished later 

on which to show the boundaries of all provinces and the LOCATION OF ALL SHALL 

MAPS used. Maps of physiographic provinces, geology, and physiographic fea~ 

tures are available in the laboratory. Consult references in library or models 

in hall whenever necessary. Keep rough notes in pencil which may be copied in 

ink or typewritten, Complete reports should be handed in on 8A"x11" paper in 

a folder) A sheet or two of cross section paper may be used. Use of colored 

pencils adds to effectiveness of diagrams, Colored pencil may be mage to look 

eo better by rubbing with a scrap of blotting paper or cloth, Wax crayons smear 

badly and should be avoided. General map should be kent up to date and handed 

in whenever called for,. 

Using the large geological map of Wisconsin and the black line map 

of the surface of the buried pre-Cambrian rocks, construct on a vertical scale. 

of one inch to 5000 feet a cross-section of Wisconsin along a east-west line 

through Stevens Point. Make section 10 inches long. You may lump all the pre- 

Cambrian rocks in one color or pattern and all the Cambrian and later deposits 

in another. (See Bull, 36, 390-395). 

Marathon and Wausau, Wisconsin. See also geological maps and Wis. . 
Bull. 16, 592-600; 36, 369-375. What evidences can you discover which in- 
dicate that this area once had a higher relief than it now has? Where are re- 

mants of the peneplain still preserved? Reasoning from these areas did or'did 

not the area once have a lower relief than it doses now? Reconcile these two 

results. If you went in the field would you find it as easy to tell what part 

SE of this area had been glaciated as it is around Madison? Explain fully, What 

if any relation do the stream valleys of this erea have to the rocks? Explain, 
Explain the flat floors of the lavzc valleyse ; 

Houghton ana Valumet, Michigan, .Make a small sketch without much : 
exaggeration of vertical scale showing the geological stracture of this ridge, 
See 1935 map of Lake Superior region. or consult map of structure, Consult 
map from Professional Paper 154 and then describe the differences in topow 
graphy above and below the highest beach line, Explain, Account for the 
great escarpment of southeast side ef the Range, ~
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Superior and Duluth quairangles, Visconsin-Minnesota. See maps .- 
from Wisconsin Bull, 25 and map of Superior structure and from them construct 
a sketch cross-section showing the relation of this valley to the main syn- : 
cline to the southeast. In making such a section remember that NEATNESS AND- ; 
DEFINITENESS count. Do not draw any line unless you are sure it is going to 
mean somethings. Do not exaggerate vertical scale too much especially in 

folded rock areas. Show only (a) old hard rocks, (b) Keweonawan lava flows, 
and (c) sandstones. Account for the escarpment south of the Jake. Account 
for escarpment north of the lake (See discussion in Monograph 52). Make a 
table showing physiographic significance of. (a) Minnesota Point, (b) irregular 

topography in extreme south of map, (c) Manitou Falls, (d) smooth topography 
at Superior, (e) V-shaped valley of Nomadji River, (f) shore ridge of Spirit 
Lake, (g¢) shoreline of St, Louis Bay, (h) curves in state boundary. (See 
Bull. 36, 47-452.) 

Lake Placid, New York. See geological map of New York state. What 
is the bed rock of this area? Account for the rounded outlines of the moun- 

said tains giving two contributing causes. What effects of glaciation on stream 
pattern can you distinguish2 Be specific. Do you find definite evidence of 
two different kinds of glaciation? Where? (See also New York State Mus. 

Bulli, 193). 

Map of bottom of Lake Superior-see also same map in guide book of 

Kansas Geological Society p. 226, (Faults incorrectly located on this map and : 
‘map of structure of Lake Superior basin. What explanations might account for . 

the steep slopes of (a) novtiwect v-ore, (b) northeast shore, (c) north side 

of Keweenaw Point, (a) northwest side of Isle Royale, Account for the piutemu 

of the Apostle Islands, Account for the enclosed depressions in enstern part 

of the lake. Account for the submerged ridge northeast from Keweenaw Point. 

Draw cross sections (vertienl scale not less than 2000 fect to inch) (a) from 

Saw Teeth Mt. § EB through outer Island to Porcupine Kits., (bd) east from 

é Stannards Rock tc Theano. Point. : 

On your general map show not only the corrected boundary of the pro= 

- vince but color in (a) areas of Lake Superior sandstone Aku (see 1935 map of . 

Lake Superior region, () Middle Keweenavan lava flows Aknb, (c) border of 

young drift, and (a) old (pre-Yisconsin) drifts, Contrast (in notes) the topo~ 

graphy of these four divisions with that of the massive igneous and meta. 

morphic rocks and explain why there is a difference, Explain why this dif- . 

ference is not equally show at all places. Defer this work until you re- 

ceive your mape ; 

Summary. When you have completed your notes the summary can be . 

finished elsewhere if you desire. However, do not cut your regular labora~ 

tory pericds to do this but start ahend with next province as soon as direc- : 

tions are ready. Make all onswers explicit and act just "yes"or"no", Make. 

it clear to everyone just what you are trying to say. After the answers to 

the foregoing questions write a brief (LIMIT FOUR PAGES).summmry of the pro- 

vince on following outline. You may if desired incorporate answers and 

a 
‘ nA ~n - ~”w ~
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diagram called for above in body of report instead of giving them separately. 

Definition of province, first in terms of FACT then, if necessary, 
in terms of INTERPRETATION, Give briefly any alternative names for the pro~ 

vince and explain how derived. 

Boundaries of the province and its main subdivisions not merely 
what it adjoins but the nature cf the boundary for instance as "escarpment, " 
“change in ceology,""edge of glacial drift," etc, In this province exlain 
the difficulty of exact location of some of the boundary. 

Geology, a very brief statement of the kinis of bed rocks, glacial 
drift, etc. without much attention to geological ase or cetails or origin. 

Topography in terms of facts. : 

cet History of the topography, that is the interpretation of the fore- 
going information on geology and topography. In this province do not forget . 

to explain fully all essential steps in origin of present surface. USE D™A- 
GRAMS wherever this helps but MAKE THEM A PART OF THE DISCUSSION. Do not for. 

get the discussion of the origin of the basin of Lake Superior, Give a geries 

view of diagram each of which illustrates a major step in development of pre- 
topography.
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